Julian Hirsch Discusses **MEASURING DISTORTION IN AMPLIFIERS**

Noel Coppage Shows How to Practice the New **ART OF DOLLYCOLOGY**

**EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS:** Empire EDR.9 Phono Cartridge

Garrard DD132 Record Player • Kenwood KR-8050 Stereo Receiver

Koss CM/1020 Speaker System • Teac 124 "Syncaset" Cassette Deck

**WHAT'S NEW IN AUDIO:** the 1979 Summer Consumer Electronics Show
Most speaker companies try to impress you by describing the "wonderful" sound that comes out of their speakers. At Pioneer, we think the most believable way to describe how good HPM speakers are is to tell you what went into them.

THE HPM SUPERTWEETER
SPEAKER TECHNOLOGY RISES TO NEW HIGHS.

In many speakers, you'll find that the upper end of the audio spectrum is reproduced by an ordinary tweeter. In HPM speakers, you'll find that the high frequencies are reproduced by a unique supertweeter.

It works by using a single piece of High Polymer Molecular film, (hence the name HPM) that converts electrical impulses into sound waves without a magnet, voice coil, cone, or dome.

And because the HPM supertweeter doesn't need any of these mechanical parts, it can reproduce highs with an accuracy and definition that surpasses even the finest conventional tweeter.

As an added advantage, the HPM film is curved for maximum sound dispersion. So unlike other speakers, you don't have to plant yourself in front of an HPM speaker to enjoy all the sound it can produce.

MID-RANGE THAT ISN'T MUDDLED.

For years, speaker manufacturers have labored over mid-range driver cones that are light enough to give you quick response, yet rigid enough not to distort.

Pioneer solved this problem by creating special cones that handle more power, and combine lower mass with greater rigidity. So our HPM drivers provide you with cleaner, and crisper mid-range. Which means you'll hear music, and not distortion.

WOOFERS THAT TOP EVERY OTHER BOTTOM.

Conventional woofers are still made with the same materials that were being used in 1945.

Every woofer in the HPM series, however, is made with a special carbon fiber blend that's allowed us to decrease the weight of the cone, yet increase the strength needed for clarity. So you'll still hear the deepest notes exactly the way the musician recorded them.

And because every HPM woofer also has an oversized magnet and long throw voice coil, they can handle more power without distorting.

OTHER FEATURES YOU RARELY HEAR OF:

Every HPM speaker has cast aluminum frames, instead of the usual flimsy stamped out metal kind. So that even when you push our speakers to their limit, you only hear the music and never the frames. In fact, our competitors were so impressed, they started making what look like die cast frames, but aren't.

HPM speaker cabinets are made of specially compressed board that has better acoustic properties than ordinary wood. Their speakers have level controls that let you adjust the sound of the music to your living room. And these features are not just found in our most expensive HPM speaker, but in every speaker in the HPM series.

At this point, we suggest you take your favorite record into any Pioneer Dealer and audition a pair of HPM speakers in person. If you think what went into them sounds impressive, wait till you hear what comes out of them.

PIONEER®

We bring it back alive.


CIRCLE NO. 85 ON READER SERVICE CARD}

AND IT'S WHAT GOES INTO HPM SPEAKERS THAT MAKES THEM SOUND GREAT ON EVERY PART OF THE MUSIC.
WHAT COMES OUT OF A SPEAKER IS ONLY AS IMPRESSIVE AS WHAT GOES INTO IT.
INTRODUCING THE EMPIRE EDR.9 PHONO CARTRIDGE.
IT SOUNDS AS GOOD ON A RECORD AS IT DOES ON PAPIER.

It was inevitable...

With all the rapid developments being made in today's high fidelity technology, the tremendous advance in audible performance in Empire's new EDR.9 phono cartridge was bound to happen. And bound to come from Empire, as we have been designing and manufacturing the finest phono cartridges for over 18 years.

Until now, all phono cartridges were designed in the lab to achieve certain engineering characteristics and requirements. These lab characteristics and requirements took priority over actual listening tests because it was considered more important that the cartridges "measure right" or "test right"—so almost everyone was satisfied.

Empire's EDR.9 (for Extended Dynamic Response) has broken with this tradition, and is the first phono cartridge that not only meets the highest technological and design specifications—but also our demanding listening tests—on an equal basis. In effect, it bridges the gap between the ideal blueprint and the actual sound.

The EDR.9 utilizes an L. A. C. (Large Area Contact) 0.9 stylus based upon—and named after—E. I. A. Standard RS-738B. This new design, resulting in a smaller radius and larger contact area, has a pressure index of 0.9, an improvement of almost six times the typical elliptical stylus and four times over the newest designs recently introduced by several other cartridge manufacturers. The result is that less pressure is applied to the vulnerable record groove, at the same time extending the bandwidth—including the important overtones and harmonic details.

In addition, Empire's exclusive, patented 3-Element Double Damped stylus assembly acts as an equalizer. This eliminates the high "Q" mechanical resonances typical of other stylus assemblies, producing a flatter response, and lessening wear and tear on the record groove.

We could go into more technical detail, describing pole rods that are laminated, rather than just one piece, so as to reduce losses in the magnetic structure, resulting in flatter high frequency response with less distortion. Or how the EDR.9 weighs one gram less than previous Empire phono cartridges, making it a perfect match for today's advance, low mass tonearms.

But more important, as the EDR.9 cartridge represents a new approach to cartridge design, we ask that you consider it in a slightly different way as well. Send for our free technical brochure on the EDR.9, and then visit your audio dealer and listen. Don't go by specs alone.

That's because the new Empire EDR.9 is the first phono cartridge that not only meets the highest technological and design specifications—but also our demanding listening tests.

Empire Scientific Corp.
Garden City, N.Y. 11530
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Better Than Any Pusher

No matter how fine the fibers or how soft the "plush"—everything other than the Discwasher system is a pusher.

Pushers only line up dirt and microdust into an even line of contamination. Run your pusher off the record at a tangent—and you spread these particles into a tangent line. And microdust becomes permanently welded into vinyl by a tracking stylus.

Only the Discwasher system has the patented micro-tipped fibers which are directional—slanted—to pick up, hold and thus remove particles from your discs. These same directional fibers also remove fluid and solubilized contaminants by capillary action.

The superior record cleaner—better than any pusher.

discwasher, inc.
1407 N. PROVIDENCE RD.
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI 65201

Now Available with DC-1 Pad Cleaner at no extra charge.

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD
RADIO-RECEIVER PERFORMANCE RATINGS to assist consumers in choosing a radio have been proposed by the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB). The proposal suggests that manufacturers of AM and FM radio receivers submit samples of their products to the NAB or to an independent laboratory which would test them for performance quality and award one of three grades—A, B, or C. The proposal was made to the Electronic Industry Association at this summer’s Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago to encourage manufacturers to participate in formulating measurement standards.

RY COODER’S ALBUM “BOP TILL YOU DROP” (Warner Bros. BSK 3358) was recorded on 3M digital equipment at Warner’s Los Angeles studios. The company claims that it is the first multitrack pop album to be digitally mastered by a major label. Says Cooder, “For the first time I was hearing back exactly what I played. Digital gives range. Any musician would be knocked out by the fullness of it.”

LOUISVILLE ORCHESTRA FIRST EDITION RECORDS, until recently available only by subscription, are now sold retail by Composers Recordings, Inc. List price: $7.98. Celebrating its 25th anniversary, CRI offers its mail-order customers one free CRI recording for every four bought at the regular $6.95 price. Write CRI, 170 West 74th St., New York, N.Y. 10023.

THE “MAKER OF THE MICROPHONE” AWARD for this year has been presented to 3M’s Mincom Division for “an outstanding contribution to the world of sound,” the development of a practical digital audio recording system with electronic editing capabilities. The award is presented annually in memory of Emile Berliner, whose inventions include the microphone, the disc record and record player, and methods of mass producing discs from a single master. Among former winners of the “Mike” award are the late Peter Goldmark, who developed the long-playing record, and Dr. Ray Dolby (details of his new “HX” headroom-extension system are covered in this month’s Tape Talk).

WORKS IN PROGRESS: Bob Seger’s follow up to the platinum "Stranger in Town" is to be titled either "No Man’s Land" or "Fire Lake" and is scheduled for release in September...The second effort from rock’s premier dada-ist, Tony K., will be "Cars, Guitars, and Teenage Violence"...And Pete Townshend is readying a solo LP (his first on Atco) to coincide with the Who’s first U.S. appearances since the death of Keith Moon and with the group’s feature-film version of their "Quadrophenia" album, starring Sting, front man of the Police.


ESPRIT IS THE BRAND NAME SONY HAS GIVEN a new line of luxury (nothing under $500) audio products introduced in Tokyo in mid July. Included is the APM-8 loudspeaker with “accurate pistonic motion” specially designed for use with PCM adapters and PCM recordings. Incorporating new design elements and materials—a ribbon tweeter, separate midrange, a flat honeycomb woofer, and sophisticated new crossover network—its price will be (hold onto your hat) over $5,000 per speaker.

RECORDED READINGS OF BEST SELLERS are available to motorists whose cars are equipped with cassette players. Books on Tape rents recordings of books by such authors as Isaac Asimov, Erma Bombeck, Charles Dickens, Kurt Vonnegut, and more than 100 others. Books are recorded in their entirety on a series of cassettes mailed as sets. Rental fees (averaging $7.50 for thirty days) include postage for delivery and return. For a free catalog write Books on Tape, Box 71405, Los Angeles, Calif. 90071. Someone has obviously given a little thought to what to do while waiting in a gas line.

PONCHIELLI’S LA GIOCONDA, performed by the San Francisco Opera Company, will be telecast live via satellite September 16 throughout North America and Europe, and stereo simulcast will be available. Renata Scotto and Luciano Pavarotti head the cast. For time, check local listings of the Public Broadcasting Service or the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
Speaking of Music...

By William Anderson

ADVICE TO YOUNG COMPOSERS

"What set of circumstances," a reader wants to know, "produced the great composers of the past, and why don't we have those circumstances now?" One is tempted to be brutally direct about it and answer, to the first part, that the circumstances were talent, hunger, and patronage, and to the second part that although there is probably no shortage of any of these three today, they are not being taken advantage of at all or are being used in unfruitful ways.

As far as the talent is concerned, we must assume, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that no catastrophic genetic firestorm wiped all propensity toward musical composition out of the human race right after, say, Richard Wagner; it is still there waiting to be put to work. Hunger, too, even for composers, has hardly been eliminated, but these days it is usually circumvented: composers once "soured delights and lived laborious days" while practicing their art in drafty garrets (I speak, of course, metaphorically), but lately they are nourished by an apparently inexhaustible cornucopia of stipends, grants, and "in residences" that make even a momentary pang unlikely. And there is still such a thing as patronage, though its nature is significantly altered: where it once was an expression of personal taste (Keserling, Rossini, Esterhazy, Brandenburg), it has become an exercise of corporate whim, a cultural reflex on the part of foundations, institutions of higher learning, or of government that causes them to commission a bit of music from time to time with no more concern or personal involvement than if they were ordering so many yards of bunting to camouflage the underpinnings of a platform. All of which leaves us with a lot of musical talents whose comfortable academic sinecures make it unlikely that they will ever have to compose anything and who need satisfy only themselves if they do.

There is, however, a bit more to it than that. At Broadcast Music Inc.'s award ceremonies for young American composers recently, I met a young Californian whose prize-winning one-movement piano concerto had its genesis in a college composition class. The composer, still a bit awed by his own temerity in undertaking so grand a project, confessed that he had not had the courage to own up to it before his classmates, who were all confining their efforts to humble little sonatinas and string trios, but had asked to discuss the matter with his professor after class. Whether you call that painful self-consciousness or becoming modesty, it too is a part of the "circumstances" of modern composing.

And so, composers are not "hungry" enough; they are so insulated from economic pressures that they need compose only what they want to. They are also self-conscious, often too vulnerable (thanks to the ubiquitous print and electronic media) to the news of what their peers are up to all over the world to set down a single note. And finally, more than the rest of us, they must deal with radical egalitarianism, that misreading of the whole democratic process that would have us believe that Beethoven was an "elitist," that the only way to be equal is to be the same.

What, then, is a young composer to do? He should not, first of all, teach at a university; he should get a job in insurance and compose on the side. He should sell his record player, TV, and radio—and move to New Zealand, if necessary, to avoid modern-music concerts and other composers. He should avoid giving his compositions fancy Greek titles, calling them simply "symphony," "concerto," and "quartet" instead. He should not set to music any fragment of Lao-tse or quatrain of Lorca. He should read Milton's Lycidas and dare not "hungry" anything and who need satisfy only themselves if they do.
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Ah! Decisions, decisions.
Metal, three heads, microcomputer.
Auto reverse, detachable remote, logic.

We don't want to complicate your specs life but Sony gives you inspiring cassette decks. There's one exactly right for you.

Consider our new, three-head, two motor TC-K75 that gives you the higher-fi of metal tape compatibility. That's in addition to regular-fi, chrome and FeCr settings. And Bias Calibration and Record Level Calibration systems let you optimize the performance of the specific tape you use.

The professional three-head system monitors the recorded signal an instant after it's recorded. And individual heads for each function, record, playback and erase, significantly improve performance.

Sony's new microcomputer in the heart of the TC-K75 adds convenience and dramatically increases reliability.

Digital logic control lets you speed through any sequence of operations by merely pressing the appropriate feather-touch bar.

The Ferrite-and-Ferrite heads last virtually forever. Compared to a conventional permalloy head, Sony's F&F head lasts 200 times longer. Micro-polished, ultra-hard ferrite both in the magnetic core and guard portions delivers excellent frequency response and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

Another decision: Sony's TC-K96R cassette deck offers the double convenience of auto-reverse ruled by a micro-computer as well as a detachable remote control unit.

Recording and playback is Sony precise with two newly developed BSL (Brushless & Slotless) motors. Simplified tape transport assures constant tape speed for faithful reproduction.

There's more. A Record Mute, large VU meters with LED peak level indicators, Memory, Timer switch, MIC and LINE input controls and Headphone level control work together to give you impressive value.

The Sony TC-K75 and the Sony TC-K96R. Your decision?
Either way you win.

CIRCLE NO. 59 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Recent developments have revolutionized tape technology. The new Fisher CR4029 cassette deck, with an array of features you thought were still in the future, can now make recordings in your home that rival the product of professional studios. Equally important, the CR4029 offers a wide range of choices that, until now, were unavailable. Some of the new cassette decks offer one or two of these technological innovations — Fisher offers them all in one integrated package.

**TWO SPEED OPERATION.**
You can use the CR4029 at the standard 1 7/8 ips speed and you’ll have outstanding recordings. But that’s just the beginning. Switch to the new high-speed 3 3/4 ips and the CR4029 delivers an incredible 30Hz-20kHz ± 3 dB frequency response (using normal tape). What’s more, recording at high speed drastically reduces wow and flutter and tape dropout. Off-the-air and off-the-disc recordings will astound you, and even surprise your friends who own reel to reel recorders. (Since a C90 cassette will record a full album at 3 3/4 ips, high-speed recording is still economical.) But — there’s more.

**METAL TAPE.** Another of the marvelous innovations is metal tape. Why has it become so important? Our chart shows why. Metal tape demonstrably improves frequency response. Combine it with the new high speed and you’ll get a high-to-believe 30Hz-25kHz ± 3 dB frequency response with virtual freedom from distortion. You’ll also be able to record at higher levels. (With normal tape and standard speed, you have to record at lower levels to prevent tape saturation and consequent distortion.)

**THREE VHT/SENDUST HEADS WITH DUAL PROCESS DOLBY.** All this new technology requires new recording, playback and erase heads. So Fisher engineers came up with our new VHT heads. Made of a special micro-fine, high density particle formulation, they bring out the best potential of metal tape and high speed. Because the
CR4029 is a three-head design, each head can be optimized for a specific function. There’s a wide 4 μm gap VHT record head for the best possible signal-to-noise ratio. A narrow 1 μm gap VHT playback head improves frequency response. And a Sendust alloy erase head overcomes the problem of hard-to-erase metal tape. The separate record and playback heads allow you to monitor as you record—an absolute must for serious record/ing. And Dual Process Dolby gives you the advantage of Dolby noise reduction in both the record/playback and off-the-tape monitoring mode.

THE CR4029 HAS ALL THE OPTIONS. Why have only part of the new tape technology when you can have all of it? Using the CR4029 three head system you can use metal tape at the standard 1/4 ips speed, combining high performance with long play. Or use normal tape at the new 3/4 ips speed for both economy and superior performance. Or choose the ultimate metal tape at high speed 3/4 ips, and exceed the expectations of the most critical enthusiasts.

IT'S WHAT YOU'D EXPECT FROM THE NEW FISHER. We invented High Fidelity over 40 years ago. We've never stopped moving ahead. The CR4029 is a perfect example. Part of the new Fisher. Where the only thing about us that's old is our tradition of quality and craftsmanship. See the new CR4029 at your Fisher dealer. Everything you'd want in a technologically advanced cassette deck, and at under $500 price.

New guide for buying high fidelity equipment. Send $2.00 with name and address for Fisher Handbook to Fisher Corporation, Department H, 21314 Lassen Street, Chatsworth, California 91311.

© Fisher Corp. 1979.
The Advent Coupon

The speaker shown above is the New Advent Loudspeaker—a new version of the system that has been this country’s best-selling and most imitated speaker for several years.

If you have been thinking of getting, or improving on, a stereo system, the New Advent Loudspeaker can give you performance that’s clearly in the “best” category for the price you would normally pay for something pretty good.” Its price is $155 to $190*, depending on cabinet finish and how far we have shipped it.

For full information, including a list of Advent dealers, please send us this coupon at the address below. Or call (toll-free) 800-225-1035. (In Massachusetts, the non-free number is 617-661-9500.)

Thank you.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State Zip __________

Advent Corporation
195 Albany Street, Cambridge, MA 02139

*Suggested prices, subject to change without notice.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Requiem for the ’70s

- Noel Coppage’s article on the Seventies in the July issue is one of the frankest, most intelligent sociological overviews I’ve read in some time. Everybody knows there is a relationship between music and society, but few people realize the even more phenomenal relationship between music and society. The current state of music reflects a stupid, self-imposed (?) Orwellian type of discipline. The establishment loves disco because it’s a perfectly docile (socially) form of music, about 98 per cent science and 2 per cent inspiration, creativity reduced to a formula. Let the kids turn up the stereo amplifiers, dress up in costumes, get loaded, and think they’re really getting away with something. Then they’ll be ready to accept and practice the pragmatic ethics being drilled into their heads. The result is a prison of homogenized culture that is growing world wide and is almost impossible to escape.

MATTHEW S. ROUCH
Eric, Pa.

- Although I agree with much of Noel Coppage’s “Requiem for the Seventies,” I have to speak up about his attack on the Carpenters, whom (among other things) he called “insufferable.” I will be the first to admit that their music is not “progressive” rock and often not very serious, but I still enjoy it immensely. Music doesn’t have to be progressive or serious all the time to be good. I hope the Carpenters will continue to make music during the Eighties, not only for my enjoyment but to keep on irritating Noel Coppage.

HALL COONS
Westover, Md.

- Noel Coppage’s excellent “Requiem for the Seventies” in July is without a doubt the finest, most accurate piece on popular music I’ve read in Stereo Review. Keep surprising me.

MICHAEL WOLF
St. Louis, Mo.

- I very much enjoyed “Requiem for the Seventies,” I grew up listening to my older sister’s generation of musicians—Buffalo Springfield, David Bromberg, and others—and I have generally been disappointed with the Seventies aside from such bright spots as Jackson Browne, Warren Zevon, Emmylou Harris, Neil Young, and the Ozark Mountain Daredevils.

JOEL BRADFORD
Riverside, Calif.

- I just had to write in to compliment the artist who illustrated Noel Coppage’s “Requiem for the Seventies.” I think Noel hit the mainstream of music pretty accurately, but one of the best features of the article was the artwork accompanying his text. It is very effective and humorous at the same time. I made a long strip out of the pictures and now have it hanging in my office. Who was the artist?

JONATHAN HOY
Paducah, Ky.

Eulogy for the Sixties

- I can certainly agree with Steve Simels (“Hair and the Hippie Revival,” June) that the movie version of Hair, the album from it, and its current stage revival (actually, Hair never died but crisscrossed the country like an endless flu on the junior-high circuit) will only make Michael Butler richer.

But for Simels to denigrate a whole decade because he was too old to apprehend it (doubtful) or too young to comprehend it (more likely) only proves one thing: in history, position is everything. If “widdle Stevie” hadn’t crawled out of the sandbox yet, that’s the stork’s fault and not that of a decade which brought more changes to the texture of American culture (even, some would say, gave it texture after the soporific Fifties) than any other since the Twenties. Simels’ problem, besides the usual rock writer’s dive into shallowness, is that he’s confused the ebullient Sixties with the bitter Seventies, when all the dinosaurs left over from the Fifties (RMN being the prime example) told “the Kids” that it was now time to pay up for the war, the race problems their elders started, and the sick situation in the schools. This was certainly as

(Continued on page 12)
QUALITY IN REVERSE

AKAI's Quick Reverse record cassette decks at popular prices.

Now instead of interrupting great moments in music when it's time to flip the cassette, AKAI's two newest popularly-priced decks automatically reverse the tape and continue to record or play back with virtually the same quality. And with AKAI's unique Quick Reverse - another new feature - directional change is virtually instantaneous.

In addition, the deluxe GXC-735D is loaded with all the other features that make the difference between a good deck and a great one. Things like AKAI's exclusive GX (glass and crystal ferrite) head, guaranteed* for 150,000 hours - the equivalent of playing 24 hours a day for 17½ years. As well as feather-touch controls, Dolby® memory rewind, Quick Reverse and dramatically recessed red/green illuminated VU meters. Not to mention the kind of specs serious component buyers all over the world depend on AKAI to deliver. (For the more economy-minded, there's the CS-732D. Same great Quick Reverse record/playback feature with Dolby and tape selector - a lot of AKAI quality for not a lot of money.)

Hear them both at your AKAI dealer, or write AKAI, P.O. Box 6010, Compton, CA 90224. They'll reverse your thinking about automatic recording.

GXC-735D: Wow/Flutter - less than 0.045% WRMS; S/N Ratio - better than 56 dB, weighted at FeCr position, with peak level at 3% THD. Dolby on improves up to 10 dB above 5 kHz. Frequency Response - 35-16,000 Hz (± 3 dB) using FeCr tape.

CS-732D: Wow/Flutter - less than 0.06% WRMS; S/N Ratio - better than 56 dB, weighted at FeCr position, with peak level at 3% THD. Dolby on improves up to 10 dB above 5 kHz. Frequency Response - 35-15,000 Hz (± 3 dB) using FeCr tape.

You never heard it so good.
Gold Strike

- Barbara Jurin's "How to Strike Gold" in July was right on the mark. However, she made a grave omission in the last paragraph of Hint No. 20. The ultimate masters of the "doobie doobie doobie" form had to be the Byrds with their classic Turn Turn Turn.

Kenneth B. Campbell
Portland, Ore.

Patti and the Pope

- I find it difficult to believe that Steve Simels actually interpreted the title cut from Patti Smith's album "Wave" the way he says he did in his July review ("...this unintentionally comic update of Annette Funicello in an American International surf movie"). I can almost understand how he missed the spoken references to an unnamed subject "on his balcony waving to a billion people" and "the edges of his cloth getting wet," but the photograph on the lyric sheet should have been some help. The "guy she's trying to pick up" is Pope John Paul II. Admittedly, even in this context the cut could be viewed unfavorably. Holding a conversation with the late Pope on the "shores of eternity" (or whatever) is a bit trite (still, I find it kind of touching).

Leith A. Tompkins
Presque Isle, Me.

Steve Simels replies: As a matter of fact, I played the thing several times for several friends who didn't catch the papal reference either. Frankly, I still prefer my version!

Time Flies

- Over the years, a small number of technical terms have commonly become mixed in the audio field. Prime examples are "stylus pressure" to mean stylus force, "monaural" to mean monophonic, and "rms watts" to mean continuous sine-wave watts. Fortunately, these misuses seem to be declining.

There is another incorrect usage that, although old, is only now becoming common throughout the industry and in the pages of Stereo Review: "time delay." I was guilty of this misuse myself until I dawned on me that the term makes no sense. There is no such thing as time delay, for we cannot delay time. What is actually delayed is the audio signal or program. Therefore, we should speak of "signal delay," "program delay," "audio delay," or simply "delay" instead.

Peter W. Tappan
Bartlett, Ill.

We agree...agree...agree...

Berlioz and the Bard

- I do not wish to make much ado about nothing, but Berlioz's Beatrice et Bénédict is not, as Eric Salzman had it in a July review, based upon As You Like It.

Gregory W. Payne
Stamford, Conn.

Digital Quad?

- I am gung ho for digital audio, so I was sailing along nicely reading Richard Freed's "The Pizzicato Polka and the Digital Waltz" (June) when I came to this infamous, blasphemous, utterly reckless, and thoughtless remark: "...to [London/Decca's] further credit, it abated from the quadraphonism that proved to be one of the less admirable flashes in the audio pan."

Pardon my dramatics, but this is almost tantamount to kicking me in a man's most vital region, for above all else I am a quadraphonic aficionado—a quadraphonic, if you will. Nothing, but nothing, goes through my system without being enhanced quadraphonically by my Sansui QSD 1 synthesizer/decoder. More sound comes out of my older stereo recordings, to say nothing of the newer ones, than ever before; two-channel digital discs sound glorious. Now how about some digital quad recordings?

Summer Kernan
Los Angeles, Calif.

Percy Grainger's Sax

- James Goodfriend's "Best of the Month" review in June of RCA's new Percy Grainger (Continued on page 14)
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Introducing the Avid Model 110 Minimum Diffraction Loudspeaker.


Utilizing the innovative design techniques which have made our revolutionary line of loudspeakers so popular, Avid introduces a compact Minimum Diffraction Loudspeaker™ for less than $150.

Its performance characteristics are so superior for the price, that the Model 110 establishes a reference standard that challenges comparison.

Overall system response (48 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB) is truly exceptional for a speaker in this price range, and few loudspeakers in its class offer 88 dB efficiency along with 100-watt power handling capability.

Avid builds its own drivers to meet the specific design objectives of each system, and the Model 110 is no exception.

Power handling of the 1-inch soft dome tweeter is achieved with a design incorporating magnetic fluids and a high-temperature voice coil. Avid's proprietary cone treatment techniques enable the 8-inch woofer to roll off mechanically, eliminating the need for an electronic crossover.

The Model 110 is a totally integrated design yielding a level of performance usually found only in the most expensive loudspeaker systems.

Audition the Model 110 and other Avid Minimum Diffraction Loudspeakers™ at your Avid dealer.

Avid Corporation
Department 110SR, 10 Tripps Lane
East Providence, R.I. 02914

Please send me complete technical information on the new Model 110 Minimum Diffraction Loudspeaker™.

Name
Street
City
State
Zip
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and other labels during the acoustic era, 1900-1925. Copies may be obtained for $9.95 postpaid from American Record Collectors' Exchange, P.O. Box 1377, F.D.R. Station, New York, N.Y. 10022.

JULIAN MORTON MOSES
New York, N.Y.

- Ticket to Ryde Ltd. is located in Lacey, Washington, not Lacey, Wales, as Paul Kresh had it on page 75 of "The Passionate Collector" in June. Also, the $1,500 Beatles disc mentioned in the article was "The Beatles and Frank ifield" (VJ 1085), issued in 1964 and one of only three unopened, factory-sealed copies of the the second press run known to exist; it is now worth over $2,000. (Copies of the first pressing of that LP, which has a photo of an old man instead of a drawing of the Beatles on the cover, are valueless.)

MITCHELL MCGEARY
Ticket to Ryde Ltd.
Lacey, Wash.

Actually, really valueless?

- Paul Kresh's "The Passionate Collector" in June was entertaining but somewhat misleading. "There are many weird birds in the record-collecting field, but collectors' preference for old 78s over LP reissues of the same material is not caused by old-fogyism or hardening of the eardrums. Each step in the record-producing process compromises sound quality, hence the recent growing popularity of direct-to-disc recordings. When 78s are dubbed for LPs, sound is lost in both the taping and remastering. It has only been in the past decade, with the introduction of the Dolby noise-reduction system, that record companies have been able to do an acceptable job of remastering 78s. Before, there was a "fake stereo, heavily filtered highs and lows to remove surface noise, hiss, and rumble, and as a result often produce a dull, lifeless shadow of the original recording. Moreover, many "pirate" LP reissuers used worn originals, cheap tape equipment, and bargain-basement pressing plants."

Finally, it is still impossible, even with today's advanced technology, actually to improve the sound of recordings made forty to fifty years ago. If someone finds a way to do that, I may just decide to sell my originals.

RUSSELL SHOR

Correction

- There is a small error in the August "Bulletin" item concerning United Video's plans to make the broadcasts of WFMT in Chicago available nationwide via satellite. We would very much like to include Hawaii in the service, but unfortunately the satellite transponder we are using does not produce enough signal level there for reception. We do, however, have enough signal level to serve the entire continental U.S. including Alaska.

TOM KEEENZE
Engineering Manager, United Video, Inc.
Tulsa, Okla.
Introducing the Bose® Direct/Reflecting® car stereo.
It flattens the curves on the road.
And bumps up the power.

Flat power radiation. That's what the new Bose
Model 1401™ Direct/Reflecting® car stereo de-
livers. On the road.
A compact Booster/Equalizer electronically ad-
justs the signal from any source to the full-range
drivers. Assuring flat power radiation at all fre-
quencies. For accurate reproduction of every
musical note... in a car.
In addition, an active Spatial Control™ System
uses individual amplifiers for each of four
speakers. So you can shape the sound for your
car. To re-create the spatial realism of a
live performance.
Plus, 100 watts of pure power drive the Model
1401 when all four speakers in the system are
used. Yet it still fits under the dash.
Two Direct/Reflecting® speakers with an adjust-
able vane let you reflect the sound off the rear
window or other hard surfaces of the car. The way
sound is reflected in a concert hall.
And two accessory speakers can be mounted
on the doors for an even greater dimension
and fullness.
The speakers are full-range drivers like those
developed for the Bose 901® system. But spe-
cially engineered for the car.
The Bose Model 1401 Direct/Reflecting® car
stereo. Take the curves out of the sound in
your car.

Better sound through research.
100 The Mountain Road, Framingham, MA 01701.

Covered by patent rights issued and pending.
Introducing TDK metal. The Music Mirror.

The era of metal particle tape has arrived. Metal-ready cassette decks are already in the stores, and more are on their way. There are also a number of metal cassettes on the market, and all of them have a high coercivity and remanence—their magnetic energy is roughly four times that of the best oxide tapes. But that does not mean that all metal cassettes are alike. Not by a long shot.

TDK's metal cassette, MA-R, looks, feels and performs like no other cassette. That's why we call it "The Music Mirror." We've used advanced manufacturing technology to solve the problems inherent in metal tape. If left untreated, metal particles oxidize upon contact with water vapor and oxygen in the atmosphere—they actually "rust." TDK has developed a unique way to coat each and every particle with a process that protects them from the atmosphere, even at the critical exposed edge of the tape. The result is a tape that is resistant to oxidation. In fact, the overall stability of MA-R is well within the limits that have been set for conventional cassettes. But superior tape is only a part of MA-R's story. TDK's new Reference Standard Mechanism is so revolutionary in design and performance, that its influence will be felt for years to come.

For starters, there's the one-piece, die-cast metal main-frame. Metal is far more resistant to warpage than plastic, and unibody construction eliminates performance differences between the A and B sides. The frame and mechanism are sandwiched between two clear covers held in place by six computer-torqued, double-threaded locking screws that will not slip because of vibration.

MA-R's amazing mechanism is visible for all to see, thanks to a transparent slip sheet. Our unique double hub-clamp is an integral part of a strong and circular tape storage system. (MA-R's two clamps are color-coded red and black, as a visual reference).

Our newly-designed, seamless, water-wheel-type rollers rotate around stainless steel pins, which are micro-polished for circularity. Our new dual-spring pressure pad assembly allows for more flexibility, yet provides more horizontal support for uniform tape to head contact. MA-R even includes replaceable erase-prevention lugs, a new standard in protection and flexibility.

Ask your TDK dealer to show you the new MA-R cassette. Hold it in your hands and feel its weight. Look at the ingenuity and precision of the shell and mechanism. Then listen to it perform in one of the new metal decks. All your senses will tell you that this isn't just another new cassette—it's one of the memorable audio products of our time. TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, N.Y. 11530.

© 1979 TDK Electronics Corp.

The machine for your machine.
Adjustable Speaker Stands From Soundlift

Soundlift, a New York City company, has introduced two models of a tubular-steel speaker stand, both featuring adjustable height (from floor level to 14 inches high) and angle of tilt (0 to 22 degrees above the horizontal). The stands, which are made in West Germany, hold speakers up to 28 inches high between two rubber-lined clamps; no mounting holes are necessary. They are available with either open (left) or closed (right) bases in black or chrome finishes. Available for $91 per pair, postpaid, directly from Soundlift Inc., Dept. SR, 595 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Dipolar “Soundwalls” Speaker Systems From Thorens

Thorens has introduced two slim dipolar array loudspeakers. The bass drivers in both units are not enclosed at the rear and hence radiate in a classic dipole (figure-eight-shaped) pattern. This arrangement is claimed to have a number of advantages, including the reduction of room-resonance excitation by the speaker and better stereo imaging.

Two speaker systems make up the present “Soundwalls” series: the HP360, which uses nine 8-inch bass drivers, a 4-inch midrange, and a 1-inch dome tweeter, and the HP380 (shown), which uses fifteen 8-inch bass drivers and the same midrange and treble units as the HP360. Both systems have crossover frequencies of 600 and 5,000 Hz and 4-ohm nominal impedances. Both units also have a sensitivity of 95 dB output, measured at 1 meter, for a 1-watt input and a DIN-rated power capacity of 80 watts. Frequency response is 45 to 22,000 Hz for the HP360 and 35 to 22,000 Hz for the HP380. Dimensions of the speakers without stands are: 34 1/4 x 22 1/2 x 3 1/2 inches for the HP360 and 47 3/4 x 31 1/2 x 3 1/2 inches for the HP380. The stands extend the depth dimension to 11 inches. Prices: HP360, $750; HP380, $1,100.

Hafler’s Moving-coil Pre-preamplifier

The David Hafler Company’s DH-102 pre-preamplifier is a step-up device for moving-coil cartridges designed primarily for use in conjunction with that company’s DH-101 preamplifier, although it can also be used with other preamplifiers capable of providing a ±18-volt, 30-milliamp direct-current supply. The unit is enclosed in a metal box and is connected to the other circuits of the preamplifier by soldering eleven bare-wire leads into place. Complete instructions for installation are included; the process takes approximately one hour.

The DH-102 has a rated total harmonic distortion of less than 0.005 per cent at its rated output of 300 millivolts. The gain of the unit is switch-selectable to either 20 or 34 dB; its input impedance is 600 ohms, its output impedance 50 ohms, and its equivalent input noise (with input shorted) is 85 nanovolts when measured using the IHF A-weighting curve. Dimensions are approximately 6 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 1 1/2 inches, weight is 30 ounces, and price is $75. For further information write the David Hafler Company, Dept. SR, 5817 Roosevelt Avenue, Pennsauken, N.J. 08109.

Nagatronics Phono Cartridge Uses Boron Cantilever

The Nagatronics Model 9600 is a moving-iron phonograph cartridge that uses an unusual stylus assembly having a cantilever of boron and a stylus tip of “semi-line contact” shape. Boron is a metal-like element having an extremely high ratio of stiffness to mass. Among the 9600’s other distinctive characteristics are a cartridge body made of a cast-aluminum alloy (Continued overleaf)
New Products
latest audio equipment and accessories

KEF Speaker Has Overload Protection, Matched Driver Pairs

KEF’s Model 101 speaker system incorporates a number of features not usually found in a small loudspeaker system, including left and right driver pairs that are matched to within ±0.5 dB in frequency response and an electronic circuit called “S-STOP” that substantially reduces the input signal to the speaker under excessive input-power conditions. A red LED on the speaker’s front panel is illuminated when this circuit is activated.

The Model 101 employs a 4½-inch bass driver with a Bextrene plastic cone that crosses over to a 1-inch plastic-dome treble unit at 3,500 Hz. The system, which uses the acoustic-suspension principle for bass-driver loading, has a nominal 8-ohm impedance, a rated frequency response of 90 to 30,000 Hz ±2 dB, and a sensitivity rating of 81 dB output for a 1-watt input measured at 1 meter. Minimum power requirement is 20 watts, and power-handling capacity is 100 watts.

The 101’s enclosure is finished in walnut veneer with black grille fabric. Dimensions of the speaker are 10½ x 7½ x 7½ inches. Price: $250 per matched pair. For further information write: Intratec, P.O. Box 17414, Dept. SR, Dulles Airport, Washington, D.C. 20041.
When what's built-in is not enough.

Still hearing some "SSSSSSSS," even though you're using good tape and the noise reduction system in your deck? Don't blame the tape. Chances are, that noise reduction system doesn't have what it takes to give you totally noise-free recordings.

The answer: a dbx II tape noise reduction unit. All of our models give you 30 dB of noise reduction at all frequencies, plus 10 dB extra recording level headroom. Without altering the sound of your music, either. The best that Dolby* B can offer is 7-10 dB of noise reduction. Besides, Dolby and other typical systems operate only at high frequencies, allowing low frequency noises to remain. And as experts know, they require level matching. dbx II doesn't require any level matching whatsoever, because its true mirror image compression/expansion operates linearly on all frequencies and your music's entire dynamic range.

* Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

This all means that the live performances, FM broadcasts and record albums you tape will have their full dynamic range preserved, with no audible tape noise added. So, if you're unhappy with the noise reduction system in your tape deck, consider a dbx II. We make 3 models: the 122, for two-channel tape noise reduction; the 124 for four-channel tape noise reduction, or simultaneous off-tape monitoring of the noise-reduced signal; and the 128 combination tape noise reduction system/dynamic range expander, which lets you make tape copies of your recordings that sound better than the original.

The dbx difference is the difference between some tape noise and no audible tape noise at all. Hear it at your dbx dealer soon.
IN MIENS ANNOUNCES THE FIRST 5-YEAR GUARANTEE IN TURNTABLE HISTORY.

Should anything go wrong with your Thorens turntable during the first five years of its life, we will fix it. We will pay for both parts and labor. The only cost to you would be for shipping, if your turntable had to go to a Thorens technical service center.

This guarantee is transferable. If you ever sell your Thorens turntable, the unexpired portion of the guarantee stays in effect for the new owner. It's that simple!

What's the hitch?

A five-year guarantee on turntables is unheard of in the component industry. Most manufacturers limit their guarantees to one year. So we can't blame you if you look for something tricky in the fine print — and here it is: Thorens turntables are so well designed and constructed that they rarely need servicing. So we can make a five-year guarantee without worrying about the cost. Also we have a sneaky motive. We just hope one or more of our competitors tries to copy our 5-year guarantee. They could find it very expensive trying to keep some turntables working.

Every model covered.

All Thorens turntables now offered carry our five-year guarantee — irrespective of the price you pay. While the more expensive models offer extra features, there is never any compromise with Thorens quality. And, dollar-for-dollar, you can't get better sound.

Before making any buying decision on a turntable, don't you think it might make good sense to see the Thorens 5-year guaranteed models? If you don't happen to know the location of the nearest authorized Thorens dealer, mail us a card and we will send you his name.

Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc.,
One Thorens Avenue, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040.
U.S. distributor for Thorens turntables.

TD-105C  TD-115C  TD-110C
All Thorens turntables now offered are covered by this guarantee for five full years from the date of purchase. The Isotrack tonearms are included in the guarantee. If anything should go wrong, the only cost to you would be for shipping to a Thoren's technical service center.

**TD-105C**
- Extremely low price for Thorens quality and performance.
- Servo-controlled electronic belt-drive.
- Low effective mass, low resonance TP22 Isotrack tonearm for maximum tracking ability with minimum record wear.
- Friction-free velocity-sensing auto shut-off/return.
- Suggested retail $300.00

**TD-104C**
- Identical to TD-105 less auto shut-off/return.
- Suggested retail $250.00

**TD-115C**
- Servo-control DC motor with load correcting automatic pitch control.
- 4 point “ortho-Inertial” suspension decouples virtually all motor vibrations from both the turntable and tonearm.
- TP30 Isotrack tonearm: low effective mass, low bearing friction, and low resonance.
- Suggested retail $400.00

**TD-110C**
- Low priced version of 115 C without auto shut-off/return.
- Suggested retail $340.00

**TD-160 II B**
- Thorens transcription quality 2-speed turntable with separate tone arms.
- 16 pole synchronous motor; dynamically balanced platter; anti-resonance mat; shock free tone arm mounting and anti-feedback suspension systems.
- Pre-drilled boards available for wide selection of arms.
- Suggested Retail $260.00

**TD-126 MK III C**
- Electronic servo controlled DC motor with load correcting automatic pitch control. Three speeds 33.3, 45, 78 RPM.
- Unique floating suspension system for the very lowest rumble on the market.
- Isotrack TP 16 MK III tone arm with ultra low mass, low bearing friction, and low resonance.
- Friction free velocity sensing electronic shut-off; separate tone arm lift motor.
- Suggested Retail $750.00

**TD-126 MK III B**
- The TD-126 MK III with mounting board to accept separate tone arms.
- Suggested Retail $600.00
Needle in the hi-fi haystack

Even we were astounded at how difficult it is to find an adequate other-brand replacement stylus for a Shure cartridge. We recently purchased 241 random styli that were not manufactured by Shure, but were being sold as replacements for our cartridges. Only ONE of these 241 styli could pass the same basic production line performance tests that ALL genuine Shure styli must pass. But don't simply accept what we say here. Send for the documented test results we've compiled for you in data booklet # AL548. Insist on a genuine Shure stylus so that your cartridge will retain its original performance capability—and at the same time protect your records.

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrev Ave., Evanston, IL 60204

In Canada.. A.C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

Manufacturers of high fidelity components—microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
fact: there's a Shure cartridge that's correct for your system— and your checkbook:

V15 Type IV—The perfectionist's pickup—overcomes such ever-present problems as warp, static electricity, and dust. Ultra-flat response. Reduced distortion. Unprecedented trackability. 4 to 1 1/4 grams tracking. Premium-priced.

V15 Type III—Second only to the Type IV. Ultra-flat, wide range response. Super track-ability 4 to 1 1/4 grams tracking. Best-buy pricing.

M95HE—New mid-priced cartridge with distortion-reducing Hyperelliptical stylus. Flat response. 4 to 1 1/2 grams tracking.

M95EJ—Superb performance for heavier tracking (1 1/2 to 3 grams) systems. Biradial (Elliptical) stylus. Moderately priced.

M70 Series—Modestly priced cartridges with truly noteworthy performance. 1 1/2 to 3 grams tracking. Biradial or Spherical styli.

M3D—The low-cost cartridge that began it all nearly two decades ago! 3 to 6 grams tracking. Replacement stylus still available as they are for virtually all Shure stereo cartridges ever made.

Manufacturers of high-fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.

fact: the phono cartridge is the heart of hi-fi...

The hi-fi phono cartridge functions as the source of sound (the point at which the recording is linked with the balance of the hi-fi system)—therefore, its role in high fidelity is absolutely critical. Just as the camera can be no better than its lens, not even the finest hi-fi system in the world can transcend the limitations of an inferior cartridge. The cartridge represents a relatively modest investment which can audibly upgrade the sound of your entire record playback system.

Consult with your nearby Shure dealer who will help you select the Shure phono cartridge that is correct for your system and your checkbook. We especially recommend that you audition the Shure V15 Type IV. Discriminating critics throughout the world praise this cartridge as the new standard for faithful sound recreation. It overcomes such ever-present problems as dust, static electricity, ‘hot’ signals, and record warp that cause ‘clicks’ or ‘pops,’ and distorted record reproduction. May we send you our brochure?
McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City State Zip ___________________

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. For non-rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
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McIntosh
“A Technological Masterpiece…”

McIntosh has received peerless acclaim from prominent product testing laboratories and outstanding international recognition! You can learn why the “more than a preamplifier” C 32 has been selected for these unique honors.

Send us your name and address and we’ll send you the complete American FM directory. You will understand why McIntosh products, copies of the international awards, and a North American FM directory. You will understand why McIntosh product research and development always has the appearance and technological look to the future.

Keep up to date.
Send now - - -

New Autosound Products
latest audio equipment and accessories

between front and rear speaker pairs, controlled by a continuously adjustable front-panel knob. The delay device is of the charge-coupled type. Price: $179.95.

Two tuners, the AM/stereo-FM AT-7831 (bottom) and the stereo-FM-only AT-372/EX-1 (not shown), round out the Audio Com- po line. Both have FET front ends and phaselocked-loop multiplex decoders. Specifications include usable sensitivity in stereo of 18 dBf, selectivity of 64 dB or greater, and channel separation of 25 dB or more. Prices: AT-7831, $279.95; AT-372/EX-1, $229.95. Fuji- jitsu Ten, Dept. SR, 19281 Pacific Gateway Drive, Torrance, Calif. 90502.

The Panasonic RM-610 “Cockpit” system is an overhead-mounted console that contains a separate cassette deck, stereo FM tuner, and amplifier/control center as well as a dome light and two spotlights. The system’s power-amplifier section has a power output of 60 watts total and a harmonic-distortion rating of 0.5 per cent or less. The FM tuner, which can be electronically preset to three station frequencies, has a usable sensitivity of 18 dBf and stereo separation of 40 dB at 1,000 Hz. Its front-panel controls include an FM stereo/mono switch, a sixteen(LED) dial-frequency indicator, a muting switch, a DX/local sensitivity selector, and a built-in impulse-noise quieting circuit. The cassette player of the RM-610 features auto-reverse, locking fast-forward and rewind controls, a normal/chromium-dioxide tape-type selector, and a tape-direction indicator. Specifications include a frequency response of 30 to 14,000 Hz, a signal-to-noise ratio of 60 dB (with Dolby in use), and weighted rms wow and flutter of 0.2 per cent or less. Preamplifier section features include bass and treble controls, a front/rear fader, loudness control, and LED output-level meters. Price of the system: approximately $1,000. Panasonic, Dept. SR, 1 Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.

Three New Jensen Car-speaker Systems

Jensen has added three multiple-driver speakers to its extensive line of auto components. The 4 x 10-inch Triax II (shown) is a three-way oval system, intended for the new Detroit compact cars, with a 2-inch cone midrange and a 2-inch piezoelectric tweeter. Maximum power-handling capacity is 50 watts. Frequency response is 65 to 12,000 Hz (−6 dB), impedance is 4 ohms, and sensitivity is 100 dB for a 4-volt input measured at 1 meter distance. Price: $139.95 per pair.

The 3 1/2-inch Triax II separates system includes a 5 1/4-inch roll-surround woofer and a separate tweeter/midrange module containing a 2-inch cone midrange and a 2-inch piezoelectric tweeter intended to be mounted close to the listener on a door or liner panel. Frequency response of the system is 70 to 20,000 Hz (−6 dB), power-handling capacity is 75 watts for the woofer and 40 watts for the tweeter/midrange module, system impedance is 4 ohms, and sensitivity is 100 dB for a 4-volt input measured at 1 meter. Price: $139.95 per pair.

The 4 1/2-inch Coax II is a two-way system with a 2-inch piezoelectric tweeter. Frequency response is 75 to 12,000 Hz (−6 dB), impedance is 4 ohms, and power-handling capacity is 50 watts. Price: $79.95 per pair. Jensen, Dept. SR, 4136 N. United Parkway, Schiller Park, Ill. 60176.

NOTICE: All product descriptions and specifications quoted in these columns are based on materials supplied by the manufacturers. Domestic inflation and fluctuations in the value of the dollar overseas affect the price of merchandise imported into this country. Therefore, please be aware that the prices quoted in this issue are subject to change.
We'll match the tonearm on our lowest-priced turntable against the tonearm on their highest-priced turntable.

We'd like to be very clear about what we have in mind. By "their" we mean everyone else's. And, our lowest-priced turntable is the new CS1237.

The CS1237's tonearm is mounted in a four-point gyroscopic gimbal—widely acknowledged as the finest suspension system available. The tonearm is centered, balanced and pivoted exactly where the vertical and horizontal axes intersect.

From pivot to tonearm head, the shape is a straight line, the shortest distance between those two important points. (Curved tonearms may look sexier, but at the cost of extra mass, less rigidity and lateral imbalance—none of which is consistent with good engineering practice.)

Tracking force is applied by a flat-wound spring coiled around the vertical pivot, and this force is maintained equally on each groove wall whether or not the turntable is level. The tonearm's perfect balance is maintained throughout play.

By contrast, tonearms which apply tracking force by shifting the counterweight forward are actually unbalanced during play and prone to mistracking. For example, on warped records the stylus tends to dig in on the uphill side of the warp and to lose contact on the way down.

Vertical-bearing friction in the CS1237 tonearm is astonishingly low—less than 8 milligrams. It can track as low as 0.25 gram—which means it will allow any cartridge to operate at its own optimum tracking force.

There's still more. The counterweight is carefully damped to attenuate tonearm resonances. Anti-skating is separately calibrated for all stylus types. Cueing is damped in both directions to prevent bounce. And because the CS1237 can play up to six records in sequence, the stylus angle can be set for optimum vertical tracking in either single-play or multiple-play.

To find any other tonearm that seriously matches the CS1237's, you have two choices.

You can consider one of the more exotic separates. But you'll find they cost as much as the entire CS1237. (Price: less than $180, complete with base and cover.)

Or you might compare it with one of the higher-priced Dual turntables. You'll find a few additional refinements, but no difference in design integrity or manufacturing quality. Which is why no other turntable quite matches a Dual. Any Dual.

For the life of your records
United Audio, 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mt Vernon, NY 10553

Dual®
HIGH SPEED RECEIVERS:
FASTER RESPONSE MEANS
MORE ACCURATE SOUND.
The new Kenwood receivers actually outperform all other receivers, as well as our competitors' separate amplifiers and tuners in transient response.

The reason is Kenwood's exclusive technical breakthrough: Hi-Speed. It allows our receivers to react more quickly to musical changes. So what comes out of your receiver matches precisely what went in.

You'll hear the difference as dramatically accurate, open sound with superior imaging and detail. Like hearing an individual singer in a vocal group.

Hi-Speed is available in four models, all DC-amplified for clean bass response. Each one also has switchable wide and narrow IF bands for low-distortion FM reception, plus dual power meters.

And each Hi-Speed receiver has unique individual features that make a real difference in the tonal quality of music. Like dual power supplies that eliminate crosstalk distortion. Or a pulse count detector that digitally reduces FM distortion by half while significantly reducing background noise. Or a built-in equalizer with ten turnover frequencies for full acoustic control.

Whichever model you choose, you'll be getting the most advanced receiver technology and performance available today. Advances far beyond the competition.

Your Kenwood dealer will be happy to demonstrate Hi-Speed, now.

*Hear the future of high fidelity*

Kenwood

For the Kenwood dealer nearest you, see your Yellow Pages, or write Kenwood, P.O. Box 6213, Carson, CA 90749

In Canada: Magnasonic Canada, Ltd.
A DIGITALLY ENCODED AUDIO DISC

The Dutch-based international manufacturing giant Philips made a cautious sortie into unknown territory last year with the introduction, through its Magnavox subsidiary, of the first consumer videodisc system. While more than a half-dozen videodisc formats have been sporadically demonstrated in prototype form, Magnavox's Magnavision is to date the only system actually on sale (though in limited quantity) to the public. This year, Philips appears ready to undertake a similarly cautious introduction of a digital audio disc format. In showings at New York's Plaza hotel and at various European audio shows, they have been demonstrating a boxed, about the size of a portable cassette tape machine, that plays 4½-inch-diameter discs. The device is the Philips "Compact Disc" player, a digital system that may just possibly become the dominant music-storage medium for the remainder of this century.

Like the Magnavision videodisc, the audio-only Compact Disc is optically read. A beam of light from a miniature laser is focused on the aluminum-plated center layer of the disc, and tiny pits in this surface modulate (continuously alter) the reflected beam. A photodiode then converts this reflected beam into a varying electrical signal. In the Magnavision videodisc, this signal is decoded into a picture and an accompanying soundtrack having more or less conventional frequency response, noise, and distortion specifications. In the Compact Disc, however, where the entire disc is devoted to audio information, the digitally encoded output of the photodiode is converted into an audio output signal of truly superb sonic quality—significantly better than could be achieved by any conventional long-playing analog record.

Philips claims a potential dynamic range of 85 dB, harmonic distortion of 0.05 percent or less, and unmeasurable wow and flutter. The discs are recorded on one side (though there is no reason why they could not be recorded on both sides), are about as thick as a dime, and have a one-hour playing time. The output of the player is compatible with the auxiliary inputs of any present-day receiver or amplifier. The astonishing playback quality is possible because the musical information is encoded in groups of numbers that can be recorded and processed without significant deterioration. This concept of digital (or number group) storage of music is widely believed to be an integral part of the future of high fidelity.

Philips would like to "get there firstest with the mostest" and thereby set the disc standard for that future, just as they set a standard for popular audio recording with their development of the cassette more than a decade ago. (It is this intent, perhaps, that is responsible for Philips' plan to market the Compact Disc through the larger Magnavox division rather than the smaller, more hi-fi-oriented Philips High Fidelity Laboratories division.) But, as with the videodisc, the possibility of a long, involved commercial struggle for public acceptance between incompatible digital-audio formats looms.

Two competitors, RCA and JVC, are said to be preparing outboard adaptors that will permit their soon-to-be-introduced videodisc players to play digital audio discs as well. Projected prices are under $500 for the players and under $200 for the adaptors, and Philips may therefore be concerned about consumer resistance to the Compact Disc, since the initial expenditure necessary to acquire both videodisc and digital-audio playback capabili-
When you hear Technics new Linear Phase Speaker Systems, you won't believe your ears.

Take a look at the two piano waveforms and you won't believe your eyes either. The waveform reproduced by Technics SB-L300 is virtually a mirror image of the original.

It's difficult to tell them apart. And how did we achieve this level of waveform fidelity? We started by giving each driver unit, including the wide-dispersion radial-horn tweeter, a frequency response that's as flat as it's wide. Then we developed a unique phase-controlled crossover network that compensates for the characteristics of each driver. Finally we staggered the driver units for optimum acoustic position.

Technics new Linear Phase Speaker Systems. Whether you choose the 3-way SB-L30C or SB-L200, or the 2-way SB-L100, you'll notice a big difference. Because, as you can see, there's very little difference between Technics Linear Phase and "live."

Cabinetry is simulated woodgrain.

**Waveform Fidelity: The big difference is how little difference there is.**
Crossover Design

Q. I would like to build two three-way crossover networks with crossover frequencies at 2,000 and 6,000 Hz for a music system that has an output of 125 watts. How do I design such a crossover?

A. It is impossible for anyone to design a crossover network optimized for a specific speaker system without having far more information about the drivers to be used in it than is available to the home constructor. A designer has to know the resonances, relative efficiencies, power-handling capabilities, dispersion characteristics, and impedances for each driver, and not just at one frequency but throughout their individual operating ranges. Most engineers design their crossovers with this mass of information as a starting point and then, nevertheless, adjust the parameters of the crossovers on the basis of acoustic-output measurements of the entire system. In other words, knowing the electrical characteristics of the crossover without knowing the pertinent electrical, mechanical, and acoustical characteristics of the drivers—and having the ability to make acoustic measurements—makes your plan very much a hit-and-miss proposition.

Flat Response

Q. Exactly what is this "flat frequency response" that audiophiles and speaker advertisements keep referring to?

A. A speaker system with a flat frequency response converts each frequency fed to it (in electrical form by the amplifier) into an exact acoustic equivalent. If a series of tones ranging in frequency from 20 to 20,000 Hz, each of equal electrical strength, were fed to the speaker, then a "flat" speaker would reproduce all those tones with equal acoustic strengths. If you were to graph the speaker's frequency response, plotting the strength of every tone against frequency, the result would be a straight or "flat" line—hence, "flat" response. Of course, it doesn't matter practically whether all the tones are of equal strength; test tones almost always are, music never is. What does matter is that all the frequencies be amplified equally so that their relative strengths will be reproduced accurately and in the same proportions.

Unfortunately, the matter is really far more complicated than that, since (1) no speaker has the same acoustic radiation pattern in all directions or at all frequencies, and (2) all speakers react to their environment in some measurable way. Since the frequency performance of every speaker is environmentally dependent, this means that any specific measurement in any special or specific normal environment is unlikely to correlate very well with a measurement taken at some other time and place.

It is possible to specify the characteristics of the measuring environment precisely, and those wishing to make their measurements in an equivalent environment will achieve a reasonably similar result. But how accurately does a speaker's measured performance in such a special acoustic environment describe the way it sounds in a normal room? This is the crucial question that has been vexing designers and listeners from the very beginning of speaker measurements, and it has yet to be resolved.

Car-speaker Equalizer

Q. How does one accurately set a car stereo equalizer for flat response from the speakers? I don't trust my ears, so I'd like some way to set the equalizer objectively.

A. Flat response where? Since many car speaker systems are installed with the woofers in the rear deck radiating into the back of your neck, the tweeters into your elbows, and perhaps the midrange into your knees, it's a little difficult to know how or where to make a frequency-response measurement, assuming that you have the equipment to do so. Since there's no way to set your equalizer for a flat response "objectively," here's how to do it subjectively. First, carefully make a cassette recording of a good-sounding, wide-range disc that you listen to frequently on your home system. Play the cassette back at home, comparing it with the disc to make sure that they sound reasonably similar. Now play the same disc in your car, adjusting the equalizer until you hear close to the same tonal balance on the tape as you heard at home. If you check back and forth between your car and home system (assuming both have reasonable quality), you should be able to get very close. For future reference, mark the settings right on the equalizer panel with a thin strip of white adhesive or masking tape. The FM band may require a different equalization for satisfactory results (probably more treble boost), but the adjustments for the cassette will at least put you in the right part of the ballpark.

The best way to make the adjustment, of course, would be to get your car into your living room somehow, since that would make possible an instantaneous A-B comparison of the home/disc and car/tape sound. Although it might be easier, it won't work to move your home speakers into your car or garage (assuming that the garage is attached to your house), since the acoustics of that environment would be different enough from your living room to produce misleading results.

Jammed Cassettes

Q. Cassette tapes are now certainly more reliable than they once were, but is there any way to reduce the possibility of their jamming in my player?

A. Jamming can occur because of a problem in either the machine or the cassette. However, things are a lot better in that regard than they once were. If you have a good machine and refrain from feeding it five-year-old (or 690) cassettes, jamming should not be a problem.

In any case, in respect to day-to-day care, shield your cassettes from extremes of temperature or humidity and stray magnetic fields. (In regard to temperature, that means keeping them off your dashboard where they would be exposed to the sun.) And you might consider the advice provided on a slip of paper packed with a low-end Japanese cassette machine that passed through my office recently. It read exactly as follows:

To Use Cassette Tape for a Long Time

When the same cassette tape is played several times, a lot better in that regard than they once were, but is there any way to reduce the possibility of their jamming in my player?
Great bass used to mean great furniture. But KLH just changed the rules. The KLH-3 gives you clean bass, flat down to 40 Hz (-3dB), in a cabinet just 8” x 12” x 6”. The reason is one of the most sophisticated components ever integrated into a speaker system:

The KLH Analog Bass Computer.™

The computer is a separate module that sits next to your receiver. It continually monitors the bass signal and controls woofer excursion to deliver bass equal to speakers four times larger. Bass you feel, as well as hear.

The KLH-3 also makes use of the latest technology in speaker cone material: polypropylene.* For a clear, uncolored mid-range and high end.

Introducing
the Computer Controlled
KLH-3.

*Pat. applied for.
**Manufacturer’s suggested retail price.

The KLH-3. $450 the pair, with Analog Bass Computer.** Don’t think of it as a great small speaker. Think of it as the first great speaker that happens to be small. To find out where you can hear the full line of KLH Computer Controlled speakers, call 800-225-6042 (in Mass. 800-532-9566). KLH Research and Development Corp., 145 University Ave., Westwood, MA 02090.
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Yamaha, the industry

When we set out to improve on our industry-acclaimed receivers, we knew we had a tough task ahead of us. How do you top being the first in such precedent-setting developments as built-in moving coil headamps, negative feedback MPX demodulators, pilot signal cancellation circuits, and the same amazingly low distortion throughout our entire line? After much continuing research, effort and unique care in design, we have the answer. It's called the CR-2040, the first in Yamaha's new line of receivers that does what only Yamaha could do. Outdo ourselves.

Unique continuously variable turnover tone controls. This unique Yamaha innovation gives you the tuning characteristics of both a parametric and a graphic equalizer. Without the added expense of having to purchase either. For instance, in addition to boosting or cutting the bass control ±10dB, you can also vary the turnover frequencies between 100 & 500 Hz to compensate for speaker deficiencies, room anomalies, etc., for unparalleled tonal tailoring flexibility. The same is true for the presence and treble controls.

Built-in moving coil head amp. More and more listeners are discovering the beautiful experience of music reproduced with a moving coil cartridge, such as Yamaha's newly introduced MC-1X and MC-1S. Discover this exclusive pleasure for yourself with the CR-2040's built-in moving coil headamp. This ultra-low noise head amp provides an ultra-quiet 66dB S/N ratio to assure you of capturing all the high-end detail and imaging the MC experience affords. All you'll miss is the extra expense and added noise of an outboard head amp or step-up transformer.

Independent input and record out selectors. If you're a tape recording enthusiast, this feature is something you won't want to be without. It lets you select the signal from one program source to send to the REC OUT term nals for recording while you listen through your speakers to an entirely different program chosen on the INPUT selector. You can also dub from one tape to another even while listening to an entirely different program. It's another example of why Yamaha is the industry leader. We build in what the others can't even figure out.

Continuous variable loudness contour. This control compensates for the ear's decreased sensitivity to bass and treble tones at low volume levels. And you're not just limited to compensation at only one specific volume setting as with other manufacturers' on/off-type loudness switches. The Yamaha conti nuously variable loudness contour assures you of full, accurate fidelity at any volume setting you choose. Another Yamaha exclusive!

Automatic operation. Without a doubt, the Yamaha CR-2040 is one of the most automated receivers in audio history. Instead of fiddling with dials and meters, you can sit back and let the automatic circuits do the work. Or, if you choose, manually override the circuits. Take the AUTO-DX circuit, for instance. We developed IF bandwidth switching for our world-acclaimed CT-700: tune. Now we've gone even further by improving this circuit so the receiver automatically chooses the correct bandwidth (local or DX) for the least noise. Working with this circuit is the AUTO BLEND circuit which eliminates annoying FM hiss to make previously unlistenable stations more clearly audible. All without your lifting a finger. And Yamaha's exclusive OTS (Optimum Tuning System) automatically locks in and holds the desired station when you release the tuning knob.
Advanced circuitry. All these advanced features are backed by the most advanced internal circuitry imaginable. Like the auto tracking pilot signal canceller. Yamaha invented pilot signal cancellation and now we've improved it further. A special circuit not only senses the incoming 19kHz pilot signal (which is a part of FM broadcasts), it also automatically tracks any signal fluctuation which might occur. This assures you of complete pilot signal cancellation for interference-free FM listening. Yamaha does it again!

The all DC power amp section pours out a massive 120 watts per channel, both channels driven into 8 ohms, from 20Hz to 20kHz, with THD and I.M. an astronomically low 0.02%. That's a new low, even for Yamaha. And to keep tabs on all this pure power there's a twin LED power-monitoring system—green to indicate half power, red to indicate an overload condition.

The tuner section has a Yamaha-exclusive Direct Current-Negative Feedback—PLL MPX IC providing excellent phasing of the high frequencies for superb stereo separation and clearer sound. Our efforts to bring you the finest sound possible know no limits.

Human engineering. As incredibly advanced and complex as the CR-2040 is, it is incredibly simple to operate. The front panel is arranged in a clean and logical manner with the largest primary operational controls located on the central forward panel, and the smaller tone-tailoring controls located on the lower panel. It takes a minimum of effort to set up the CR-2040 for maximum listening pleasure.

The functionally beautiful front panel is complemented by a real wood cabinet with simulated ebony finish—the perfect finishing touch to the extraordinary CR-2040.

And the CR-2040 is just one of a whole new line of receivers from Yamaha. Each one offers, in its class, the ultimate in features, performance and pure musical pleasure. Visit your local Yamaha Audio Specialty Dealer and see and hear for yourself how we've outdone ourselves. He's listed in the Yellow Pages. Or write us: Yamaha, Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.

From Yamaha, naturally.

YAMAHA
Yamaha, Audio Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622
Audio Basics
By Ralph Hodges

THE DAWN OF DIGITAL

Record companies have by now made enough digital master tapes—and conventional analog disc pressings from them—to give audiophiles an opportunity to sample and to get enthusiastic about the process. There have, however, been relatively few recording sessions involving very large performing forces, such as symphony orchestras, with their wide frequency and dynamic ranges. Fewer still have been sessions in which major symphony orchestras have been recorded by major labels. But there have been a couple, and the release of one of the first is scheduled for just about the time this is being written. It is the Bartók Concerto for Orchestra as performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy and produced by Jay Saks for RCA Red Seal.

RCA records the Philadelphia in the Scottish Rites Cathedral, better known by its former name, Town Hall. The auditorium is a medium-size space with room for the orchestra and not too much more (the orchestra occupies the main-floor seating section; the stage is not used). In such an intimate, live acoustic setting, the power and grandeur of a large-scale work can be almost overwhelming. String basses produce a full-bodied roar you can feel through the soles of your shoes, the brass rattles your ribs, and the sonorities of the mixed string choirsingle throughout your entire body. The sound at the Bartók session was no exception, and the performance was equally impressive.

When recording-session guests arrived at mid-morning, final microphone placements had been made and the digital recorder was set up and operating in the control room. The machine was the largest of the Soundstream instruments developed by Dr. Thomas Stockham to demonstrate the potential of digital recording, and it has been used in a number of other digital productions already available on records. "Largest" here means that it is capable of recording four simultaneous tracks rather than the minimum of two required for normal stereo. From the viewpoints of the major record labels, however, this is still far from being large enough.

Spotted around and within the Philadelphia Orchestra on this occasion were upward of two dozen microphones. These were connected to a mixing console capable of controlling the output of each individually and of combining the contributions of certain selected microphones together in any proportions desired. In a normal recording session, the con-(Continued on page 36)
An acknowledged world leader in loudspeaker design and engineering, KEF has developed a monitor-standard speaker system that is both small — only ¼-cubic foot in size — and truly "high" fidelity. While these objectives are not new, the Reference Series Model 101 speaker system represents the first time that both are available in one product.

The Model 101 is, therefore, ideal for use in locations where an accurate small speaker is required in keeping with the rest of a high quality audio system.

System Design

Despite all the ingenious ideas that have been proposed by various speaker manufacturers over the years, the three basic parameters of Enclosure Volume, Bass Response and Efficiency are still related by unchanged physical laws. What is different is the thorough manner in which KEF engineers have, with the use of advanced technology, optimized the relationships between these parameters.

Starting with the premise that prospective Model 101 users will have substantial amplification available, KEF engineers achieved a response from this small enclosure of 90 Hz–30 kHz ±2 dB (-10 dB at 47 Hz).

KEF's leadership in computer-aided digital analysis techniques enabled them to optimize the design of the drivers, crossover network and enclosure to achieve a Target Acoustic Response without repetitious trial and error experimentation. Much of this technology, which did not previously exist, has been applied to the design and production of a small high fidelity speaker system for the first time in the Model 101.

Once the desired prototype was completed, KEF applied the same unique computer-aided techniques developed for the production of the critically acclaimed Model 105, so that the sound quality originally achieved in the laboratory prototype will be available to every user.

In addition, the high standards of the computer-aided production and assembly procedures enable precision-matched pairs of stereo loudspeakers to now be offered. For example: every Model 101 driver is tested and matched to tolerances of better than 0.5 dB, and crossover networks to tolerances of 0.1 dB; each pair of drive units is matched not only to each other, but to the other components in the system as well.

Loudspeaker Protection

The major problem with small, relatively less efficient loudspeakers is thermal overloading of the voice coils. KEF engineers have developed a unique self-powered electronic overload protection circuit, S-STOP (Steady State and Transient Overload Protector).

Musical peaks are generally of short duration, so tweeters can handle far in excess of their normal program rating. A similar situation exists with low frequencies and their effect on the bass unit. Consequently any form of fuse protection can reasonably limit the instantaneous peak handling ability of the system, yet fail to protect the system against a very high average power level. KEF's solution is to incorporate a protection circuit which takes into account the instantaneous power applied to each drive unit and also computes the length of time the signal is applied. The law under which it operates resembles very closely the temperature rise within the voice coil. A potentially damaging signal is immediately attenuated by about 30 dB, and the full signal is automatically reconnected when it is safe to do so.

As a result, the Model 101, although only ¼-cubic foot in size, is fully protected against fault conditions when used with amplifiers of up to 100 watts per channel.

The Model 101 is obviously not your average "miniature" speaker system where the quality of sound or power handling capacity is compromised by the small size of the enclosure. Nor is it inexpensive. If you require a speaker system that is both small and truly high fidelity, visit your authorized KEF dealer for a thorough demonstration.

For his name, write: KEF Electronics, Ltd., c/o Intratec, P.O. Box 17414, Dulles International Airport, Washington, DC 20041.
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sole would in turn feed a conventional studio tape recorder offering at least sixteen separate recording tracks. These would enable the producer to keep the contributions of most of the microphones separate on the tape if he chose so that he could fuss over them as long as he liked after the actual recording session before deciding on the final "mixdown" to two tracks that would become the ultimate stereo recording.

This flexibility is not available to the producer using the Soundstream system, however. Four tracks provide very little in the way of subsequent mixdown options for a session employing so many microphones—so little, in fact, that the RCA production team at first decided to use the available four tracks for two different stereo "live mixes" in the hope that at least one of them would come out satisfactorily. A live mix means that all balancing and combining of microphone outputs must be performed as the music is being played. If you decide you don't like the result a week later, all you can do is call the orchestra back and have it play the piece over again. Since doing that is a logistically and financially unacceptable procedure to major labels and orchestras, you can readily understand how much tension there was in the control room as the Philadelphia Orchestra addressed itself to the Bartók.

How did it go? Well, initial technical difficulties cost at least an hour of actual recording time. Because of the time pressures it was decided to abandon work on mix number two and simply concentrate on the first. Once all the recording equipment was operating properly, progress was surprisingly rapid. The energetic outer movements of the music were dispatched almost in single run-throughs. The three inner movements expose solo sections to a greater degree and therefore required a few retakes—but not many. The session was actually wrapped up some minutes ahead of schedule, testimony to the degree of professionalism applied to the project.

For the musical success of the end result, I'll leave that to record reviewers and readers. In terms of frequency response, wow and flutter, tape-induced noise, and conventional distortions, I am sure most listeners will find the disc the equal of anything they have ever put on their turntables, assuming that their copy is free of production and pressing defects. The miking and mixing, which will most directly affect perceived stereo perspectives, ambiance, and instrumental balances, are more likely to be controversial. Achieving a live mix with two dozen microphones is no easy trick, and RCA deserves credit for even attempting the feat. Multiple miking and subsequent mixing, however, is the only recording method that really provides the flexibility producers feel they require. This is provided by the 3M thirty-two-track digital recorder, and the coming general availability of such units (and others like it) will surely usher in the digital-recording era.

Incidentally, RCA is already preparing further digital releases, among them three by Eduardo Mata and the Dallas Symphony: Ravel's Daphnis et Chloe; Stravinsky's Firebird Suite (1919), Two Suites for Small Orchestra; and Symphony in Three Movements; and the Mozart Concertos Nos. 20 and 22 with pianist Emanuel Ax. Interestingly enough, these were recorded before the Bartók but will not be released until fall.
When straight-leg jeans are Lee-sized, the fit is fantastic. Her Lee Riders are lush, plush corduroy, his are super-slims in our rugged indigo denim. And they both look terrific with clean-cut Lee shirts. The Lee Company, 640 Fifth Avenue, New York 10019. (212) 765-4215.
THE DOLBY HX SYSTEM

Most serious recordists would probably agree that the greatest limitation of the cassette medium lies in its inability to handle high-level, high-frequency signals. If the record level is kept low enough—say, -20 dB—frequency response can be made impressively flat throughout the audio-frequency spectrum. But recording at that low a signal level would provide an intolerably poor signal-to-noise ratio. Specifically, tape hiss would be so prominent that it would overwhelm the soft parts of the music and would be annoying even during loud passages. But when the record level is raised to a level at which the loud sections register 0 dB on the indicators, appreciable high-frequency content in the music easily saturates the tape, reducing the actual high-frequency output and creating prodigious amounts of high-frequency distortion. The difference in available output at various record levels is shown in the accompanying figure, which is based on data derived from a top-quality deck and tape.

While most music dubbed from FM or conventional discs does not contain enough high-frequency energy (relative to the low frequencies which tend to show up more on the record-level meters) to cause serious treble saturation, the increasing numbers of digitally mastered, direct-to-disc, and disco LPs, with their characteristically "hot" high end, can easily drive cassettes into severe overload.

One solution to the problem is the newly introduced "metal-particle" cassette tapes, which have an inherently higher storage capacity for high-level high frequencies. But two very interesting electronic approaches to alleviating this traditional cassette problem were demonstrated at the recent Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago—one from Dolby Laboratories and the other from Tandberg. While these two new systems differ in principle, either can be used with any type of tape (metal or conventional), and neither requires any additional coding/decoding apparatus, so the recorded tapes can be played back on any normal deck. This month I'll discuss the Dolby "HX" headroom extension system, and I'll take up the Tandberg Dyneq circuit next month.

Readers familiar with the operation of the regular Dolby-B noise-reduction system are aware that it works by selectively boosting very low-level high-frequency signals during recording, thus raising the recorded level of the highs in comparison with the fixed residual hiss contributed by the tape. In playback, all treble frequencies (including the tape hiss) are reduced by precisely the same amount. The playback decoding thus simultaneously restores the original high-frequency levels of the music and lowers the residual tape hiss (which came in after the treble)

(Continued on page 40)
PEEL AWAY THE BELL AND WHISTLES.

Behind the face plate lies the heart of every tape recorder. The transport mechanism. Its accuracy and stability are crucial. Its weaknesses audible. When it errs, no amount of electronic wizardry can retrieve the lost fidelity.

In the cassette format, margins for error are incredibly small. The cassette tape housing, itself an imperfect mechanical device, becomes a working part of the drive system. So problems are compounded. And sometimes, the limits of audio technology are not broad enough to meet our performance criteria.

That's why we turned to our Instrumentation Group for a more sophisticated technology. One that deals with tape transports built for computer installations. Where mega-dollars are at stake. Where a typical run means 3,000 brutal hours of continuous read-write use. Where reliability is everything.

This is the transport mechanism in our finest cassette decks. It's a dual-capstan isolated-loop configuration. Separate capstan assemblies are located before and after the head stack to maintain constant tape tension and tape-to-head contact. Each capstan is formed on a computer-controlled lathe, then micro-ground to a tolerance of 0.2 micron (0.000008 inch).

Internally balanced for vibration-free rotation, our DC servo-controlled capstan motor provides unprecedented speed accuracy and stability. Take-up, back torque and running torque are maintained by coreless-rotor DC reel motors. Braking is electromagnetic rather than mechanical.

In every mode, tape movement is smooth and accurate. But it's not just the component parts or design that set a TEAC apart. It's the overall balance of each mechanism. The way our transports are anchored to prevent slack, movement or warping. There's no vibration or sonic deterioration even after years and years of hard use.

Once a cassette is seated, an independent electronic control system automatically takes up any slack. So the possibility of tape stretch, tangling or breaking is eliminated before the Play button is pushed. That's what it takes to be a TEAC.

And while the internal configurations vary from TEAC to TEAC, one fact does not. Our own commitment to unusually high performance criteria. Design habits we developed by building complex instrumentation hardware. Standards that dictate unusually high levels of performance and reliability.

Machine after machine. For many years to come.

To us, it's a matter of craftsmanship. To you, a matter of decision. That's why we invite you to look into the guts of a tape machine. Peel away the bells and whistles and you'll find the real measure of every tape recorder. Especially ours.

For more information, see your TEAC Audio Specialist dealer or write us at Dept. M-9.
To get the most from your cassette you need a clear head.

If your cassettes don't sound as good as when you first recorded them, it may be because you haven't cleaned your cassette deck heads in a while. TDK makes an ingenious and easy-to-use Head Cleaning Kit that contains everything you need to do the job, safely and thoroughly. There's an angled mirror to inspect the heads and a non-abrasive brush to dust away loose dirt. A specially-formulated cleaning fluid is applied by a cleaning probe with disposable tips. It all fits neatly in a standard cassette box to store conveniently wherever you keep your cassettes.

When you think how many dollars your tape deck cost, the TDK Head Cleaning Kit makes a lot of sense.

The machine for your machine.
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The machine for your machine.
Two Good from Mitsubishi Car Audio. In-dash units that reflect the technical capability of a company well-defined in the audio industry. Mitsubishi couples disciplined design with practical function.

The RX-7 in-dash cassette is an auto-reverse/auto-eject AM/FM MPX unit featuring one-touch pushbutton tuning with access to six preset stations. FM Noise-Killer Circuitry and a solid 8 watts RMS per channel make the RX-7 a smart choice.

Or if it's 8-track...the RS-67 in-dash unit sports a one-touch program selector, program indicators and locking fast-forward for ease of operation. Pushbutton presets accommodate up to 5-AM and 5-FM stations. In addition to the standard left-to-right balance control, Mitsubishi provides a built-in front-to-rear fader for complete control of a 4-speaker system. Match all that to a powerful 8 watts RMS per channel and a bass boost switch. You've got 8-track at its finest.

Two from Mitsubishi Car Audio. Two Good.

See a Mitsubishi Car Audio dealer today. He won't have to sell you. The RX-7 and the RS-67 speak for themselves.
First Chair. What better way to describe the Jensen Separates?
The finest, most accomplished car speaker system to date. With a revolutionary design that makes your car seat the best seat in the house.

It's a total departure from conventional car speaker design. Because acoustically, the interior of your car is nothing like your living room.

The Separates include two 6" x 9" woofers to be mounted in your car's rear deck. In this manner they utilize the large volume of the trunk to provide solid, deep bass response.

Two 2" phenolic ring tweeters mount high in the front doors to give you precise, transparent high frequencies. Two 3½" midranges beneath the tweeters let you enjoy all of the subtle-yet-important middle frequencies.

The Jensen Separates even come with an under-dash control/crossover unit with individual controls for each tweeter and each midrange. This speaker system is also ideally suited for the advanced function of bi-amplification.

The Jensen Separates, the undisputed master of car stereo sound reproduction.

Artful, ever-faithful music. That's the thrill of being there. That's the Jensen Separates.

JENSEN
The thrill of being there.
If you don't clean and preserve your records with Sound Guard, you're only scratching the surface.

Have you ever considered what it would cost to replace your record collection at today's prices? With that kind of investment at stake, it's no wonder that many music lovers have become more aware of record care. Regular cleaning of your records is important and necessary, but cleaning alone won't prevent them from wearing out. To protect your investment you need more than cleaning. You need both Sound Guard Cleaner and Sound Guard Preservative.

Sound Guard Record Preservative is a revolutionary dry lubricant which virtually eliminates record wear without affecting the fidelity of the record. And when you drag the hardest substance found in nature—diamond—through the soft, intricate vinyl canyons of a phonograph record at phenomenal rates of acceleration, it doesn't matter how light you're tracking. Something's got to give, and that's the vinyl. But with a Sound Guard-treated record, even after 100 plays, there is no audible degradation of performance.*

Before and after you preserve your records, be sure to use our superior cleaner to remove the dust and oily films that can further mar performance. (The cleaner will not remove the preservative's protective coating.)

Sound Guard offers the only complete program of record preservation and maintenance. It requires a little more time and effort than just cleaning. But how much did you say it would cost you to replace your record collection?

Sound Guard. Everything else is a lot of noise.

Sound Guard is Ball Corporation's registered trademark.

Copyright © Ball Corporation, 1979, Muncie, IN 47302.

*We have the test results to prove it—write us and we'll send them to you.
Our measurements of amplifier performance (as well as that of other types of components) have evolved over a period of many years, with the goal of describing the objective performance of the component in the most meaningful way possible, consistent with available time and test equipment and whenever possible in accordance with accepted measurement standards. Unfortunately, we must constantly choose between what we would like to measure in an amplifier’s performance (just about everything!) and what it is practical to measure.

Although many people feel that the ultralow distortion achieved by many recent amplifier designs has no practical advantage and may even be undesirable (in cases where it is obtained by using very large amounts of overall negative feedback), we cannot dismiss harmonic-distortion measurements out of hand. The achievement of distortion levels too low to measure with any accuracy (without special hand-built instruments) is at the very least a technical tour de force (especially in a consumer product). And we do think that the manner in which the distortion varies with frequency and power output does, in fact, tell us something useful about the inherent quality of the product.

Lately, much has been written about various types of transient (or slew-induced) distortions associated with amplifiers having limited high-frequency power-output capability but whose frequency response has been extended by use of large amounts of overall negative feedback. These types of distortion result (for electronically complex reasons) if an early stage of an amplifier is overdriven with a very-high-frequency transient signal that is beyond its basic capability.

We do not attempt to measure “transient intermodulation distortion” (TIM) for several reasons. First, there is no universally accepted test for it. One suggested test proposed by the Finnish engineer Matti Otala (now associated with Harman Kardon) involves a mixture of sine and square waves; an examination of the output signal with a spectrum analyzer, plus a large number of calculations for each value of power output. The time required for such a series of measurements is simply prohibitive in view of the scope of the tests we have to make on all types of audio components. We have, however, tried another measurement system, one proposed by Sansui; it uses a modified triangle-wave signal and is much simpler to use than the Otala sine/square-wave technique. As might be supposed, the numerical results from the two measuring techniques are totally unrelated. However, if either of these (or any other) measurement techniques were to be accepted by the IHF or another standardization body, we would give serious consideration to adding it to our test program.

As of now, I simply do not believe that whatever TIM distortion occurs in modern amplifiers is audible when they are reproducing recorded music. I have yet to encounter TIM demonstrated in any form that I could hear, and I doubt that its occurrence is possible given the frequency limitations of even the best phonograph records. Until I am proved wrong by an actual demonstration, I will take a dim view of adding another time-consuming test to our program merely because of the possible effects such distortions might introduce. Almost any test is possible, but the test of a test, so to speak, is how well its results correlate with the sound quality of an amplifier.

Far more important than the presence or absence of minute amounts of TIM is the behavior of an amplifier driving very low load impedances or certain highly reactive loads. The latest IHF standard on amplifier measurement does define a standard reactive load to check the performance of an amplifier near the low-frequency speaker resonance. Since its impedance can never fall below 5.4 ohms, it will not necessarily check out the behavior of an amplifier’s protective circuits, some of which are notorious for misbehaving when one attempts to drive high levels into very low loads. The fact that some speakers, even though rated at 4 ohms, may have an impedance as low as 2 ohms or less at some frequencies underscores the practical importance of checking amplifiers with very low load impedances. Just because an amplifier manufacturer rates his unit for operation into 4 ohms and a speaker manufacturer assigns a nominal 4-ohm rating to his product does not necessarily mean that the two are compatible.

Our recent test of the NAD Model 3020 amplifier brought this matter to our attention rather dramatically, since the amplifier could deliver (for very short periods) a very high power to 2-ohm loads without serious distortion or damage. Some other amplifiers we have checked have behaved very differently. Therefore, we are modifying our test procedure slightly so as to evaluate the performance of an amplifier into unusually low load impedances.

Previously, we measured both the total harmonic distortion (THD) at 1,000 Hz and the intermodulation distortion (IM) into 8-ohm loads over a wide range of power outputs (from 0.1 watt to the clipping level). The IM measurement was included largely because of the ease with which it can be made using the

---

**Tested This Month**

Koss CM/1020 Speaker System  •  Kenwood KR-8050 Stereo Receiver  
Garrard DD132 Record Player  •  Empire EDR.9 Phono Cartridge  
Teac 124 "Syncaset" Cassette Deck
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Crown IM analyzer, but in fact it tells us little about an amplifier that is not revealed by harmonic-distortion measurements. The same nonlinearities are responsible for both forms of distortion, whereas TIM results from entirely different amplifier characteristics.

In future amplifier test reports we will plot the THD at 1,000 Hz, and from 0.1 watt to the clipping level, with load impedances of 2, 4, and 8 ohms, as well as IM distortion over the same power range into 8 ohms only. The family of THD curves will show at a glance how the amplifier’s protective circuits (or other limiting means) control the natural increase in output power as the load impedance is reduced, and also how the low-level distortion is affected by load impedance. Although few amplifiers are rated for 2-ohm operation, we think the added information from this test justifies our going outside most manufacturers’ recommended operating conditions.

Many amplifiers will not take kindly to driving 2-ohm loads, especially at high power levels. We would expect in many cases to find the maximum power output determined by the tripping of the protective circuits or even by the blowing out of a fuse or two. We hope that it will not be determined by destruction of the output transistors! Of course, we will modify the details of the test as seems warranted by the specific amplifier being tested.

As always, this test will follow the preconditioning period of operation with the amplifier delivering one-third rated power to 8-ohm loads, immediately followed by full-power operation for five minutes. This usually results in an operating temperature as high as will ever be encountered in normal use, and it is a “worst-case condition” for maximum power output. Any amplifier that meets its specifications after this treatment should comfortably surpass them in home use.

---

**Equipment Test Reports**

By Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

---

**Koss CM/1020 Speaker System**

The Koss CM/1020 speaker was designed with the aid of a Koss-developed computer program. It was conceived as a three-way system (Koss prefers to call it a “three-bandpass” system) based on a vented woofer. When the cabinet size, frequency response, and efficiency of the system were specified, the computer program determined its specific design details.

The CM/1020 has a 10-inch (nominal) woofer vented through two identical ducted ports. Koss points out that, while a single large port could have been used, the two smaller ports resulted in a stiffer cabinet structure. The lower design limit of the woofer’s response is 31 Hz at the –3-dB response point.

There is a 6-dB-per-octave crossover at 300 Hz to a 4½-inch-cone midrange driver, which operates up to 3,500 Hz and is therefore responsible for most of the fundamental audible output of the system. The second crossover, at 18 dB per octave, is to an acoustically loaded 1-inch-diameter dome tweeter. On the front of the cabinet, behind the dark-brown grille cloth (which is held in place by plastic snap fasteners and is easily removable), are a pair of three-position switches that provide level adjustments of ±3 dB at mid and treble frequencies.

The handsomely finished walnut-veneer cabinet of the Koss CM/1020 is 33 inches high, 15½ inches wide, and 13¾ inches deep. Brass “handles” are recessed into the sides near the top of the cabinet where they are both ornamental and useful for lifting the 60-pound speaker. The binding-post terminals are recessed into the rear of the cabinet, together with the holder for the protective fuse. The suggested retail price of the Koss CM/1020 is $325.

- **Laboratory Measurements.** The frequency response of the Koss CM/1020 was tested in our usual manner. A reverberant-field measurement was made about 12 feet from the speakers in the listening room above 100 Hz, and a separate, close-miked measurement from 20 to 1,000 Hz was made of the woofer and port output.

Normally, the woofer and port curves can be combined (after allowance for the different areas of the two sources) and spliced to the reverberant-response curve to yield a composite frequency-response curve that is a reasonable approximation to what the speaker will deliver to a listener in a normally furnished room. We encountered an apparent “bump” in the bass curve at about 55 Hz when we combined the port and cone measurements, but since we heard no audible evidence of its presence and since this method of combining curves is subject to certain errors in the range where the ports take over from the woofer (about 40 to 50 Hz in the case of the CM/1020), we tend to question the reality of the bass “bump.”

With or without it, however, the overall frequency response of the CM/1020 was impressively wide and generally uniform. The bass, in particular, was remarkable for a relatively small woofer cone, extending to 20 Hz with little attenuation (as we noted earlier, most of the output below 40 Hz is from the ports). Although Koss refers to their woofer as a “10-inch” unit, it has an effective cone diameter of about 8½ inches.

The response curve, which was flat within ±2 dB over most of the range from 20 to 5,000 Hz, rose at higher frequencies—to about +7 dB at 10,000 Hz (relative to the midrange level)—before dropping back slightly to 20,000 Hz. These measurements were made with the midrange and tweeter switches set to “normal.” The switches had the specified effect on the system response; the midrange output could be adjusted ±3 dB between 200 and 5,000 Hz, and the tweeter level could be shifted by the same amount above 3,000 Hz.

(Continued on page 48)
Super-Dome™
high performance
tweeter to match
a high performance speaker system.

The Super-Dome™ tweeter is the new generation of Interface speakers representing an extraordinary development in speaker design. Electro-Voice engineers have developed the first high-performance tweeter capable of matching the high efficiency and extended bass response found in our optimally vented, computer designed Interface:A. Super-Dome has the sonic excellence normally associated with a dome tweeter and the efficiency heretofore found only in cone tweeters — two to four times that found in a standard dome. Plus, its voice coil will withstand a full 25 watts power input long term. That's five times the power handling capacity of other standard dome or cone tweeters.

While the angle of dispersion narrows at high frequencies with conventional tweeters, the high-density Acoustifoam™ lens in Super-Dome helps keep dispersion constant in the upper octaves. Acoustically transparent at lower tweeter frequencies, the lens becomes opaque at higher frequencies, reducing the effective diameter of the radiating surface, thus increasing the angle of dispersion.

The result is the wide, uniform high-frequency dispersion necessary for precise localization of sound, both lateral and front-to-back.

Super-Dome is found in six of seven speakers in the new third-generation Interface line. No matter which model you decide to buy, you are assured of outstanding performance and model-to-model sonic integrity. Our goal remains the same as it was in 1973 when we introduced the first Interface speaker — to offer you a speaker that sounds like music.

Electro-Voice
a gulton company
600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
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The high-frequency dispersion of the tweeter was extraordinary, with virtually no difference between the response curves measured on-axis and 30 degrees off the speaker axis, even at 20,000 Hz. The woofer distortion at 1 watt (based on a 4-ohm impedance) was among the lowest we have yet measured from a speaker: under 0.25 per cent from 100 to 60 Hz and only 4 per cent at 30 Hz. At 10 watts the distortion was less than 0.6 per cent down to 60 Hz, increasing to about 7 per cent at 35 Hz and only 4 per cent at 30 Hz. These figures were measured at the port below 40 Hz and at the cone above 40 Hz.

The speaker impedance exactly agreed with its ratings of 5 ohms nominal and 4 ohms minimum. Between 2,000 and 7,000 Hz it was about 4 ohms, rising to about 15 ohms at 50 Hz and 20 ohms or more at 20 Hz and below. Elsewhere, it was a very uniform 3 ohms over the full audio range.

The tone-burst response of the speaker was reasonably good, though as with most speakers the shape of the acoustic-burst waveform was quite dependent on the relative locations of the speaker and microphone and on the exact frequency used.

With the speaker driven by 2.83 volts of random noise the octave centered at 1,000 Hz, the acoustic output was 88 dB at a distance of 1 meter measured on the axis of the midrange driver. This sensitivity figure is slightly less than the rated 92 dB (which is based on a sine-wave measurement at an unspecified frequency). Although relatively low for a vented speaker system, it is appreciably higher than that for most acoustic-suspension systems.

Comment. Two salient characteristics of the Koss CM/1020 were evident to us at first hearing, and they still dominated our subjective impression of the speaker after extended listening tests. Its sound is basically very smooth and uncolored, with a noticeably crisp top end. In comparison with several other speakers, all of which were very different from each other but of very high quality, the CM/1020 tended to sound "sizzly" on programs that had a strong top-end content. We had no doubt, even before measuring the response of the speaker, that we would find a smoothly rising top-end characteristic, which we did.

Some of the time, we preferred to listen with both the tweeter and midrange switches in their "decrease" positions, but the effect of this was largely in the relationship of the woofer level to the rest of the sound, and it did little to tame the strong top end (it merely reduced the tweeter output across its full range without altering its shape).

Whether this brightness was beneficial or disturbing depended largely on the program material. Very clean, wide-range records took on a remarkably defined quality when heard through the CM/1020, but if any distortion or "fuzziness" was present in the signal, some cut had to be made with the amplifier's treble control or an equalizer.

We could not help but be impressed by the performance of the Koss woofer in the low-bass region. To the best of our recollection, we have never before heard the deep bass (down to well below 30 Hz) reproduced so strongly and cleanly by a single cone of this size without external equalization. The combined response curve of the port and cone radiation was almost perfectly flat down to 20 Hz (well beyond Koss's 31-Hz rating), and, frankly, we tended to suspect a flaw in our measurements until we listened to records having strong organ fundamentals in the lowest audible octave. To our surprise, they emerged with a truly palpable effect from the CM/1020. Subjectively, the speaker sounded almost exactly as our measured response curve would indicate (with the exception of the questionable 55-Hz bump, the validity of which we doubt).

The Koss CM/1020 is obviously a very good value in its price class, and one we would recommend highly to anyone who has a collection of really high-quality records and playing equipment of comparable quality.

Circle 140 on reader service card

---

Kenwood KR-8050 Stereo Receiver

Some of the features of the Kenwood KR-8050 stereo receiver were originally introduced in that company's earlier de luxe separate components (such as very-high-speed d.c. amplification and the pulse-counting FM detector). Kenwood has included these and other features of their high-price separates in their new receiver line, in which the KR-8050 ranks next to the top. In addition, the KR-8050 has a few special features of its own.

Its audio amplifiers are rated to deliver 120 watts per channel into 8- or 4-ohm loads from 20 to 20,000 Hz with no more than 0.02 per cent total harmonic distortion. Pushing a POWER BOOST button on the receiver's front panel increases the maximum power to 150 watts per channel (into 8-ohm loads only) with the same distortion rating. The amplifier rise time is rated at 0.9 microsecond, with a claimed slew rate of 200 volts per microsecond. Both of these represent exceptional technical performance for any amplifier, let alone one built into a receiver.

The amplifiers are fully direct-coupled from the AUX input to the speaker output when the

(Continued on page 50)
Presenting Sharp's solenoid deck that plays selections according to your musical appetite.

If you hunger for one of the world's most advanced tape decks, then Sharp's RT-2251 is for you. The RT-2251 teams the genius of the Sharp Eye with the convenience of solenoid controls. A combination you won't find on any other deck.

The Sharp Eye gives you individual song selection. It plays only what you want to hear. And skips what you don't.

And the solenoid controls give you feather touch finger-tip control. For faster response and greater accuracy of all tape functions.

If once isn't enough when one of your favorites finishes, tell the Sharp Eye to play it again. And it will. Automatically.

You even have the option to change your mind. The Sharp Eye lets you interrupt one song and go on to the next. Instantly.

How do we do it? Simple. The Sharp Eye scans the tape at high speed, finds the blank spaces between selections and automatically plays back the music of your choice. To skip a selection it operates in fast forward. And for repeats, it works in reverse.

You'll also like the gourmet specs Sharp's cooked up for you. The RT-2251 serves up 0.055% wow and flutter, a S/N ratio of 66dB (Dolby on, over 5kHz) and a frequency response of 30-17,000Hz (FeCr).

To get a real taste of our RT-2251, see the Sharp audio dealer nearest you or write Sharp Electronics Corporation, Dept. SR, 10 Keystone Place, Paramus, N.J. 07652.
The narrow bandwidth gives improved selectivity at the expense of slightly increased distortion and some loss of stereo separation and capture ratio; the wide bandwidth does the opposite in the interest of improved distortion, separation, and capture-ratio performance. The LED indicators show when the power boost is engaged, when the protection circuit has been triggered, and which input source (AM, FM, PHONO 1, PHONO 2, AUX) has been selected.

The upper half of the panel has the FM and AM dial scales, four large meters, and two LEDs. These last indicate stereo reception and the selection of the narrow i.f. mode. Two of the meters read output power (actually, the voltage across 8-ohm loads) on logarithmic scales calibrated from 0.01 to 300 watts. The other meters indicate relative signal strength for FM and AM and center-channel tuning for FM.

The remaining controls are aligned across the bottom of the panel. Lever switches are used for power, mode, and tape selection. The mode switch provides normal, reverse-channel stereo, and mono operation. One of the tape switches cross-connects two tape decks for dubbing from either one to the other, and the last switch is a tape monitor control for listening to the playback from either deck. The speakers knobs connect one of three pairs of speakers to the amplifier outputs or the A and B pairs simultaneously. There are three tone controls, for bass, midrange, and treble frequencies. Each has eleven detented positions. A lever switch by-passes the tone controls, and another switch introduces an extra boost below 50 Hz, regardless of the tone-control settings. The balance control has a center detent, and the forty-one-step volume control has its attenuation calibrated over a range of more than 55 dB. The remaining front-panel knobs are the input selector and a small knob above the MIC Muting input jack to control the level of the microphone signal. There is also a stereo-headphone jack. The rear apron of the KR-8050 has insulated screw-type binding-post terminals for the speaker outputs, a hinged ferrite-rod AM antenna, and a three-position slide switch to select FM demphasis of 25, 50, or 75 microseconds. One of the three ac outlets is switched.

The Kenwood KR-8050 has wooden side panels with a simulated walnut grain. The rear-facing aluminum panel. The narrow black strip extending across the full width of the satin-finish aluminum panel. The Kenwood KR-8050 has two selectable i.f. bandwidths, that of the tuner section was of its frequency response, which was undistinguishable. The response was down 6 dB at 130 and 4,000 Hz relative to the 1,000-Hz level. For a reference output of 1 watt, the audio amplifiers had an aux-input sensitivity of 19 millivolts (mV) and a phono-input sensitivity of 0.215 mV. The respective A-weighted noise figures were -78.2 and 75.4 dB referred to 1 watt. The phono preamplifier overloaded at about 240 mV. The phono-input termination was 50,000 ohms in parallel with 140 picofarads.

Both the bass and treble tone-control re...
Sound logic.
Knowing there are no better speakers in the world
than Britain's best—how, then, do you choose?

Precisely.

You choose a speaker, first of all, to
tsatisfy the precise requirements of the
world's number one expert on the subject
of your taste: you.

Your choice of speakers is governed,
but, if you come to
the right place, you'll find, within the range
of prices and performance characteristics,
the true, natural, unrestricted sound quality
that you feel belongs in your hi-fi system.

Welcome to the right place—Great
Britain. It's no farther than your nearest
Celestion dealer. There you will find a full
range of Britain's finest speakers —
Celestion. Full range, yes. But all with one
underlying standard of Celestion fidelity, as
high as your highest expectations.

That's because all of our components
are entirely of our own make—and have
been for five decades. That includes our
crafted enclosures, our own speaker system
assemblies. All our components are precision-engineered and matched to deliver the broadest range of sound smoothly and uniformly for the flattest response possible.

Take our Ditton 33. It provides natural,
open-sounding performance. With color-free
tonal quality and the widest dispersion of
even the highest frequencies. Sound superiority that is perceptibly better to the ear. And we're counting on your making careful comparisons to judge that superiority for yourself.

All three Ditton speakers shown here
with their proud specs, right down to the
diminutive bookshelf UL 6, are value leaders
in their category. All superbly crafted in teak
or walnut wood finishes to grace any decor.

Now where is this gifted collection to
be found?

Not just at any dealer, we assure you. For a select list of Celestion dealers,
simply mail us the coupon; and we'll re-
semble a list and post haste with the.

Then go out there and compare
Celestion with the whole world of speak-
ers. Discover which comes closest to your
ideal—to the music you can already hear
in your own mind's ear. That's when you'll
be ready to decide.

Sound idea. Don't you think?

Celestion.
Nobody sounds better than the British.

Mail to:
Celestion Industries, Inc., Dept. SR-99
Kuniholm Drive
Holliston, Ma. 07146

Gentlemen: I'm ready to test-drive the best speakers from Britain. Please send me
more information on:

☐ Ditton 33  ☐ Ditton 15 XR  ☐ UL 6
And the name of nearest Celestion dealer.

Name ___________________________ Address ___________________________
City ___________________________ State _______ Zip _____________

Name of speakers you currently own ___________________________
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spence curves appeared to be "hinged" in the midrange (between 500 and 1,500 Hz) with a considerable overlap between them. Because of this overlap, when both controls were used (in the same direction) there was a considerable shift of average gain—by as much as ±5 dB. However, using either control by itself did not produce this effect. The action of the midrange control was largely between 500 and 1,500 Hz. The 50-Hz boost control began to raise the output at as high a frequency as 150 Hz, reaching a maximum of +3.5 dB in the 30- to 50-Hz region. The utility of the control is therefore very dependent on the low-bass characteristics of the speakers used.

The low-frequency response, with the tone controls bypassed, began to roll off slightly at about 50 Hz and was down about 4 dB at 20 Hz. This was apparently due to the "18-Hz" low-cut filter, since pressing the DC coupled button extended the response to d.c. (0 Hz).

The high filter provided a response curve that was down 3 dB at 5,000 Hz, with the rated 6-dB-per-octave slope at higher frequencies. The loudness compensation boosted only the low frequencies, beginning at about 1,000 Hz, when the volume was reduced. The MIC input provided a signal to both channels, with its level controlled by both the microphone and the volume controls. An input of 0.1 mV was needed for a 1-watt output with both controls at maximum.

The RIAA phono equalization was the most accurate we have ever measured. Not the slightest deviation from an ideal response curve (within our measurement resolution of about ±0.1 dB) could be detected from 20 to 20,000 Hz. When the input signal was applied through the inductance of a phono cartridge, there was a very slight (and negligible) rise in output of about 0.5 dB at most frequencies above 5,000 Hz.

The audio power amplifiers easily withstood the FTC mandated one-hour preconditioning at one-third power, the top of the cabinet (over the heat sinks) becoming only moderately warm. The THD did not vary significantly with power output over a very wide range of power levels. The distortion curves at one-tenth, half, and full rated power over the 20- to 20,000-Hz frequency range were very similar. For 8-ohm loads, the distortion was typically between 0.006 and 0.01 per cent from about 80 to 20,000 Hz, and it was under 0.02 per cent from 20 to 20,000 Hz at powers up to the rated 120 watts per channel. At lower power levels there was an apparent rise in distortion at 20 and 30 Hz, but this was due to the presence of small amounts of residual (but non-audible) hum that could not be separated in our measurements from the signal-frequency harmonics.

With both channels driven into 8 ohms at 1,000 Hz, the THD rose from 0.0056 per cent at 1 watt to 0.008 per cent at the rated 120 watts; it was still only 0.1 per cent at a 150-watt output (the clipping level). The power boost feature had no effect below full power, but switching it on reduced the distortion at 150 watts to 0.01 per cent; it was still only 0.02 per cent at the new clipping level of 180 watts. We also measured the distortion vs. power when driving 4- and 2-ohm loads (the receiver is not rated for the latter). The THD was 0.014 per cent at 1 watt and 0.045 per cent at the rated 120 watts into 4 ohms, and clipping occurred at 150 watts. Driving 2-ohm loads, the distortion was about 0.03 per cent from 1 watt to 30 watts output, rising gradually to 0.16 per cent at 68 watts (the amplifier clipped "softly" with the 2-ohm loads). The POWER BOOST caused the relay to shut down the amplifier at 18 watts output with 2 ohms and at 57 watts with 4 ohms. (See the comment section of this report for further discussion of the significance of the power-boost feature.)

The IHF clipping headroom of the amplifier was 1 dB into 8 ohms, falling slightly to 0.76 dB with power-boost switched in—it changes the reference power from 120 to 150 watts. The dynamic headroom (for short output bursts) was 1.87 dB, increasing to 2.48 dB with power boost. The IHF slew factor exceeded our measurement limit of 25, indicating that the amplifier was effectively immune to slew-induced distortions (as it should be with Kenwood's claimed slew rate of 200 volts per microsecond).

Comment. It was not easy for us to arrive at a reasonable total assessment of the Kenwood KR-8050. Some of its features impressed us as being of limited value to the user, and there were some "unfinished" elements in the receiver, most likely related to the pre-production status of the test unit. (Contrary to popular opinion, our experience has been that "hand built" laboratory or pre-production units are rarely as good as our test units.)

Continued on page 54
Professional Sound Systems
Start With The Stanton 881S

Stanton Magnetics presents the new 881S Professional Calibration Standard Cartridge. It's the cartridge preferred by recording engineers worldwide and it assures a new standard for home audiophiles desiring the very best in recorded sound. Its patented, low mass Stereohedron™ stylus tip makes possible the flawless reproduction of high velocity modulations present on today's finest recordings.

The Stanton 881S...where great sound begins.
Stanton Magnetics, Terminal Drive, Plainview, NY 11803

STANTON
THE CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS™
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The Garrard DD132 record player features a low-mass tone arm introduced in earlier Garrard models plus a newly designed direct-drive motor. The two-speed motor (33 1/3 and 45 rpm) is a d.c. servo-controlled unit designed and manufactured by Garrard. Without brushes, core, or slots, it is claimed to be free of the "cogging" effect (uneven torque pulsations) found in some other types of direct-drive motors. It is driven by a constant torque throughout the motor's rotation.

The motor speed is controlled by a technique Garrard calls "Time Integral Velocity Monitoring." No details are given, but it appears to use a tachometer generator rotating with the platter, generating its output pulses through Hall-effect sensors to supply the feedback signal to the driving amplifier.

The tone arm appears conventional, but its effective mass, including the four-pin, plug-in head shell, is only 12 grams. Most record-player arms have a mass in the range of 18 to 20 grams or more. The magnesium-alloy head shell is extensively perforated to keep its mass at a minimum, yet the flexibility of the universal four-pin, plug-in mount has been retained. The tracking-force scale is on the rotating counterweight. The arm is vertically pivoted on jewel bearings, and its horizontal pivot is a precision ball bearing. On the base next to the arm is a dial for the antiskating system plus a cueing lever that raises and lowers the arm with a viscous-damped action.

The Garrard DD132 is a fully automatic single-play unit with a cycling mechanism largely made of Delrin (a dimensionally stable plastic) for quiet, smooth operation. The record player is controlled by three knobs along the right side of the motorboard. One selects the turntable speed. The second, the playing-mode selector, has settings for OFF, MAN., AUTO., and REPLAY; it is used to turn the motor on as well as to select the operating mode. The third knob initiates the automatic operating cycle (it is spring-loaded to return to its neutral position when released). At the front left of the platter are the LED stroboscope light (the marks are cast into the rim of the 12-inch, 234-pound cast platter) and a small vernier knob providing a nominal ±3 per cent range of adjustment.

The MAN, mode merely starts the motor, and the arm must be placed on the record by hand (it returns to its rest automatically after play, shutting off the motor). For fully automatic operation, the knob is set to AUTO to start the motor, and the AUTOMATIC/REJECT knob is turned momentarily to AUTOMATIC. This causes the arm to move to the lead-in groove of the record (12 inches at 33 1/3 rpm and 7 inches at 45 rpm) and lower to the record surface. In REPLAY, the record is repeated (Continued on page 56).
The unique Linatrack opto-electronic servo drive system in the ReVox turntable replaces the conventional tonearm. In the true tangential tracking B790, the cartridge is lifted and lowered electrically, and guided laterally by a beam of light or an overhead trolley.

The revolutionary Linatrack cartridge carrier eliminates the two major problems of conventional record players, angular tracking error caused by the geometry of the tonearm, and non-groove-compliance resulting from the moving mass of the tonearm. The ReVox B790 delivers much cleaner sound reproduction and its error-proof sensing system yields greatly extended playing life for both the stylus and your treasured records.

You expect accurate speed from ReVox and you get it with a quartz crystal controlled direct drive servo motor like those used in the legendary Studer and ReVox tape recorders. You also get many other niceties that are available only on the ReVox B790. To experience these benefits, take your favorite record to your ReVox dealer and ask for a demonstration of the B790. For complete information and the name of your nearest dealer, circle reader service number or write to us.

Studer ReVox Electronics, Inc., 1819 Broadway Nashville, Tennessee 37203 (615) 329-9576
In Canada: Studer ReVox Canada, Ltd.
indefinitely until the mode knob is moved to MAN.

The DD132 has a grey molded base with a hinged plastic dust cover. The supporting feet are very softly sprung, and the platter and arm are rigidly mounted to the motorboard. With the cover lowered, the DD132 is 17¾ inches wide, 13¾ inches deep, and 6 inches high. It weighs 15¾ pounds. Price: $200.

- **Laboratory Measurements.** We installed a B&O MMC 20CL cartridge in the tone arm of the Garrard DD132 for testing purposes. Considerable care had to be used in the initial balancing of the tone arm because of the very low friction between the counterweight and the arm tube and the much greater friction between the inner calibrated ring and the counterweight. These effects were exactly opposite to the usual (and more desirable) case in which the counterweight can be positioned easily for balance and remains in place when the force scale is zeroed. However, once the balance had been achieved, the tracking-force scale was accurate within 0.1 gram over its entire range.

The tracking error of the tone arm, when the cartridge had been positioned with the supplied plastic gauge, was less than 0.33 degree per inch except at the innermost radii, where it rose to 0.6 degree per inch. The antiskating compensation was too low for full correction when the dial was set to match the tracking force. At a 1-gram tracking force the antiskating dial had to be set to 3 grams to give equal distortion on both channels when playing a high-speed test record. The outward drift of the tone arm during its cueing descent (caused by the antiskating torque) was excessive at this setting. The tone arm’s effective mass (less cartridge) was 11.5 grams. The capacitance to ground in each signal was 123 picofarads, and the interchannel capacitance was 3 picofarads.

The turntable rumble was –32 dB unweighted and –55 dB with ARLL weighting. It was concentrated principally at frequencies below 5 and 12 Hz. The weighted rms flutter was 0.08 per cent, and the weighted peak (DIN) flutter was ±0.1 per cent. The flutter rate was less than 5 Hz. The motor speed was unaffected even by extreme line-voltage changes.

The isolation from external vibration was about average for a direct-drive turntable, with some transmission through the mounting feet at 25, 60, and 100 Hz. The entire record player was supported on very compliant springs, which put its resonance at a very low frequency. Unfortunately, this also meant that it was very difficult to handle the unit during play without jarring the pickup.

- **Comment.** The record-playing performance of the Garrard DD132 was competent in every respect. There was nothing in the rumble or flutter measurements to show any superiority of the Garrard design over most competitively priced direct-drive record players we have tested, but it was certainly as good as most basic quality.

Although the operating controls worked smoothly and as intended, they seem unnecessarily complicated. For example, in either MAN or AUTO modes two separate operations are necessary to play a record, in contrast to some other automatic players that require only a single control action or simply picking up the tone arm in the manual mode.

The tone arm, as we have noted in earlier tests of Garrard record players, is one of the better ones on the market from the standpoint of low mass (and it had no vices that we could discover). Although some attention is currently being paid to arm-mass reduction by other manufacturers, it is clear that Garrard has been well ahead of most of the industry in this important characteristic.

Circle 142 on reader service card
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**Empire EDR.9**

Phono Cartridge

**Externally,** the Empire EDR.9 resembles previous Empire cartridges in shape and in having an integral hinged plastic stylus guard. Its black finish is the most obvious difference between the new leader of the Empire line and its predecessors, but the differences are much more than cosmetic.

The EDR.9 stylus system features a new inertial-damping design that works with a proprietary stylus shape (L.A.C., or “Large Area Contact”) to give the cartridge an extended, uniform high-frequency response. Unlike most “moving-iron” cartridges, the EDR.9 does not employ a resonance between its internal coil inductance and the external circuit capacitance to flatten the high-frequency response and reduce the audible effect of the mechanical resonance of the stylus system. Therefore, its coils have lower inductance than is usual for this type of design, and the load capacitance presented by the turntable’s connecting cables and the phono preamplifier is not critical in determining the overall frequency response of the cartridge. The coils of the EDR.9 have an inductance of only 250 millihenries, which is one-half to one-quarter the inductance of most stereo phono cartridges.

Internally, the EDR.9 resembles other Empire cartridges, with four coils (enclosed by a magnetic shield) and three fixed magnets within its molded-plastic body. The rear of the aluminum stylus-cantilever tube is attached to a light, hollow tube of magnetic material that fits between four fixed pole pieces. This iron armature varies the distribution of magnetic flux between the pole pieces as the stylus traces the groove modulation, generating the signal-output voltages for left and right channels.

The L.A.C. stylus, which is an extended-line-contact type (Empire’s version of the Shibata and other styli originally developed for playing the ultrasonic frequencies present on CD-4 records), is a nude diamond mounted on a tapered aluminum tube. A tiny inertial damper, resembling in principle the tone-arm damping mechanism used on almost all record players, is built into the stylus system. (The rear counterweight of a tone arm is mounted elastically, forming a separately resonant assembly. In successful designs, the large-amplitude resonance resulting from the low-frequency arm-mass/stylus-compliance effect is opposed by the resonance of the counterweight system, thus substantially reducing the low-frequency resonance, improving tracking, and smoothing out the low-frequency response.)

As applied to a stylus and its cantilever, inertial damping can be used to suppress (damp) the high-frequency resonance between tip mass and record compliance. Empire does it by inserting a tiny iron bar with a compliant mounting at the rear of the cantilever tube.

Empire does not specifically rate the EDR.9 for CD-4 service, but it does have a frequency response specified up to 50,000 Hz and an overall flatness of ±1.75 db from 20 to 35,000 Hz. This certainly qualifies it for playing any stereo record, regardless of how it might perform as a CD-4 front-end cartridge! We did not attempt to use it for playing CD-4 records, however. Price: $200.

- **Laboratory Measurements.** We installed the Empire EDR.9 in a fairly typical tone arm that had a net effective mass of about 20 grams. This produced a low-frequency resonance at 7 to 8 Hz with a peak amplitude of about 5 dB. (Continued on page 58)
How can equipment designed for an average listening room perform optimally in your environment?

There's nothing particularly wrong with your stereo system. It's just that different rooms have different acoustics.

Of course, you could build a room specifically designed around the needs of your speakers, and you could rebuild it every time you upgrade your system. But we have an easier way; an MXR Graphic Equalizer that enables you to achieve maximum performance from your system, in your room...without moving walls.

Our equalizers allow you to critically adjust the frequency balance throughout the entire musical spectrum. They can help to correct certain audible inconsistencies common in many of today's records and tape recordings. You can choose the MXR equalizer that best suits your needs. We make three models that differ in flexibility and precision; sophistication, but each is built to the same exacting specifications and all three share MXR's reputation, in the professional field, for reliability and integrity.

Our popular ten band stereo EQ has one band per octave. Our stereo fifteen band model allows even greater control with two-thirds octave per slider, and for the true audiophile, the MXR thirty-one band equalizer provides ultimate control with one-third octave per slider.

Each of the MXR Graphic Equalizers can help you get the most from your stereo system by working with your room, not against it.

Your MXR dealer can help you choose the MXR equalizer that best suits your needs.

MXR Innovations, Inc., 247 N. Goodman Street, Rochester, New York 14607, (716) 442-5320

MXR Consumer Products Group
Although Empire suggests that the low-inductance EDR.9 might be relatively unaffected by load capacitance, they rate it for use with a nominal 100-picofarad load in parallel with 47,000 ohms. This means that it should be used in an arm designed for CD-4 compatibility (most record players made in the last several years meet that requirement).

We checked the frequency response of the EDR.9 with a 100-picofarad load capacitance, but we also made measurements to determine the effect of the higher values more likely to be encountered in a practical installation. With 335 picofarads, the principal change was German Hi Fi Institute record as well as our usual mid- and low-frequency high-level test records. The channel levels, which were matched within 0.8 dB, were about 3.8 millivolts at 3.54 cm/sec. The vertical stylus angle, as measured with a CBS STR 160 disc, was a rather high 30 degrees.

The tracking-distortion characteristics of the Empire EDR.9 showed a definite pattern, differing from most other cartridges we have tested. The distortion, using both the TTR-102 and TTR-103 records from Shure, was quite low at low velocities (not unusually low, but within the range we would expect to boost the output by about 2 dB at frequencies above about 8,000 Hz. Playing the CBS STR 100 test record, we obtained a frequency response within ±2 dB from 40 to 20,000 Hz. Except for a broad rise of about 2.5 dB centered at 10,000 to 11,000 Hz, the response was almost ruler-flat. A square-wave response check with the CBS STR 112 record showed an almost perfect square-wave shape, except for a single cycle of low-amplitude ringing at about 10,000 Hz. (Also evident was the 40,000-Hz ringing built into the STR 112; it shows up only with cartridges whose frequency response in that range is not rolled off by the winding inductance of their coils.)

The frequency response was measured with several other test records, including the B&K 2009, JVC 1005, and JVC 1007. The response within the audio range was virtually identical with all these records. The JVC TRS 1005, which sweeps to 50,000 Hz, showed an overall variation of about 4 dB up to more than 35,000 Hz and a falling output from 40,000 to 50,000 Hz.

The channel separation was also measured with several records, since the test record used can have a profound effect on the results. In this case, the STR 100 gave about the best separation: 25 to 30 dB in the midrange, 20 to 27 dB at 10,000 Hz. These measurements were made with the rated tracking force of 1.25 grams. At that force the cartridge could track the 80-micron level of the from a good cartridge) and increased linearly with increasing velocity. At the highest levels of these records, there was no obvious mistracking or loss of groove contact.

This may sound like a reasonable way for a cartridge to behave (and it is), but we find it much more common for a cartridge to mistrack seriously at the 27-cm/sec level of the TTR-102 unless it is operated at its maximum rated force, and then only if that force is rather high. The EDR.9 was operated at its rated maximum, but this was only 1.25 grams. The fact that the measured distortion was never excessive and did not change abruptly suggests to us that the EDR.9 can cope with extreme velocities without the shredding distortion whose presence separates the merely good from the really outstanding cartridges when they are operated near their limits.

Comment. Our frequency-response measurements on the Empire EDR.9 suggest that the tuned stylus damper replaces a single high-frequency (and high-amplitude) stylus resonance with two lower-amplitude peaks above and below the original resonance frequency. Apparently the small 10,000-Hz peak is the remaining lower-frequency resonance and the upper one has been moved well above 20,000 Hz, where it is ultimately rolled off by the cartridge inductance and external circuit capacitance. (This is conjecture on our part, but it seems consistent with the behavior of a system damped in this manner.)

We were concerned that the 2.5-dB rise at 10,000 Hz might be audible, and we spent considerable time trying to hear it when playing records. We were unsuccessful. It does not accentuate record hiss, and in comparison with cartridges that have a perfectly flat response throughout that range, the EDR.9 did not manifest any emphasis at the highs or any other part of the frequency range. We included the CBS ST 140 pink-noise record in this test, as it should have been very revealing of even minor peaks in the response, but for some reason they were not audible.

The EDR.9 was able to play level 4 of every TTR-103 test records. These high velocities provide a severe test of a phono cartridge's performance. The intermodulation-distortion (IM) readings for any given cartridge can vary widely, depending on the particular IM test record used. The actual distortion figure measured is not as important as the maximum velocity the cartridge is able to track before a sudden and radical increase in distortion takes place. There are very few commercial phonograph discs that embody musical audio signals with average velocities much higher than about 15 cm/sec.

In the graph at left, the upper curve represents the smoothed, averaged frequency response of the cartridge's right and left channels; the distance (calibrated in decibels) between it and the lower curve represents the separation between the two channels. The inset oscilloscope photo shows the cartridge's response to a recorded 1,000-Hz square wave (see text), which indicates resonances and overall frequency response. Right at the cartridge's response to the intermodulation-distortion (IM) and 10-kHz tone-burst test bands of the TTR-102 and TTR-103; it shows up only with cartridges whose response in that range is not rolled off by the winding inductance of their coils.)

The frequency response was measured with several other test records, including the B&K 2009, JVC 1005, and JVC 1007. The response within the audio range was virtually identical with all these records. The JVC TRS 1005, which sweeps to 50,000 Hz, showed an overall variation of about 4 dB up to more than 35,000 Hz and a falling output from 40,000 to 50,000 Hz.

The channel separation was also measured with several records, since the test record used can have a profound effect on the results. In this case, the STR 100 gave about the best separation: 25 to 30 dB in the midrange, 20 to 27 dB at 10,000 Hz. These measurements were made with the rated tracking force of 1.25 grams. At that force the cartridge could track the 80-micron level of the from a good cartridge) and increased linearly with increasing velocity. At the highest levels of these records, there was no obvious mistracking or loss of groove contact.

This may sound like a reasonable way for a cartridge to behave (and it is), but we find it much more common for a cartridge to mistrack seriously at the 27-cm/sec level of the TTR-102 unless it is operated at its maximum rated force, and then only if that force is rather high. The EDR.9 was operated at its rated maximum, but this was only 1.25 grams. The fact that the measured distortion was never excessive and did not change abruptly suggests to us that the EDR.9 can cope with extreme velocities without the shredding distortion whose presence separates the merely good from the really outstanding cartridges when they are operated near their limits.

Comment. Our frequency-response measurements on the Empire EDR.9 suggest that the tuned stylus damper replaces a single high-frequency (and high-amplitude) stylus resonance with two lower-amplitude peaks above and below the original resonance frequency. Apparently the small 10,000-Hz peak is the remaining lower-frequency resonance and the upper one has been moved well above 20,000 Hz, where it is ultimately rolled off by the cartridge inductance and external circuit capacitance. (This is conjecture on our part, but it seems consistent with the behavior of a system damped in this manner.)

We were concerned that the 2.5-dB rise at 10,000 Hz might be audible, and we spent considerable time trying to hear it when playing records. We were unsuccessful. It does not accentuate record hiss, and in comparison with cartridges that have a perfectly flat response throughout that range, the EDR.9 did not manifest any emphasis at the highs or any other part of the frequency range. We included the CBS ST 140 pink-noise record in this test, as it should have been very revealing of even minor peaks in the response, but for some reason they were not audible.

The EDR.9 was able to play level 4 of every
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In the graph at left, the upper curve represents the smoothed, averaged frequency response of the cartridge's right and left channels; the distance (calibrated in decibels) between it and the lower curve represents the separation between the two channels. The inset oscilloscope photo shows the cartridge's response to a recorded 1,000-Hz square wave (see text), which indicates resonances and overall frequency response. Right at the cartridge's response to the intermodulation-distortion (IM) and 10-kHz tone-burst test bands of the TTR-102 and TTR-103 test records. These high velocities provide a severe test of a phono cartridge's performance. The intermodulation-distortion (IM) readings for any given cartridge can vary widely, depending on the particular IM test record used. The actual distortion figure measured is not as important as the maximum velocity the cartridge is able to track before a sudden and radical increase in distortion takes place. There are very few commercial phonograph discs that embody musical audio signals with average velocities much higher than about 15 cm/sec.
People who aren’t using our new tape care kit should have their heads examined.

After every ten hours of recording or twenty hours of playback, you should spend a few minutes cleaning your tape heads.

Because in that period of time enough dust and residue accumulate on your tape heads to significantly affect the sound that comes out of your tape deck.

So at Maxell, we’ve developed a tape care kit to help you get the cleanest possible sound out of your recordings.

In addition to liquid head cleaner, it has special curved probes, swabs, a brush and a mirror to help you keep even areas you can’t see spotless. All of which means you’ll be getting maximum performance out of your machine. Year after year.

And if that doesn’t sound like a good idea, maybe you need to have more than your tape heads examined.

maxell
Teac 124 "Syncaset" Cassette Deck

Since its invention and subsequent world-wide licensing of the cassette format, Philips has attempted to maintain a strict standard for cassette interchangeability so that any cassette, mono or stereo, can be played back on any cassette machine. Dolby-B noise-reduction circuitry, chromium-dioxide tape, and the recent introduction of decks capable of either double or half-speed operation have all strained Philips' original intention.

The new Teac 124 "Syncaset" might be considered as taking another step away from the Philips total-compatibility concept by permitting the user to record the left and right stereo channels with two different programs. A recording made in this way, if played back on a mono cassette deck, would result in cacophony. However, Teac's real intention, as the name "Syncaset" implies, is to permit the cassette to be used for a limited amount of live "multitracking," in which two separate parts of a single musical composition, though recorded at different times, can still be played back in perfect synchronization with each other. This application, of course, retains the full mono compatibility of the final recording.

The central section of the Teac 124 contains the customary cassette-well door, and rear illumination can be switched on a side. A removable, transparent laboratory Measurements. The Teac 124 is factory-adjusted for TDK SA tape in its CrO₂ position, so we used this tape as our reference. For the "normal" (ferric) position, Teac uses a special tape that has no exact commercial equivalent, but on inquiry we were told that Maxell UDXL-1 would yield similar results. Although the UDNL-1 did provide the flattest midrange results, we found that at the cost of a slightly elevated upper midrange we obtained rather wider overall record-playback response from TDK AD, so we used it for our measurements.

The playback equalization was checked in both the normal 120-microsecond (ferric) and the 70-microsecond (CrO₂) positions with a TDK AC-337 test tape. The differences between these two equalization standards are mathematically fixed and so can be compensated for arithmetically.) The playback-equalization curves in both switch positions matched the standard test tape very closely, with a slight (approximately 1.5 dB) elevation in the 4,000- to 6,300-Hz region and rolloffs of only 2 dB at 40 and 12,500 Hz.

Overall record-playback frequency response is rated from 30 to 13,000 Hz for ferric-oxide cassettes and from 30 to 16,000 Hz for CrO₂-type formulations, but without a decibel tolerance. Our measured results with both TDK SA and AD indicate that the bass end holds up within 3 dB down to 30 Hz. There is a slightly elevated region (more pronounced in the case of the AD formulation) in the area of 6,000 Hz, and with either type of tape we would put the upper limit of useful response at about 13,500 Hz.

The Dolby-level markings (at +3 VU on the -20- to +3-VU meter scale) used for the 124 were accurate within ±0.25 dB tested with a standard TDK AC-313 tape. Dolby encode-decode tracking at input levels of -20 and -30 dB were within the normal ±2-dB tolerances, with a slight accentuation of the rise in the upper midrange. With continuous-sine-wave test signals, meter calibration was accurate within a small fraction of a decibel. The record-level indicators underread by approximately 2 dB with standard 300-millisecond tone bursts and overshoot by slightly more than this on longer (500-millisecond) tone bursts when compared with the VU ballistic standard.

Wow and flutter on the 124 measured 0.075 per cent using the customary weighted rms basis (0.09 per cent DIN peak-weighted) when playing a TDK AC-341 test tape. Using an overall record-playback measurement, these figures increased to about 0.1 and 0.14 per cent, respectively.

An input-signal level of 64 millivolts (mV) at the line-level inputs was required for a 0-dB meter indication (0.25 mV at the microphone inputs), and the resulting output level was 0.34 volt. Microphone overload occurred at a slightly low 24 mV, but even at full volume the microphone amplifiers added only about 5 dB to the noise level. Distortion (more accurately indicated 0-dB level was between 0.5 and 0.55 per cent with either TDK SA or AD tapes, and an input level of slightly more than +6 dB was required to produce the customary 3 per cent distortion point used in measuring the
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N); both tapes had very similar ratios. On an unweighted basis, referred to the 3 per cent distortion output and without Dolby processing, SA tape measured 55.8 dB and AD measured 55.5 dB. IEC A weighting produced an identical 58.2 dB for both tapes. With Dolby-B noise reduction, the TDK SA achieved a 64.4-dB signal-to-noise ratio (CCIR/ARM weighting), while the AD formulation showed a 64.6-dB CCIR/ARM figure.

Because its unique (for a cassette) feature permits the left channel to be recorded at one time and the right channel (synchronized, if desired) to be recorded subsequently, we were especially concerned to check for interaction between channels, for they are closely spaced in the cassette format. Teac was evidently very careful in constructing the shielding of its record/playback head, for a 1,000-Hz 0-dB tone recorded on the left channel produced an extraordinarily low -48-dB crosstalk output on the right channel. However, in the Simul-Sync mode stray erasure from the right channel did introduce some measurable loss (4 to 5 dB) in the high frequencies that had previously been recorded on the left channel.

Fast-forward and rewind times for a C-60 cassette measured 80 and 75 seconds, respectively, which is about average. Headphone volume, which is not adjustable, was judged rather low when using 600-ohm phones and rather loud when using the recommended 8-ohm (nominal) types. A note from the manufacturer suggests that headphone monitoring with the Model 124 is best done through an amplifier or receiver.

Comment. The Teac 124 Syncaset is obviously a unique deck, one that is hard to judge by conventional standards. In listening tests the lack of extreme high-frequency response was evident as a slight “dulling” of the treble when dubbing wide-range material, though whether this would have been noticeable without a direct A-B comparison is open to question. The Simul-Sync feature performed remarkably well, and the cross-feed switch (which partially blends the two channels to avoid an acoustic “hole in the middle”) did as well. The transport controls, though mechanical, were smooth and positive in operation, and they could be activated in any sequence without going through stop (except when going into Record) and without snarling the tape. The rated and measured specifications cannot fairly be said to be exceptional for the price category of the 124 cassette deck. But if you need Simul-Sync capabilities, the open-reel alternatives are likely to be significantly more expensive.

COMING UP

TEST REPORTS on: Allison Electronic Subwoofer • Audio-Technica AT 25 Phono Cartridge • Pioneer SA-7800 Integrated Amplifier • Tandberg Model 20A Open-reel Tape Deck • Mordaunt-Short Festival II Loudspeaker System.

THESE MEN can tell exactly what's happening inside every barrel in a Jack Daniel's warehouse.

In the heat of summer the whiskey is expanding into the charred inner wood of the barrel. Come Halloween, it's starting to cool. And inching its way back toward the center. Over the aging period, this gentle circulation of whiskey is going on constantly. Of course, it can't be perceived by the human eye. But after a sip of Jack Daniel's, we believe you'll recognize its importance.

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery
Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 37352
Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government.

CHARCOAL MELLOWED
BY DROP

Circle 144 on reader service card
Bravo indeed for the superlative performance of the 60 watt Jensen R430 Car Stereo Receiver. The top-of-the-line of six receivers that boast a compliment of features found only on better home receivers.

Features like a separate trunk-mounted Power Amplifier unit as well as a twin amplifier section in the main unit.

The advanced Bi-Amp capability of the R430 makes it possible to selectively send high frequency power information to a car's front speakers, and low frequency info through the Power Amp to the rear speakers. This bi-amplification allows for greater volume and less distortion.

Jensen has refined the R430 with other unique features like feather-touch electronic switches. And an automatic tape alarm.

Dolby® Noise Reduction processes out tape hiss and improves the dynamic range of Dolby-encoded tapes and FM broadcasts.

A Fader control adjusts levels front to back; separate Balance control adjusts left to right. There's even a Loudness Compensation function and for the extra-sensitive FM tuner, Interstation Muting.

But all the features in the world don't mean a thing if they don't combine to do one thing a receiver is built to do...recapture and deliver to you all the power and intensity that went into the original performance.

That's the thrill of being there.
That's the Jensen R430 Car Stereo Receiver.

JENSEN
The thrill of being there.
Many years ago, Bib began developing cleaning systems for Revox, Landberg, and Ferrograph. And since that time, Bib has sought a satisfactory answer to the problem of dirty tape heads and pinch rollers.

As a consequence of its diligent research, Bib has created the Tape Head Cleaner — a totally unique and completely effective instrument that can be used on any brand or style of tape deck.

Because the head rotates around 280° and locks into any position desired, the tool can reach the heads whatever their position. And the tip of the tool is made from a soft synthetic fiber that does not shed, unlike cotton pads or similar devices.

The kit includes an inspection mirror, fluffy brush, head cleaning fluid, and 3 extra snap-on tips. And it comes in a velvet-lined hard plastic case.

The next time you’re at your favorite stereo shop, ask for the Bib Tape Head Cleaner. It has the angle you need for proper tape head maintenance.

**Bib Hi-Fi Accessories, Inc.**
3363 Garden Brook Drive, Dallas, Texas, 75234

---

THERE’S never as much good music around as critics would have you believe, but a fringe benefit of the punk explosion is that there’s an awful lot of interesting stuff going on right now. Nearly every major city has some kind of flourishing rock scene these days, and I’ve got enough independently made records from the hinterlands to prove that post-punk rock-and-roll is alive and well in the boondocks, but it seems that New York is the place to be at the moment. The opportunities here for young, unsigned bands to work out have never been better, and new clubs are springing up everywhere. I find the variety of the stuff you’re likely to hear on any given evening particularly heartening, and judging from the musical fare I’ve sampled recently, I’d say the New Wave has battered down a lot of different doors.

Readers intrigued by my Marshall Chapman profile in the December 1979 issue will perhaps be glad to know that my favorite rock-and-roll woman was recently in the New York area and was up to a few new tricks. I caught her twice, once deep in the heart of Springsteen country at the Fast Lane in Asbury Park, New Jersey (where a number of E-Streeters and Asbury Jukes were in attendance) and the next night at New York University’s Loeb Student Center, which is probably the worst venue in Manhattan. Not surprisingly, her performances varied with the environment. In Jersey the show was transcendent. Making her entrance while the band pumped out the Stones’ ‘Honky Tonk Woman,’ which she has enough panache to get away with, Marshall tore up the stage, and her new songs were really fabulous. One of them, Don’t Make Me Pregnant, is a hilarious ode to “all the girls who went through puberty before the pill.” Epic wants it to be her next single, but Marshall fears that she’d be typified as a novelty/comedy act, which she isn’t. A better choice would be Rock-and-Roll Clothes, which gives her a chance to strut around as sexily as Mick Jagger during Midnight Ramblers. Unfortunately, at NYU, which has poor sound and all the charm of a low-rent high-school gym, she seemed tired and forced.

Over at Tomato, one of the newer NYC clubs, I encountered the Chelsea Funk Orchestra. While it’s no secret that jazz of all kinds is undergoing a commercial renaissance, I was unprepared for a seventeen-piece big band playing lumbering jazzbo-dinosaur fusion stuff (are you listening, Randy Newman?) as if they were the farm team for Blood, Sweat, and Tears. They were skillful, and, having seen Jimmy Stewart’s agonies in The Glenn Miller Story, I am sympathetic to the problems of getting such a venture off the ground. But I find it incomprehensible that there are so many young musicians whose apparent ambition is to play under Doc Severinsen on the Tonight Show.

After a brief stop at the Lone Star Cafe, a c&w honky tonk flexible enough to book twist king Chubby Checker (who, believe it or not, has gone vaguely punk), I went to the Mudd Club, an unbearably chic-and-trendy SoHo joint that is one of the many rock discos (or roscos, as somebody has called them) that are popping up around town. If you can put up with the cliquishness and the posing, the place is a lot of fun. The sound system is superb, and you can dance to music ranging from Sixties Motown to reggae to the Stones to the Clash and Donna Summer.

I was not there to punish the parquet, however, but to see Arista’s latest entry in the New Wave sweepstakes, a Philadelphia outfit called simply the A’s (as in, I take it, the A’s (or roscos, as somebody has called them) that are popping up around town. If you can put up with the cliquishness and the posing, the place is a lot of fun. The sound system is superb, and you can dance to music ranging from Sixties Motown to reggae to the Stones to the Clash and Donna Summer.

I was not there to punish the parquet, however, but to see Arista’s latest entry in the New Wave sweepstakes, a Philadelphia outfit called simply the A’s (as in, I take it, the Athletics). They were rather amusing, if only because they’ve swiped so much from the biggies—their look and sound appropriate elements of the Boomtown Rats, the Cars, XTC, and Bruce Springsteen. Insubstantial but cute. One sensitive number was called Teenage Jerkoff, which seemed to strike a responsive chord in the youngish audience.

At Trax I saw my pick of the recent crop. They are the Mix, the freshest, most exciting new band I’ve heard in more than a year. The basic stance is middle-Who with Beatles overtones. Lead guitarist Stu Daye is spectacular at Townshend-style power chord playing, and he has a couple of stage moves certain to warm the heart of anybody who’s seen The Who’s movie The Kids Are Alright. Their singing is very strong (bassist David Grahame has Paul McCartney down better than Eric Carmen), and their material just grabs you by the neck. I heard at least four potential singles. They are dicking with a label at the moment, and my guess is that theirs will be the big success story of 1980.
NIKKO RECEIVERS
ARE BUILT AS THOUGH THEY'RE
ONE-OF-A-KIND.

At Nikko, we make sure that every single receiver we make will live up to our specifications, as well as your expectations. Which is why we have what we call the "200% Quality Control" program. Now, almost all companies have a "random" testing program. But that's not good enough for us. We check every unit before it leaves our factory. Then we test each and every Nikko receiver again, before it's shipped to one of our carefully-selected dealers. This relentlessly-thorough program is your assurance that you'll get all of the exceptional performance and reliability we build into our products.

How can Nikko afford to spend so much time on individual quality control in these days of mass production? We can't afford not to, because we back each receiver with a transferable three-year limited warranty on parts and labor.

But the "200% Quality Control" program is only one side of Nikko. The other side is what you can see and hear: meaningful features, superb sound and outstanding value.

Consider our new NR-819. This advanced receiver employs a fully complementary, capacitor-free output circuit and delivers 45 watts per channel, minimum RMS, at 8 ohms, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion.

The NR-819 also features the insurance of a sophisticated speaker protection circuit that utilizes Nikko's "tamed" circuit breakers.

There are no shortcuts to top quality and performance. So before you buy any receiver, think about the persistent quality control and advanced engineering that go into every receiver Nikko builds. It should convince you that we take our stereo as seriously as you do.
The Bib Electronic 3000 eliminates record static "like a miracle."

That's what professional reviewer John Borwick claims in the June issue of Gramophone. Here's why.

The Bib Groov-Stat Electronic 3000 emits only positive ions. And that's very important because positive ions completely neutralize the negative static charge on records.

All other anti-static devices emit both positive and negative ions even though record static is mostly a negative charge. So don't be fooled by demonstration gimmicks that "prove the superiority" of trigger-type devices.

The 3000 has a smoother, slower effect that keeps the record static-free longer. And the continuous emission of ions from the 3000 immerses the record in a bath of ions unlike the irregular flow emitted from trigger-type devices.

Simple to operate, the battery-operated 3000 has a double-checking system that includes a neon light and a high-pitched tone.

Ask for the Bib 3000. See for yourself why it works "like a miracle."

PLAY IT AGAIN, CLAUDE!

By James Goodfriend

I t is to me one of the small miracles of music that so little of it has been composed twice. I don't mean by this either a composer's conscious reworking of an earlier effort or an intentional and recognizable quotation of another's work. Nor do I mean the appropriation (stealing) of another composer's music. Nor do I mean the multiple use of the same series of notes (or intervals) by the same or different composers at different times, for the variables of music are so manifold—rhythm, tempo, harmony, phrasing, color, and so on—that such theoretically identical sequences rarely sound as though they have much to do with one another.

What I'm talking about relates to those moments when (in all of us) there arises from the depths of the unconscious some cohesive fragment of music. It is identifiable, in most lay cases, as Schubert's "Unfinished," Debussy's "La Mer," Irving Berlin's "Easter Parade," or even the latest singing commercial. In the case of composers, however, it is mysteriously, amazingly not something already written, but something new waiting to be born. Most composers have heard at least as much of other people's music as any of the rest of us, and surely composers have memories too. How do they distinguish what they are remembering from what they are creating?

Obviously they do, or the incidence of twice-composed music would be far higher than is it. But whether the screening process for original ideas also lies in the unconscious, or whether the composer must actually get around to working out the details of his imagined creation before he can say to himself, "Oh, God, no; Wagner wrote that already," is a mystery to me. And how he can do it is simply beyond my comprehension.

These thoughts were brought on by my coming across a new instance of such "double composition." It is, at least, new to me, and I do not remember ever seeing any reference to it in print. Before getting to it, however, it might be interesting to review a few of the known classic examples.

The main theme of the last movement of Beethoven's Ninth appears earlier in a motet (K. 222) by Mozart, and the opening theme of the *Eroica* appears in Mozart's overture to *Bastien et Bastienne*. Beethoven could have heard either or both of these works and re-membered the themes without remembering the sources. In their final versions, however, the melodies have each taken on certain typically Beethovenian characteristics not at all present in the originals. A more important instance is the apparent derivation of the slow movement of Beethoven's *Pathétique* Sonata from a passage in the corresponding movement of Mozart's Sonata in C Minor, K. 457, for here, though there are differences between the themes, the rhythm and tempo, the harmony, and even the mood are almost identical. A clear case of double composition.

The most recent case I have found involves the music of Frederick Delius, an individualistic composer with few apparent roots anywhere. The orchestral piece *On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring* is a work that is quintessentially Delius; no one else could have composed it. Imagine my surprise, then, when I heard it as a piano solo under the name *In Ola Valley*, *In Ola Tarn*, composed by Edward Grieg. It is one of the Nineteen Norwegian Folk Songs, Op. 66 (a work I had never heard before) included in Volume 8 of the superbly played set of Grieg's complete piano music by Eva Knardahl (Bis LP 111, distributed by Qualiton). Now, this is not a case of both composers simply quoting the same folk song. Though the pieces are by no means identical, there are certain phrases, complete with shifting impressionistic and coloristic harmonies, that are common to both and are so idiosyncratic that, without benefit of dates of composition, one would swear that Grieg copied them from Delius. No such thing. The Grieg pieces date from 1896; the Delius from 1912. The whole affair reminds one that no composer, no matter how individualistic, is really rootless. It is obvious to me now that without Grieg, Delius would have been a much different composer and probably a less interesting one. It also makes one aware that there is probably a lot more of interest in Grieg's music than is generally known today, and a lot more to it than is encompassed by Debussy's description of it as "a pink bon-bon filled with snow." That is something even the great Frenchman himself might have admitted, had someone pointed out to him the theme from Grieg's piano concerto that was composed anew in his own *La Damaoelle Elue*. □
NO RUM REFLECTS
PUERTO RICO
LIKE RONRICO.

From Puerto Rico, the Rum Island, comes Ronrico, the Puerto Rican rum. Smooth, light tasting Ronrico has been the pride of six generations of Puerto Rican rum masters (since 1860). One sip and you'll agree... rum lovers never had it so good.

RONRICO: AUTHENTIC RUM OF PUERTO RICO.

General Wine & Spirits Co., N.Y.C. 80 proof
Your deck isn’t ready for the ultimate cassette tape.
Introducing the first line of decks that are.

25-18,000 Hz ± 3dB at -20VU with metal tape, 70dB signal-to-noise ratio. 6dB hotter output than ferrichrome.

The reason we can offer you SIX metal tape-compatible decks with specs like these, is all in the heads. Sen-Alloy heads. With better high frequency characteristics than the Sen-Dust most of our competitors use, Sen-Alloy just happens to record and erase metal tape perfectly.

So while our competitors have had to struggle with little problems like designing heads that could handle metal tape, we've had a head start towards packing our metal decks with more state-of-the-art features.

Our new “X-cut” Sen-Alloy record head extends bass response to lower than your woofers may go: 25Hz!

Our unique double-gap Sen-Alloy erase head gets 60dB erasure on metal tape at the critical 400 Hz level.

Our B.E.S.T. computer automatically finetunes deck bias, equalization and sensitivity to tape in less than 30 seconds.

Spectro-Peak and Multi-Peak L.E.D. indicators react 100 times faster than meters so you can make perfect, undistorted recordings.

How much does it cost to replace the weak link in your system with a JVC metal deck?
As little as $299, and no more than $750, suggested retail price.

After all, now that your ears are ready for metal tape, your pocketbook ought to be too.

For the name of your nearest JVC dealer, call 800-221-7502 toll-free (in NY State, 212-476-8300). Or write to US JVC Corp., 58-75 Queens Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, NY 11378.

Now you're ready for JVC.
WHAT'S NEW IN AUDIO
Ralph Hodges reports on the 1979 Summer Consumer Electronics Show
Despite my having grown up, so to speak, with the audio industry, it always amazes me to step out onto the floor of Chicago's McCormick Place every June and be confronted with literally miles of aisles lined with stereo components. Along with three large hotels, the huge McCormick Place exhibition center houses the bulk of the annual Summer Consumer Electronics Show (CES). The purpose of this mammoth event is to persuade the thousands of U.S. dealers in consumer electronic goods to buy—or at least take an interest in—the products of many hundreds of manufacturers, all of whom compete for attention with elaborate exhibit areas and even more elaborate promotions, plus a few other time-honored attractions.

The show does include TV, digital watches, calculators, CB gear, burglar alarms, and plastic statuettes of Snoopy with a telephone in his arms or a radio in his belly, but stereo components are in the overwhelming majority. To the eye, the main show floor is vast; to the ear it is confined, cacophonous, and very, very loud. Audio journalists therefore do not—cannot—visit the CES to report on the quality of what is exhibited, but simply to catalog what is shown. Nevertheless, it is clear that almost everything there this year was distinguished in quality, value, or both, well worth the scrutiny of prospective buyers. Many excellent products shown have been covered in previous show reports, and space restrictions dictate that these could not be mentioned again. Nonetheless, there was so much that was new and noteworthy that my report this year (as last) will have to be spread over two issues of Stereo Review.

The Consumer Electronics Shows are restricted to the trade only; the general public is not admitted. But your local stereo dealer is allowed in, and chances are that he attended. What he saw and heard that impressed him enough to buy may begin appearing in his showroom within the next several months.
For those of you who were wondering whether receivers would top the 300-watt-per-channel mark this year, the answer is no, not quite. Instead, we have a minireceiver, the Model TX-20, no larger than the majority of other minicomponents that have materialized over the past year, and a source of considerable pride for its manufacturer, Onkyo.

Of course, receivers of conventional dimensions were in abundance as well. At present, 200 watts per channel seems to be considered a comfortable maximum power output, which means that Kenwood has positioned itself well with the 200-watt KR-9050 receiver, leader of a new line of seven models, the top four of which incorporate what Kenwood calls “high-speed” circuitry to prevent slew-rate limiting. The seven receiver models range from the KR-9050 to the KR-3010; power outputs go down to 27 watts per channel. Some of the larger units boast such Kenwood exclusives as “pulse-counting” FM detection, and all but the KR-3010 are “DC” designs. Prices descend from $1,150 to $280.

The 200-watt-per-channel point also seems a good one to Sanyo, which this year inaugurates a “Plus” line of prestige components that includes four receivers ranging from 200 to 55 watts per channel. The top-of-the-line Plus 200 permits physical separation of the power-amplifier section from the preamplifier and tuner. All models have a combination of digital readout and tuning dial, and all but the smallest, the Plus 55 ($400), have pre-amplifiers for moving-coil cartridges. The Plus 200 costs $900; the intermediate two are $700 and $550. Sanyo also bolstered its “main-line” receiver series with an additional three, ranging from 50 (the 2050) to 16 (the 2016) watts. Prices descend to 40 watts per channel in power and $395 in price.

One new receiver model apiece now grace the Advent, Fisher, and Sony lines. The Advent Model 350 is said to provide a rated 50 watts per channel from a package considerably smaller than competitive units, and appreciably more power than that when driving actual speaker loads. Fisher’s RS2002, at 20 watts per channel, incorporates what is becoming a Fisher standard: a built-in five-band graphic equalizer. The Sony STR-V1 provides a modest 15 watts per channel at a price of $220. Also worth mentioning (because of its attractiveness and unusual features) is a Fisher combination receiver and cassette deck, the MC-4160, with controls for “reverb” and “tremolo.” (Don’t ask us precisely what they do.)

Rotel’s RX-604, RX-504, and RX-404 ($50, $40, and $30, respectively), conform to this manufacturer’s standard styling and attractive pricing policy ($400 to $290). The new Rotel “Macro” TX-1000 (35 watts) is also modestly priced ($300); it has a clean-cut black front panel and an overall size that places it midway between a conventional receiver and a minicomponent.

Black—or at least dark—panels are the thing at SAE, which has this year enlarged its blossoming SAE Two line with four new receivers, all with digital readout for tuning. The R18 ($1,350), R12 ($1,000), R9 ($800), and R6 ($650) range in power outputs from 180 to 60 watts. Akai has likewise wisely added four, all with LED power-output indicators. In descending price order ($465 to $260) the model numbers are AA-R50, AA-R40, AA-R30, and (not unexpectedly) AA-R20. The power-output range is from 62 to 26 watts per channel.

Hitachi emphasizes low-silhouette styling in its two latest receiver additions, the SR-4010 (25 watts, $250) and SR-2010 (15 watts, $200). Both have LED tuning displays, but on the larger model the indicators can be switched to show power output. Considerably lighter in size and power-output capability (125 and 80 watts, respectively) are the AH903 and AH901 from Philips. Large fluorescent output-level indicators dominate the front panels of both; the AH903 also incorporates a digital tuning indicator. Prices are $750 and $550.

Luxman’s single new receiver, the R107 ($795), is particularly forthright and declara-
Marantz SR-6000 receiver

Sansui G-9700 receiver

Sanyo Plus 200 receiver

Akai AA-R50 receiver

Yamaha CR-2040 receiver

Sony STR-V1 receiver
TA-F70 ($750) integrated amplifier has all of these, plus facilities for moving-coil phone cartridges and a 20-segment LED power-output display. The 75-watt TA F60 ($450) and 50-watt TA-F40 ($350) have lesser displays and no moving-coil capability.

Sony can also serve as an entry point into the new minicomponent amplifiers. The compact Sony TA-PF1 (5½ x 3¼ x 13 inches) is a 50-watt integrated amplifier (price not yet available) with all the technical features of its larger brethren, plus a moving-coil pre-amplifier. Like some other minicomponents, it has special bass-boost provisions for use with bass-shy minispeakers. The Toshiba A10 (20 watts, $300) is also a mini integrated amplifier, while the C12 ($230) and the 30-watt M12 ($280) are, respectively, a new mini pre-amplifier and power amplifier. Aiwa introduced a 30-watt-per-channel power amplifier, the PA22, and the C22 preamplifier. Put them together with the SK22 digital-readout tuner and you have a package intended to cost about $550. A bit more buys the RC-C25 mini-component rack to hold them.

Returning from the land of Lilliput, we encounter Pioneer's moderately priced ($300 and $200) integrated amplars, the SA-6800 and SA-5800 (rated at 45 and 25 watts, respectively), both featuring this manufacturer's fluorescent indicators to show output power. Like its receivers, Hitachi's newest integrated amplifiers are low-silhouette in design. They are the 50-watt HA-5700 ($450) and the 40-watt HA-4500 ($250), both with LED power indicators. Similar LEDs are found on the Technics SU-8011, which at 25 watts per channel and $175 is an attractive component for a low-cost system.

Optonica's two integrated amplifiers, the SM-7305 (70 watts, $460) and the SM-4305 ($300, 40 watts) are really low-silhouette designs, with room for only a single lateral row of controls plus illuminated indicators for function selection and power (SM-7305) above. Onkyo's latest integrated models, the A-7090, A-7070, and A-7004, boast some circuit innovations that could not be fully explained during the bustle of the show. At $280, the 53-watt Nikko NA-790 offers a built-in pre-amplifier for moving-coil cartridges. Rotel's "Macro" line, a somewhat-larger-than-"micro" series, has a $360 40-watt integrated amplifier, the RA-1000, and a $320 preamplifier, the RC-1000, both with black finish and octave-band graphic equalizers. Complementing the preamplifier is the $320 RB-1000 power amplifier providing 65 watts per channel. The Realistic SA-2001 from Radio Shack yields 60 watts per channel for a moderate $280; power-level meters grace the front panel.

The Sanyo "Plus" series has been expanded with an integrated amplifier, the $300 A35; it has low-silhouette black styling, 50 watts per channel, and facilities for moving-coil cartridges. The same series includes a 100-watt power amplifier, the PSS ($350), and the C55 preamplifier ($250).

Moving into fully separate (and far from mini) components, we might begin with the Teac PA7-1 preamplifier and MA7 power amplifier. Both are large, with the preamplifier featuring a flip-down panel at the bottom to conceal little-used controls. Teac also offers the BX-300 "DC" integrated amplifier. Specifications and prices for the Teac electronics were not available at the show. Fisher has embarked upon a "professional" line, first examples of which are a good-size preamplifier, the CA-4500, and the 150-watt BA-4500 power amplifier with front-panel meters, a power-limited switch, and switching for three pairs of speakers. Among several intriguing new products from Phase Linear is the Model 300 Series Two power amplifier, a class-AB design in which close attention has been paid to the elimination of crossover distortion. Power of the low-silhouette unit is 120 watts per channel; price is $450. Yamaha has a new top-of-line power amplifier, the M-2 ($1,200), with a novel bias circuit that staggers the operating points of the multiple output devices slightly to promote linearity at the crossover point. Rated power is 240 watts at 0.005 percent harmonic distortion. The company also has two new preamplifiers, the $900 C-2a and the $450 C-6, which has parametric tone controls variable in center frequency of action and in spread of frequencies. Soundcraftsmen's new SP4002 preamplifier ($690) offers equalization in octave bands, plus a variety of switching features. The company showed two new equalizers as well.

At $943, Threshold's SL 10 preamplifier has a physically separate power supply and extensive user-adjustable phone section that results in (among other things) truly phenomenal headroom before overload (2 volts for the conventional magnetic inputs, more than 70 millivolts for the moving-coil inputs). In other Threshold developments, the CAS 1 power amplifier has been replaced by the limited-edition CAS 2 ($1,000, $895), the Model 400 A and the monster Model 4000 class-AA power amplifiers have received cascode input stages and a number of other circuit modifications, and the unique Statas 1 modifications, and the "feed-forward" mono power amplifier has gone into full production at $3,000. Great American Sound has also been busy with modification of its Ampzilla power amplifier, which has become the 250-watt New Ampzilla.

Achieving the benefits of class-A operation without its liabilities in efficiency has been a goal of many amplifier designers of late. JVC has taken the variable-bias approach, which it calls "Super A" operation. It is currently available in two integrated amplifiers, the 100-watt A-X9 and the 70-watt A-X5, and its appearance is expected momentarily in power amplifiers. A technique that is reported somewhat similar is used in SAE's brand new "X-Series" power amplifiers, which have what is called a "Hy-personic" power-output stage. Three prototype amplifiers were on display at the show.

Apt Corporation has introduced two power amplifiers, the 100-watt Apt 1 ($650) and the 200-watt Apt 2 ($1,450), billed as the world's first class-ABD amplifier. The "ABD" designation refers to the use of a class-AB MOSFET output stage together with a class-D "switching" power supply that adjusts its voltage according to the requirements of the signal. The Apt amplifiers are designed to drive load impedances from 16 to 2 ohms, with a control provided to adjust the amplifier characteristics to the load employed. Carver Corp. showed an internally redesigned prototype of its magnetic-field amplifier. It now weighs 8½ pounds, puts out 250 watts per channel and clipping, and should be available in late fall.

Superes has made preliminary specifications available on its Audio Scientific line, which includes a $350 preamplifier, with adjustments for phono-cartridge loading, and a ten-band equalizer. And Eumig has enthusiastically revealed information on a prototype line of electronics, including the C-1000 preamplifier, with a moving-coil input and a 90-db signal-to-noise ratio, and the M-1000 power amplifier, 100 watts per channel and equipped with a "heat-pipe" thermal-dissipation structure that is similar to Sony's.

Vacuum tubes continue to occupy design efforts at Audio Research. Their latest power amplifier is the $3,250 D-79, which is rated at a power output of roughly 80 watts per channel. In addition, a two-way tubed electronic crossover, the EC-22 ($1,195), and a large tubed pre-amplifier for moving-coil or conventional cartridges (same price) have reached the prototype stage.

RG Dynamics, a relatively new company heretofore involved only with dynamic-range expanders, has now stepped out for a new "Dynas-" line of electronics in the near future; it consists of a preamplifier and power amplifier, the 100-watt A-X9 and the 70-watt A-X5, and its appearance is expected momentarily in power amplifiers. A technique that is reported somewhat similar is used in SAE's brand new "X-Series" power amplifiers, which have what is called a "Hy-personic" power-output stage. Three prototype amplifiers were on display at the show.

(Continued on page 76)
Marantz PM-700 integrated amplifier

Threshold Model 4000 power amplifier

RG Dimension 3 preamplifier

Toshiba SC-M12 power amplifier

Sony TA-F40 integrated amplifier

Rotel RC-1000 integrated amplifier
Tuners

Where there are separate amplifiers, there must also be separate tuners, and the show's offerings in that category were a little more numerous than they have been in the past. Among the heavier hitters was a pair from Sansui: the $980 TU-X1 and the $585 TU-919. The massive TU-X1 is probably unique in being the only such product with entirely separate FM and AM sections on the same chassis, right down to separate tuning knobs, separate tuning meters (signal-strength and channel-center for both), and separate outputs. Both AM and FM have selectable f.f. bandwidths and interference muting. The TU-919 also emphasizes AM with f.f. bandwidth selection, but its most prominent feature is the digitally controlled tuning system that seeks and holds the precise channel center. There is also a digital frequency readout together with a conventional tuning dial.

Marantz was another tuner manufacturer with two introductions. The $280 ST 400 has digital readout, a servo-controlled tuning system, and switchable de-emphasis to accommodate Dolby noise reduction. The $225 ST 300 shares the last feature but lacks the other two.

The Optonica ST-7405 ($400) presents a striking appearance with its low-profile configuration and offers such features as digital readout, servo tuning system, and all-LED tuning indication. The $250 ST-4405 sacrifices the first two features but retains most of the rest. Pioneer's TX-6800 is a relatively low-cost unit, but it has such useful facilities as a cancellation system for the 19-kHz pilot carrier and improved AM performance. The Technics ST-8011 ($170) is styled and priced to match the SU-8011 integrated amplifier and is said to employ IC technology extensively. Kenwood's KT-313 ($179) is also a comparatively modest unit, but the $250 KT-413 is an excitingly styled design with a motor-driven tuning capacitor and dial pointer that will stop at and lock onto stations sequentially across the broadcast band. There are also five station presets for FM and AM.

The Phase Linear Model 5100 Series Two ($450) is a frequency-synthesizing tuner for both AM and FM, with six station presets for each band. A similar design, Hitachi's low-profile FT-5000, costs $370, which is said to be an unprecedentedly low price for a frequency-synthesizing tuner with full features. Seven station presets are provided. Yet a third frequency-synthesizing tuner is Sony's FM-only ST-J60 with eight station presets that can be recalled through the built-in memory. The Sanyo "Plus" T35 ($350) is not a frequency-synthesizing tuner, but it ups the ante on presets to twelve.

And once again with Sony we find ourselves in the Land of Minicomponents. The ST-P77 is virtually everything the ST-J60 is, but with dimensions of only 8½ x 3½ x 13 inches. (Price was not yet established at press time.) Its competition from Toshiba is the Model T10 ($250), with LED tuning indicators instead of meters. (Aiwa's minituner has already been mentioned in the Amplifier section.) Rotel's slightly-larger-than-mini tuner is the RT-1000 ($250), a straightforward design that also substitutes LEDs for meters.

JVC's latest, the Model TX-5, features a unique phase-tracking loop (PTL) that is said to reject interference superbly without the sharp limitation of i.f. bandwidth that other tuners employ. The Realistic TM-1001 ($180) has self-lock tuning and switchable 25-microsecond de-emphasis for Dolby FM. Onkyo's T-4090 and T-4300 also seek and lock onto channel centers. The T-4090's tuning system is quartz-crystal controlled.

Two more frequency-synthesizing tuners deserve mention. The Eumig T-1000, seen in prototype form, has ten station presets and a price that is not yet established. And the fabulous (but discontinued) Sherwood Micro CPU 100 tuner reviewed in these pages in January 1978 is available again from its original manufacturer, Draco Labs. Production is limited but the new price is under $1,000. Contact your dealer or Draco (1005 Washington Street, Grafton, Wis. 53024) if you are interested.

Finally, Marantz seems ready to follow Pioneer into the market with a TV tuner, the TV 100, that will connect directly to your audio system and enable you to hear how good (or bad) TV sound really is. Projected price is $185.

Record Players

Up until a few years ago the world—or at least the parts of it we're most in touch with—was wondering whether a new radial-tracking (straight-line-tracking) record player would ever be available. The fascinating Raeco radial-tracking tone arm (now discontinued) was close to a decade old, and only Harman Kardon (with designs largely developed by Raeco) and B&O kept the faith among larger manufacturers. Nonetheless, it seemed likely that the radial-tracking principle, which involves a tone arm that does not pivot but transits along a track or similar guiding mechanism from the outside to the inside of a record, had something to offer to record-playing technology. It seems even likelier today, because hard on the heels of recent radial-tracking introductions by Revox and Series 20 (and after a few tentative efforts by others) have come radial-tracking record players from Phase Linear and Aiwa (surprisingly); there is also (more surprisingly) a new radial-tracking tone arm from a company called Goldmund.

The Phase Linear Model 8000 Series Two combines a Hall-effect direct-drive turntable with a radial-tracking tone arm whose support platform is propelled from right to left by a motor with continuously variable speed. An optical sensor detects the arm's deviation from perfect tangency and functions through a servo system to control drive-motor speed. The record player includes several automatic features—for example, the arm will automatically index to any of three record radii. Price: $750.

The Aiwa System 3000 record player is similar in design and operation except for the inclusion of further automatic features such as the ability to play up to ten bands on a record in a preprogrammed sequence. The System 3000 is projected to sell for $1,200. On the $1,800 Goldmund radial-tracking tone arm, a few definite details can be provided until the design is finally determined.

In the Sony corner, a record player is being offered with an arm that pivots in the conventional way but does almost nothing else conventionally. The arm of the Model PS-B80 ($1,800) is entirely controlled by lateral and vertical linear motors that receive their guidance from built-in electronic servos. The arm balance the arm, apply the selected tracking force and the optimum skating compensation, and are even said to respond quickly enough to counter the effects of record warps and tone-arm vibrations. The direct-drive turntable itself provides novelties such as a built-in memory for automatic operations, logic control to ensure that a proper sequence of automatic operations is followed, and even a motorized brush positioned below the stylus' rest position to clean it. The PS-B80 has speeds of 33½ and 45 rpm. Other Sony record-player introductions include a record-cleaning machine at $210 (Model PS-X20) and $170 (PS-T25), plus a "mini" record player (albeit with a full-size platter), the PS-PTX. Price has not yet been determined.

Another unusual turntable—or rather a pair of them—comes from Optonica. The RP-9705, final realization of a prototype seen some time earlier, can be programmed with up to ten instructions to play record bands or portions of bands in any desired sequence. An infrared remote controller permits programming and take place without approaching the turntable. At considerably less than the RP-9705's $1,200, the $400 RP-7705 can be programmed with nine instructions. It lacks the remote-control capability, but it shares with its more expensive sibling a second tone arm that pivots with the playing arm and an optical sensor to detect and count bands on the record. A third Optonica player, the RP-4705 ($280), is a direct-drive machine like the other two, but its automatic features are by comparison ordinary.

(Continued on page 78)
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Dual has developed a very-low-mass tone arm and combined it with a similarly light cartridge, made to Dual specifications by Ortofon, to create the ULM (ultra-low-mass) record-playing system that is featured on all nine of the company’s new record players. Two multiple-play and seven single-play models make up the line. Of the latter, five are direct-drive machines; the rest are belt-driven via the manufacturer’s variable-diameter pulley system that permits pitch adjustment. The Model 650 (direct-drive, single-play) can be operated through a wireless infrared remote-control unit that also carries transport controls for the new Dual 893 cassette deck. Prices for the Dual line range from $180 to $560. The low-mass cartridge and the remote-control facilities are optional extras.

The only turntable manufacturer who managed to outdo Dual in numbers of introductions was Technics. The company brought eleven new models to the show, their prices ranging from approximately $125 to $600 (two models have yet to be assigned prices). All the Technics machines are single-play, servo-controlled, direct-drive designs, many of them with speed referenced to a quartz-crystal oscillator. Two of them, the SP-15 ($600) and the SP-25 ($400), come without tone arms or bases, although optional bases are offered at $250 each.

The latest B.I.C. models are a logical outgrowth of the company’s introductions of last year. Six record players—two single-play units and four multiple-play designs—have been grouped together to form the “Z Series,” with prices ranging from approximately $100 to $240. At the top of the line, the 802 multiple-play and SP85 single-play machines (both $240) contain a refined version of the B.I.C. microprocessor system that detects actual platter speed and indicates it visually on a digital LED display. The display also indicates the effect of the pitch controls. B.I.C., a strong believer in belt drive, adheres to the principle this year for all models.

Like Denon and now Sony, Sansui has adopted a direct-drive speed-control system that involves having a magnetic pattern on the inside rim of the platter read by a sensor and compared with a reference frequency for error correction. The company has also come up with a new tone arm, its design based upon a calculation using the arm’s “optimum pivot point,” that is intended to make it as resistant as possible to outside disturbances, including the activity at the stylus tip. Add a logic system that governs the arm’s automatic functions and you come up with the ingredients for Sansui’s top new models, the XR-GP, FR-Q5, and FR-D4, ranging in price from $500 to $230. Two lesser models, the direct-drive FR-D3 and the belt-drive SR-B2005 ($185 and $135), round out the Sansui turntable introductions.

As ever, BSR appeared at the show with a number of modestly priced new editions, but the one likely to be of most interest to readers is the application of some of the ADC Accutrac +6 technology to the new BSR “Accuglide” XR-50. Specifically, the XR-50 changer mechanism permits discs to be lowered to the platter gently and subsequently returned to the stack. A built-in memory will store up to twenty-seven instructions relating to the sequencing and repetition of disc plays, and a wireless remote-control unit duplicates the controls necessary for this. A final price for the XR-50 was not available at the show, but the expectation is that it will be modest for the facilities provided.

JVC has been working on tone arms, and the result is supplied with their new QL-D6 turntable. The arm features some innovations in pivot configuration and other characteristics, but its most interesting feature is the variable hydraulic oil damping that is applied at the pivots. Separate oil reservoirs are provided for both lateral and vertical motional modes. Screw adjustments permit the degree of damping to be varied for the particular cartridge used. The turntable itself is a direct-drive design with a new servo speed-control system that increases the sensitivity and precision of speed regulation.

Garrard has developed an “Advance Design Group” series consisting of the GT350 and GT265 direct-drive turntables, and the GT350AP and GT250AP single-play machines. All are belt-driven and incorporate low-mass arms with jeweled pivot bearings. Prices are said to hover in the $200 range. Another new belt-drive machine is the Philips AF829, an addition to the Project 7 series and employing a servo-feedback speed-control system that is referred directly to the platter’s rotational rate. On the new model all controls are mounted on the front edge of the base, outside the dust cover, and LEDs indicate variation from exact pitch; pitch is adjustable. Price: under $300.

The $200 KD-3100 from Kenwood employs a special direct-drive motor and a high-mass platter to augment speed uniformity, plus a semi-automatic tone arm driven by its own motor. The Luxman PD-277 has completely automatic tone-arm functions and direct drive. Fisher’s linear-motor direct-drive line has been expanded by two models, the MT6330 ($190) and the MT6320 ($170). There is also a new belt-drive machine, the $120 MT6310. But the Fisher horizon is a two-speed, direct-drive unit, the MT-6360, that can be programmed for unattended operation and supervised via a wireless infrared remote-control device.

Sanyo’s new “Plus” series also includes record players—four of them. All are direct-drive machines with speed referenced to quartz-crystal oscillators. The top-of-the-line Q60 is less than $560; the least expensive is the Q5, is under $100. The regular Sanyo line also has an entry-level $90 belt-drive TP1005. “Elegant” wood bases are a strong attraction of the four new Rotel turntables, which are split between direct-drive (Models RP-9400 and RP-6400) and belt-drive (RP-4400 and RP-2400) designs. Prices run from $375 down to $160.

If the $795 Model HT-860 is any indication, Hitachi is becoming quite serious about record players. A microprocessor governs all automatic operations in this machine, including record-size detection (via an optical sensor). Two of their new Hitachi turntables sell for $200 and $160. All three are direct-drive.

There were many more new record players at the Summer CES, but unfortunately we are running out of space, and some must be saved for . . .

Phono Cartridges

The critical role of the phono cartridge in sound reproduction has become more widespread. Indeed, many manufacturers have developed new models that incorporate MC cartridges into their larger entertainment systems. Unfortunately, most of these new models employ moving-magnet cartridges, which are less sensitive to the effects of record warp and other disturbances on the record-playing process.

Sony also has a $300 moving-coil cartridge, the AT-32, a $250 step-up transformer for it and similar devices (Model AT-650), and a $350 tone arm (the AT-1010) designed to moderate the effects of record warp and other disturbances on the playback process.
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tions, and they are intentionally ruggedized and otherwise tricked out to resist damage from hard, constant usage and inevitable accidents in the control room or at the disco. Shure makes no claim to this end, but it is possible that the SC39 series is also well-nigh kid-proof.

The Osawa line now includes two new "Moving Permalloy" cartridges, the MP 20 and MP 15, in which low-mass permalloy armatures modulate the field of a samarium-cobalt magnet. The MP 20 has a boron cantilever and a newly developed stylus shape. It costs $200 mounted in a low-mass head shell and $175 unmounted. Respective prices for the MP 15 are $175 mounted, $150 unmounted.

The Nagatronics 9600 is also an induced-magnet design with a boron-cantilever structure. Its body, to quote the press release, is "machined from a solid block of aluminum-magnesium alloy." Output is relatively low, but a pre-emptamplifier, the Model 9500, is available to drive particularly insensitive phonograph inputs.

Ortofon has adapted its low-mass VMS cartridge to integrate with the plug-in arm shaft of the SME Series III tone arm. The result, which is available as a unitized armshaft/cartridge assembly that fastens directly into the arm socket of the SME, produces an arm-cartridge resonance of approximately 13 Hz, which is more than high enough to avoid the worst effects of record warp.

Yet another new brand of moving-coil cartridge, Adcom, appeared at the show with what is said to be a new coil configuration and prices expected to start at about $100. Materials such as beryllium are used for cantilever structures.

This short summary of new phono cartridge designs is, we realize, dense and technically complex. We don't yet understand all the implications of the new technologies ourselves, but future test reports will illuminate and clarify issues that may be minor mysteries for the moment.

Intermission

That's as far as we can go in this issue. Next month we will examine some of the startling things that are happening to cassette recorders and explore the labyrinthine and often baffling (puns of course intended) new developments in loudspeaker design. There will also be a quick review of the new audio accessories, which could easily cost you more than the rest of your system if you got sufficiently enthusiastic about them. Please stay tuned.

VIDEO AND PCM AUDIO

As might have been expected, manufacturers of video products were also active at the show, some showing products that will be immediately available to the public, others displaying prototypes intended to test the waters of the American market prior to any major commitment.

Magnavox displayed its Magnavision videodisc player (covered in "Audio News," March and April 1979) to large, rapt audiences. JVC was demonstrating a videodisc system, too, though in private quarters. Their VHD/AHD (Video High Density/Audio High Density) grooveless disc format employs a conductive-plastic disc with the signal in the form of microscopic "pits." These are read by an electrotype stylus assembly, and the variations in electrical capacitance between disc and stylus reproduce the signal. The stylus is guided electrically, rather than mechanically, by a separate series of parallel "tracking" pits that control a servo system. The system has a playing time of two hours per disc (one hour per side), freeze-frame and variable-speed slow-motion capabilities, and a high-speed search function. An optional unit will index and provide rapid access to any portion of the program. Another option, perhaps of greater interest to the audiophile, will be a PCM adaptor to enable the disc-player to decode digital audio-only discs mastered in the VHD/AHD format. The JVC system is not yet on the market, but late 1980 has been mentioned as a possible introduction date. Prices are expected to be in the range of $400 to $500 for the player and $100 to $200 for the PCM adaptor.

New videocassette recorders, many with longer playing times, were also in evidence. Sony showed their SL-5400 recorder ($1,250), a two-speed Beta-format unit capable of five-hour record and playback when loaded with the newly available 3.3-hour Beta-format cassettes. It is equipped with "BetaScan," a cue-and-review function designed to permit on-screen high-speed search of the tape in either forward or reverse. Toshiba's V-5425 ($1,245) and Sanyo's VCR-5500 ($1,495) also feature dual-speed Beta-format operation with long playing time and high-speed search capabilities.

Among the longest-playing video recorders at the show were the JVC HR-6700U and the Panasonic PV-1200 ($1,095) and PV-1600 ($1,295). VHS recorders capable of a full six hours of operation on a T-120 videocassette. Akai introduced their "Activideo" system, comprised of a lightweight, portable VHS-format recorder (the VP-7300, incorporating slow-motion and freeze-frame capabilities) and a separate, programmable TV-timer unit (the VU-7300). The pair will cost $1,495; the VC-X1, a low-cost color camera with zoom lens, is an option.

Toshiba's debut of an entirely new videocassette format that features rapid-access by a three-digit index number to any point on the tape, a one-hour record and play time, plus a projected player price in the $500 region, aroused interest. The system, called LVR (Linear Video Recorder), records the audio and video signals in the 220 parallel tracks on a 1/2-inch tape stored in an endless-loop cartridge. It may be available next year.

Kloss Video Corporation, a new company founded by Henry Kloss, audio-industry veteran and creator of the Advent projection television, introduced the Novabeam Model One, a relatively low-cost two-piece (a control console plus a separate 4 x 51/2-foot screen) projection set. It has an unusually bright picture as well as a complete remote-control function with random access channel selection. According to the company, the key element involved in both the picture brightness and the moderate cost is a new, more efficient type of projection tube. The price will be $2,495. —G.S.
"Taste Real's new golden taste! Richer...mellower than before"

Real's new golden leaf tobacco blend does it. Tastes richer...mellower...more satisfying. A taste that's pure gold.

The smoking man's low tar
The opening volley of publicity on Dolly Parton's going pop—quite a blitz, you'll recall, in Playboy and Playgirl and People and four or five different ways on TV—was just running out of echoes when the news came that the Tennessee legislature had named a section of U.S. 411 in Sevier County 'The Dolly Parton Parkway.' Now people can make jokes, one supposes, about two large mountains on that stretch of road, and Dolly herself can play out a metaphor on a phrase she kept using, during the blitz of interviews, about still being "miles from where I want to get to."

Chart hits and the blitz to a degree certified her as a pop star, and Playboy even went so far as to ask the traditional pop-star question, "Do you sleep in the nude?" But Dolly wants more recognition than that, and, anyway, the more interesting fact about her bedding routine is that she sleeps with the light on. It could be a fear of darkness that came from growing up in the mountains without electricity, she told Alanna Nash, author of the "unauthorized" biography Dolly (Reed Books, Los Angeles, 1978), or it could be related to this: "I'm a fanatic about seein' everything around me that moves...I'm so curious and aware of everything. I have to see. I just can't stand it if I can't see...That's part of my personality."

Actually, it is (like the whole point and product of seeing) information about her personality. What the information suggests is that control is a particularly important concept to Dolly Parton. Controlling a situation means being on top of it, and that means vigilance. We all practice it—we have to to survive—but not to the same degree.

Dolly has controlled what most people know about her, for one thing, by controlling practically every interviewer who has come a-calling. "Several journalists who have spent days with her in preparation for a story have come back thwarted, saying they never saw Dolly lose control of herself, or show any emotion other than what she wanted seen," Alanna Nash writes. But one could write that about any number of other celebrities as well. Dolly goes beyond that; in just about everything written about a conversation with her, there is evidence that she conducted it, usually by charming the interviewer until he (usually a he) didn't know which end was up. "I am not given to compliments but...I melt into butter when I hear her sing," Melvin Shrestack wrote in his Country Music Encyclopedia section on her. "It would be unfair for me to go on. Instead, I am reprinting a piece by Jerry Bailey...." Turns out that Bailey was hardly a model of cold-blooded objectivity either: "She could wear pajamas to a banquet, and many formally attired persons there would feel improperly dressed...She has a way of destroying one's composition. When she walked into the dressing room...I thought my chances of survival would have been better had I instantly been transformed into a man-eating grapevine."

So it goes. Lawrence Grobel, who thought he was conducting the Playboy interview, asked her what happened to her Travelin' Family Band, her back-up group of mostly relatives from the time she left the Porter Wagoner Show until she formed her present slick, sophisticated (and still, through hirings and firings, being adjusted) band, Gypsy Fever. Dolly's answer is worth repeating, as it shows how she can seem to answer a question without really answering and end up with God on her side and the interviewer backing off: "There was a lot of hurt caused by some press. They made it sound like I had fired my family. I did not fire my family. I had brothers and sisters and cousins in my group and I was really havin' to go through things I shouldn't have—poor lighting, poor sound, poor management, poor everything. I just decided I was goin' to quit for a few days, just stop everything and do some thinkin'. Because I won't let somethin' run me to a psychiatrist or a doctor; I can take care of my own things, me and the Lord can talk it over."

So Dolly flirts, but she does keep a lot to herself, and some think she goes a little out of her way to make some of it seem mysterious. She has given the same "if I did I wouldn't tell you" answer to questions about whether she has chemically or surgically enhanced her figure. (Esquire, in its annual Distinguished Achievement Awards, gave her the Carol Doda Memorial Award for busting through the front of her dress just before receiving the Entertainer of the Year title from the Country Music Association.) For years, there has been an aura of mystery about her husband, Carl Dean, whom such people as Tammy Wynette, who's known Dolly for a decade, claimed never to have laid eyes on. In the past couple of years, though, he's shown up with her in public a few times.

Of course, there's not much mystery about why a show-biz figure would want to appear mysterious, not after seeing how well it worked for Garbo. But keeping a lot to herself, in addition to helping her control and elevate a mystique, is, as they say in the mountains, a double cousin to the most emphasized aspect of Dolly—the interior. Nonvisual Dolly, that is—the thing that gives her her drive, the proverbial motivating factor, a pronounced need for independence and self-direction.

Dolly's sister Stella, a country singer, has described herself as "independent as a hog on ice," so maybe it runs in the family. Most people who know Dolly seem to believe she is not ruthless, but is firm and decisive when she needs to be, especially about quitting a relationship. This assessment seems fair; clearly, from her uncle Bill Owens (the "Owe" in Owepar Publishing) through Porter Wagoner to most of the Gypsy Fever musicians she has hired (except for Jerry Bailey), she has used them as much as they've used her. Of course, there was Fred Foster, head of Monument Records, the first person in Nashville (where Dolly promptly went the day after she became the first in her family to graduate from high school) to realize not only that she could be a star.
Dollycologists had better learn to read between the lines if they want to get any insight out of the lady's carefully controlled interviews.
DOLLY...

but that she could march right through country to pop stardom. He reportedly spent more than $20,000 “grooming” her with various kinds of vocal and stage-presence lessons, but finally relented and “cut her country” when the young, very country-sounding Dolly insisted. After she hooked up with Porter, she dropped Monument at the first opportunity and signed with RCA, though there is some speculation that it was mainly Porter, not Dolly, who did that to Fred.

Like the paradox in her sound and her visual appearance (it’s become a cliché for writers to “discover” that under the gaudy and outrageous getup and proportions lives a real writer and singer), there’s an apparent dichotomy in Dolly’s strong drive for independence and her day-to-day style. In the latter, she’s given to hugging, to seeming to like touching and physical closeness in clothing as well as people. As she told Playboy: “I just like to feel things next to me. Even before I had a figure, I liked my clothes snug and tight.”

But she likes to be hugged only when she wants to be hugged. She has told interviewers she does not like anyone putting his or her hands on her, and people remember that she never let the other women in the dressing room see her undressed. Surely this has to do with growing up in a large family. She was the fourth of twelve children (one died in infancy) living in a series of East Tennessee shacks, sleeping three to a bed, getting fed on by the young ones, a situation that probably teaches contradictory things about physical intimacy. Like anything forced on you, it causes a natural reaction against it on the one hand, but—as an only child might have to learn the hard way—it also provides an opportunity for you to find out that some physical intimacy feels nice and most of it won’t hurt you. The situation also figures to teach, by obverse example, that privacy is a luxury. And maybe it taught Dolly that having twelve children is no way for a woman to be independent and self-directed. She and Carl have none.

Now, one might ask, if Dolly is so motivated to be self-directed, why did she put her career in the hands of a big, autocratic management firm like Katz-Gallin (formerly Katz-Gallin-Cleary) of Los Angeles? These people obviously have her doing things that grate on her instincts about modesty, if not about a lot of other things. There are, to name a few, the “Daisy Mae poster” Dolly posed for, the exploitative nature of her first big going-pop publicity splash being made in the sex mags, and the apparent encouragement of jokes about her figure.

To underline that question, consider this: what do Cher, Tony Orlando, Donny and Marie, Paul Linde, Olivia Newton-John, and Mac Davis have in common? Several things, actually. They are perhaps the most unabashed hustlers amongst us, and they are or have been ubiquitous on television, in print, and so on. But the two main things they have in common are that they are all managed by Katz-Gallin and they all have a lot more confidence than they have talent. But such is not really my, or many people’s, impression of Dolly Parton. In fact, I think Katz-Gallin is fumbling its Dolly Parton presentation precisely because it is so unaccustomed to dealing with those “extra” ingredients she has: talent and confidence, I think. I think confidence is the main achiever of success. I really do. Just believin’ you can do it.” So it was Dolly’s self-image that got involved here. And, without underestimating her talent, she may be right; she does have a lot of confidence. It is extremely rare for a child growing up where she did to dream so big in the first place. Mostly they marry distant or not-so-distant cousins, have kids, and stay in the mountains.

Her vehicles for pop stardom—the light and airy songs she has been writing since, oh, Love Is Like a Butterfly, the conservative, slick songs by other people she has been choosing (and more and more lately) to record, the conscious smoothing out and toning down of her natural and distinctive vibrato—have not reflected the talent she really has. They’re okay but nothing special. Her old, folk-type songs such as My Tennessee Mountain Home and the famous Coat of Many Colors have been the least popular. She is, grows out of its present adolescence, further out of her middle-period, still modal-influenced, though there is some speculation that it got in.

I look for her pop writing to take on more emotional depth when the market, now as lighthearted as she claims she is, grows out of its present adolescent state. I look with some trepidation on the movie career (she’s signed up to make three films), possibly because of the taste, visually, runs to tall and willowy women (did you know the latest thing in breast surgery is downsizing?). But she is a natural actress, playing a character part she has herself created (though not, if not all of the time). Anyway, she’s into a mysteriously delayed album project with Emmylou Harris and Linda Ronstadt, and into writing children’s stories, and into writing her autobiography, and one has to figure that it’s all for the same reason she’s into pop music: she wants to find out how many of those still-unfulfilled dreams she can make come true.

“I just like to feel things next to me. Even before I had a figure, I liked my clothes snug and tight.”
The new Sansui G-4700.

A double-digital receiver with all the right numbers.

Digital readouts and digital circuitry. Great specs. And the best price/performance ratio in the business. All the right numbers. That's the new Sansui G-4700. Just look what we offer:

**Double-Digital Design:** The front panel of the G-4700 has a bright electronic digital readout that shows the frequency of the station you've selected; and behind the front panel is one of the most advanced tuning systems in the world.

Sansui's patented Digitally Quartz-Locked Circuit uses a precise quartz crystal time base to keep your station locked in, even through many hours of listening or if you turn the receiver off and back on again.

Conventional quartz-controlled receivers use analog phase comparison circuits that can become inaccurate because of harmonic interference. Our system uses a new LSIC (Large Scale Integrated Circuit) digital processor that actually counts the vibrations of the quartz crystal to compare to the tuned frequency. The frequency is perfectly locked in the instant you find the station you want.

With this unique Digitally Quartz-Locked system, the G-4700 delivers high sensitivity (15dBf, mono); a better signal-to-noise ratio (75dB, mono); and a better spurious rejection ratio (70dB).

**DC power amplifier:** Power is ample for almost any speaker made, with 50 watts per channel, min. RMS, both channels driven into 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000Hz with no more than 0.05% THD.

And the wide bandwidth DC power amp circuit responds quickly to transient music signals for the most accurate and pleasing music reproduction. What you hear is clean and sharp, just the way it was recorded.

**Electronic LED power meters:** Don't worry if your present speakers can't handle 50 watts. The array of fast-acting LED's (Light Emitting Diodes) on the Sansui G-4700 lets you monitor and control the output level so you don't damage your speakers.

**Electronic tuning meters:** Two fluorescent readouts help to zero-in on each station with accuracy and ease. Both the signal strength and center-tune indicators operate digitally for precise station selection, and the nearby LED verifies that the quartz circuit has locked in your station.

**Superb human engineering:** A full complement of genuinely useful knobs, switches and jacks gives you complete control over what you hear and how you hear it.

Ask your authorized Sansui dealer to demonstrate the G-4700. Listen to the music. You'll love what you hear. Look at the numbers. You'll love what you see.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP
Lynbrook, New Jersey 07071
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Antwerp, Belgium
In Canada: Electronic Distributors

CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Burt Bacharach Demonstrates How It Should Be Done

Burt Bacharach's new "Woman" on A&M is, like Alice B. Toklas' famed hashish fudge, an altogether different kind of candy. It will, I think, satisfy your musical sweet tooth immediately (and be assured that I do not take that simple function lightly), but it also packs a residual wallop or two that you might not have expected. It's a happy change for Bacharach, whose albums for the last several years have been saccharine-dipped, flavorless bonbons of interest mainly to those beady-eyed, sweaty-palmed adolescents who pester Playboy for make-out advice.

It has, in short, been pretty gooey going lately for a man of Bacharach's usually dependable creative gifts and invariably polished craft. "Woman," however, restores him to the place he earned several years ago with his unforgettable, high-velocity score for Broadway's Promises, Promises (from which several enduring pop standards have already emerged) and such instant pop classics as Raindrops Keep Fallin' on My Head. That place is a kind of pop Parnassus, the veritable hilltop of the mainstream musical Establishment. And "Woman" finds Bacharach keeping appropriately celestial company there—the Houston Symphony, singers Libby Titus and Carly Simon, plus a whole retinue of first-string instrumentalists. Not surprisingly, he makes the most of it.

Bacharach's big instrumental numbers here—New York Lady, Summer of '77, Woman, and Magdalena—are all large-scale, unashamedly emotional, romantic compositions in the symphonic-pop mode. When they work, they do so with the openhearted, unselfconscious generosity of a wide-screen, Technicolor sunset. And this kind of opulent scoring is no mere lily gilding; it takes real music to make the effect properly; think of the many dazzling symphonic arrangements of Gershwin—and check out your pulse rate during the opening sequences of Woody Allen's otherwise dour little comedy Manhattan for a recent brilliant example.

That same rush of elation ran through me as I listened to this album. Bacharach's work, the intrinsic quality of the music itself quite aside, simply gleams with confident, authoritative professionalism—the manner, the handling, the execution of absolutely every part under perfect control, the whole proudly signed with the flourish of a master craftsman. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the instrumentals of this unflaggingly glamorous album. It isn't the bombastic kind of glamour you get from a Star Wars soundtrack, or the sentimental, teary-eyed kind found in an oldie such as Gordon Jenkins' Manhattan Tower. This is as fresh, crisp, and contemporary, as pleasantly startling as unexpectedly running into, say, Faye Dunaway as she makes a striding, head-up entrance into the lobby of the Plaza.

And while we're on the subject of Good Looking Entrances, Libby Titus makes one here to take a lazy, sinuous trip on her Riverboat (she wrote it with Bacharach), and she sounds just about perfectly at home. But it is Carly Simon, with her performance of I Live in the Woods (which she wrote with Titus and Bacharach), who nearly walks away with the whole shining album. It is one of those songs that simply nail you to your seat, so gorgeously done that you recognize it immediately as state-of-the-art mainstream pop both in the writing and in the performance, the kind of nobody-else-can-do-it musical proficiency that this country used to be rightly famous for.

Have we finally gotten over our taste for fast-food music, for the clumsy, half-finished ineptitude we have for close to two decades put up with in the name of "sincerity"? I don't know about you, but this member of the audience wants no more do-it-yourself song kits that I have to sort out and assemble myself. Give me more of the taste and the high-polish skills that have been lavished on this album from the first groove onward. Let's rescue Burt Bacharach from those mark-time TV vermouth commercials and put him back to work at his big-time song smithy, showing the journeymen and the apprentices how it really should be done.

—Peter Reilly
Patti Austin:
A Commanding Musical Presence Makes All Comparisons Irrelevant

After listening to Patti Austin's latest album for several pleasurable hours, I've concluded that she is an exceptionally fine singer who just happened to get caught amid the less talented multitude in the stampede to the turntable. I have heard some of the underground rumblings celebrating her gifts, but she has commonly been at the periphery of things rather than up there where—as this new CTI release demonstrates—she belongs.

Recorded live at the Bottom Line in New York's Greenwich Village, the program captures the sheer power Austin brings to her performances as well as the rich gutsiness of her voice, an instrument not only of wide range but of superb quality. On one number she hits and holds a high note that would have sent even the late Minnie Riperton scurrying for cover. Her vocal style is full and firm, more melodically oriented than that of some soul singers; the old-time gospel traces are evident, but she relies less on the familiar melismatic ornamentation. The strength of the voice is such that she easily dominates this set, even accompanied as she is by a group of first-rate instrumentalists, among them Leon Pendarvis Jr. on keyboards and Michael Brecker, whose remarkable tenor-sax versatility permits him to play well in any musical setting. But the show—every phrase, every measure—is totally Patti's, even when she is laying back a bit.

Though the album gets off to a slow start with two pop-rockers that are well performed but not extraordinary, it starts to move with a hilarious reading of Randy Newman's spoof "Rider in the Rain," which Patti dedicates to "all those mean old bitches of the Wild West" as she sets out to prove that "black women can sing country and western music." Then she eases gracefully into "Let's All Live and Give Together," a deft fusing of pop and soul stylings. Indeed, eclecticism is the hallmark of the album, for it includes songs by Leslie Gore, Kenny Loggins, and Stephen Bishop as well as Jermaine Jackson. And no, she is not a singer to be compared to Aretha or Natalie or Linda, or anybody else, for that matter. She is quite simply Patti Austin, a commanding musical presence in her own right. Give her a listen; I think you'll agree.

—Phyl Garland

André Previn Offers a New, Magical Look At Benjamin Britten's Spring Symphony

Last March, as Benjamin Britten's Spring Symphony was receiving one of its few presentations in this country (by the Cincinnati Symphony under Walter Susskind), London deleted the composer's own recording of the work, the only one made prior to Angel's new release with André Previn. It is something that ought not to have been deleted, but Previn's version would be welcome even if Britten's own were still available; the Spring Symphony is so vast, in terms of the variety and contrasts it contains, that there can really be no "only way" to do it.

Like most composers conducting their own works, Britten was straightforward and somewhat brisker than subsequent interpreters. Previn's more deliberate tempos here and there in the Spring Symphony do not impede momentum, and they enable him to make some telling points. The setting of Auden's lines on the coming of war, in the middle of the work, strikes more deeply in Previn's hands, and in general he gives his soloists a little more room to expand and "interpret" without allowing the structure to sag or distort in any way. The overall effect is one of mystic fantasy, evoked to a degree Britten did not attempt in his own recording. This is not to suggest that the composer's version is in any way lackluster or without magic, but simply that in a first recording, whether by the composer himself or by another interpreter, it is only natural that the music should be played "straighter" than in one made nearly twenty years later, with the obvious advantages of study, reflection, and reconsideration. Previn goes farther in realizing the dramatic-evocative possibilities of the work, as shown in the pointing of instrumental witticisms and the unrestrained enjoyment of the open-end cadenza or bird sounds in "Spring, the sweet spring." In the grim underscoring of the tension in the Auden setting, the subtle building of the climax in the opening number, and the barely restrained giddiness in the resounding chord at the very end.

Previn's team is uniformly superb. Both Sheila Armstrong (whose exuberance in the aforementioned cadenza is especially infectious) and Dame Janet Baker clearly outshine their respective predecessors in the earlier recording. Sir Peter Pears, of course, is not about to be outshone, but Robert Tear, in what may be his finest work to date, is surprisingly Pears-like in texture and spirit, and always enormously convincing. The boys' chorus sings with that not-too-highly-polished charm that made the old recording of St. Nicholas such a joy, and the LSO and its chorus

Patti Austin: Live at the Bottom Line.
Patti Austin (vocals); instrumental accompaniment: Jump for Joy; Rider in the Rain; Let's All Live and Give Together; Love Me by Name; One More Night; Let It Ride; Wait a Little While; You Fooled Me. CTI 7086 $7.98.
Playback: Baker, Bishop (producer), Armstrong, Previn, Tear

respond to Previn’s imaginative opening-up of the work with brilliant enthusiasm. The sound is quite good, too, though I would exchange some of the warmth for more sharply etched detail. Complete texts are included.

—Richard Freed

BRITTEN: Spring Symphony, Op. 44. Sheila Armstrong (soprano); Dame Janet Baker (mezzo-soprano); Robert Tear (tenor); St. Clement Danes School Boys’ Choir; London Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, André Previn cond. ANGEL S-37562 $7.98.

Emmylou Harris:
Just About the Last Word in Programming

EMMYLOU HARRIS’ “Blue Kentucky Girl,” as the title suggests it’s going to be, is uncompromisingly romantic and sentimental. In the marketplace, Harris has the unusual problem of getting airplay only on FM country stations, even though she has represented herself, as Linda Ronstadt has, as coming in from the outside. She’s so good with the country-song consciousness, in fact, that now both country and pop stations take her to be the real thing.

Harris has prodigious talent as a singer, and more than enough style to make her the absolute owner of a song once she’s recorded it. She also has good instincts about what kinds of songs go together—and here, once again, her apparent commitment to sing something by Gram Parsons and something by the Louvin Brothers every time out hasn’t hurt her a bit. In fact, her programming instincts are especially praiseworthy this time, for this assortment of songs gets to be almost shocking in a couple of places, yet the pieces are strung together beautifully on the thread of romanticism. From an opening arresting couplet by Willie Nelson—“Sister’s coming home/ Mama’s gonna let her sleep the whole day long”—to the last chorus of Even Cowgirls Get the Blues, the sequencing, the pacing, and in most cases the back-up seem just right. Rodney Crowell (a son-in-law of Johnny Cash, incidentally) won the race to get a cover song on the market with the Even Cowgirls... etc. title. I’m not sure what Tom Robbins (author of the original Even Cowboys... etc.) thinks of the second line of the chorus (“Bound to don’t know what to do sometime”), but the song, though no Amanda, isn’t all that bad. Other fortunate choices here are those by Jean Ritchie (still of the Eastern Kentucky mountains), by Charles Justice and Shoji Tabuchi of latter-day bluegrass, and, of course, Save the Last Dance for Me... etc. The story is the Perrault Cinderella fable with subtle touches added, a down-to-earth reality being skillfully blended with the supernatural elements. Cinderella is a young woman in love, not an aloof, reality happens to be your thing. Me, I believe albums like this are proof that there’s more to it than just reality.

—Noel Coppage

EMMYLOU HARRIS: Blue Kentucky Girl. Emmylou Harris (vocals, guitar); Glen D. Hardin (piano); Emory Gordy (bass); James Burton (guitar); other musicians. Sister’s Coming Home; Beneath Still Waters; Rough and Rocky; Hickory Wind; Save the Last Dance for Me; Sorrows in the Wind; They’ll Never Take His Love from Me; Every Time You Leave; Blue Kentucky Girl; Even Cowgirls Get the Blues. WARNER BROS. BSK 3318 $7.98, ® MB 3318 $7.98, © M5 3318 $7.98.

Massenet’s Cendrillon Positively Glitters In Its World-première Columbia Recording

JULES MASSENET’S Cendrillon is proof that delightful musical discoveries are still possible even in this age of recorded plenty. The opera was written in 1899, and with it Massenet closed a decade of remarkable activity that had already produced Esclarmonde, Werther, Thais, Le Portrait de Manon, La Navarraise, and Sapho. The story is the Perrault Cinderella fable with subtle touches added, a down-to-earth reality being skillfully blended with the supernatural elements. Cinderella is a young woman in love, not an aloof,
semi-angelic fairy-tale character; her father Pandolfe is weak but endearingly human; her stepmother is not monstrously evil, but merely an opportunistic termagant; and so on. Henri Cain’s libretto is expert, charming, urbane—and thoroughly French. A few adjectives ought to be added to characterize Massenet’s music: colorful, inventive, sparkling, and in every way appropriate to its subject matter. Despite its loveliness, I would not place Cendrillon on the level of Manon, the Massenet opera closest to it in tenderness and delicacy. But it is a delightful score, and it positively glitters in its world-premiere Columbia recording.

The performance is blessed, above all, with the presence of Frederica von Stade, who was evidently born to play the role of Cinderella. She has a very special kind of voice: a soprano with a luscious downward extension and all of a seamless piece, it might easily be compared to an unbroken stream of whipped cream; extending to a high D—whipped cream; extending to a high D—without effort. Von Stade also has a command of ornamentation that is as elegant as her French style—in all, more than enough to create an adorable character.

Happily for us, hers is not the only fine performance here; producers Roy Emerson and Paul Myers deserve special praise for casting this opera to near perfection. In a role originally written for a mezzo (a casting which would add to the fairy-tale aura but result in three mezzo voices). Nicolai Gedda makes a gallant Prince Charming. His voice sounds neither as freely ringing nor as warmly malleable as it might have fifteen or even ten years ago, but his contribution is a distinct asset. Jane Berbié is a capital stepmother, Jules Bastin a dry-voiced but characterful and sympathetic Pandolfe. Ruth Welting is scintillating in the Fairy Godmother role (an altogether benevolent French descendant of the Queen of the Night), and the Misses Cahill and Bainbridge, who are not required to do anything vocally grotesque as the stepsisters, harmonize prettily.

Julius Rudel keeps this happy ensemble together in a style to which the Opéra Comique must have been accustomed in Massenet’s time. The orchestral writing is of considerable interest here: ball scene, ballet, dream panтомime, and triumphal march are all rendered with the proper amount of charm, dash, and emphasis. And everything is exquisitely balanced, for which conductor Rudel and the producers deserve joint credit.

A complete libretto and excellent notes by Barrymore Laurence Scherer complete this admirable presentation. The disc surface quality, however, is disappointing; productions of such artistic excellence deserve better from Columbia. —George Jellinek

MASSENET: Cendrillon. Frederica von Stade (mezzo-soprano), Cinderella/Lucette; Nicolai Gedda (tenor), Prince Charming; Jane Berbié (mezzo-soprano), Mme. de la Haltière; Jules Bastin (bass), Pandolfe; Ruth Welting (soprano), Fairy; Teresa Cahill (soprano), Noémie; Elizabeth Bainbridge (mezzo-soprano), Dorotheé; Claude Méloni (barytone), King/Herald; others. Ambrosian Opera Chorus; Philharmonia Orchestra, Julius Rudel cond. COLUMBIA M3 35194 three discs $23.98.

SIR GEORG SOLTI’S newly released traversal of Richard Strauss’ autobiographical tone poem Ein Heldenleben (A Hero’s Life) for London gets off to a brilliantly impetuous start. Momentum is the keynote, and there is no attempt to inflate the heroics out of proportion. Sir Georg makes the “critics” a thoroughly nasty lot; Strauss made them quite nasty enough, but perhaps Solti saw this as a neat opportunity to add a little conductorial spleen of his own to get even for some less-than-favorable reviews he has himself received in the past.

The Vienna Philharmonic’s concertmaster, Rainer Kiechl, does a beautiful job with the characterization of the mercurial Frau Strauss, not to mention the wonderfully controlled but still dazzling violinistics he displays along the way. And Solti himself takes the spotlight in a battle scene that rivals any I have heard—on or off records—for clarity and totally controlled power.

Only as the “Works of Peace” section begins to unfold (it includes, by the way, a bit of tam-tam not in the original score) does Solti allow the music to assume the kind of aura of lyrical expansiveness Strauss himself gave it in his 1944 Vienna broadcast recording. It then becomes clear that what Solti is doing is building toward the epilogue, with its beautiful violin solo with horn obbligato, as the real climax of his reading, a climax that comes off flawlessly in the heroic E-flat sunburst with which the music ends.

One may not agree with Solti’s interpretation of this music in every respect, but it is clear that it is not only different but well thought out. The concept is abetted by outstandingly fine recording, rich in substance and superbly detailed without undue exaggeration, together with the kind of stereo depth perspective that is sometimes lacking in the conductor’s Chicago recordings.

Solti and the Vienna Philharmonic Shed a Different Light on Strauss’ Heldenleben


Richard Strauss by Enrico Caruso
THE ONKYO TX-20
MIDI TUNER/AMPLIFIER
REAFFIRMS THE OLD ADAGE
THAT GOOD THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES...

Measuring only slightly more than 16½" wide and less
than 3" high, the chic TX-20 AM/FM stereo tuner/
amplifier delivers 30 watts per channel, min. RMS at 8
ohms; both channels driven from 20 to 20,000 Hz with
no more than 0.08% total harmonic distortion.

The sophistication of Onkyo’s touch-sensitive servo-
lock tuning system is integrated with the latest low-
noise, low-distortion amplifier circuitry to produce a full-
featured tuner/amplifier that outperforms others several
times its size and price.

The servo-lock circuit is a self-adjusting, continually
compensating internal feedback system which, once
the desired tuned frequency is achieved, will maintain
that frequency over a period of days if required. Servo-
lock is turned off and on by touching the tuning knob.
As the desired frequency is approached, an array of
LEDs shows when the system is on-frequency and
when it is locked. The TX-20 cannot be mistuned, even
deliberately. Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are used
profusely throughout for function indicators and signal
strength and tuning aids.

With the TX-20, Onkyo makes it clear that bigger is
not necessarily better—just space wasting and more
expensive. Onkyo enlisted the latest technology to
achieve the exceptional performance, features and
tonal quality embodied in the diminutive TX-20. And
specifications tell the story: the TX-20 simply doesn’t
have to be any larger to deliver traditional Onkyo quality.
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BRITEN: Spring Symphony, Op. 44 (see Best of the Month, page 88)


Comparisons: Both brilliant

Recordings: Both good

Cherubini: Medea. Kolos Kovats (bass); Creon; Magda Kalmar (soprano); Glaucus; Veriano Luchetti (tenor); Jason; Sylvia Sass (soprano). Medea; Klara Takacs (mezzo-soprano), Neris; Jozsef Gregor (bass). Captain of the Guard; others. Chorus and Orchestra of Hungarian Radio and Television, Lambert Gardelli cond. HUNGAROTON SLFX 11904/6 three discs $26.94 (from Qualiton Records, Ltd., 39-28 Crescent Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 11101).

Performance: Very good

Recording: Good

Cherubini is an "important" composer, not a popular one; historical and musicalological interest in the plethora of Bruch listed above. The pair of Philips discs provides the major couplets both violin concertos apart from the 1973 Munchin/Boult recording, and the other contains the first recording of Bruch's last work for violin and orchestra, the D Minor Konzertstuck. Herefore I have heard Salvatore Accardo only in works by Vivaldi or Paganimi. He brings the same agilita and brilliance to his Bruch performances, together with a fresh lambency of tone that never becomes cloying -ly lush. In the thrice-familiar G Minor Concerto Accardo's tone is very "hot" indeed, but this may result from what sounds like very close miking of the soloist—a factor not so evident on the other three Philips sides. Familiarly aside, the G Minor Concerto is a very hard act to follow. The D Minor Concerto and the Konzertstuck are both worthy efforts with fine moments of drama and lyrical impulse, but they lack the broad span and big line of Op. 26. The Scottish Fantasy, never a particular favorite of mine, gains somewhat in my estimation here by virtue of the enormous sparkle and virtuosity Accardo brings to it. Good recorded sound and the excellent backing of the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra under Kurt Masur prevail throughout the two Philips releases.

The Privilege and Quintessence Bruch/Mendelssohn pairings are both reissues, the former dating from 1972, the latter from 1963-1964. Yong Uck Kim does not boast a big violin tone, but it is intense, and to the Mendelssohn concerto he brings an element of understated grace that is singularly appropriate to the character of the music. The sound is somewhat over-reverberant, but Okko Kamu's contributions are outstanding.

The Quintessence recording seems to show its age, especially in the rather thickly scored Bruch concerto. And Josef Suk is not at his best here, with almost too lush a tone too much of the time and what for me is a far too deliberate treatment of the gypsy-style finale. On the other hand, his Mendelssohn performance is altogether outstanding in its quality of articulation, tonal variety, and impact. At $3.98, the disc is well worth acquiring if only for the Mendelssohn.

D.H.
portance is no determinant of popular success. If it had not been for Maria Callas, for whom the opera was exhumed in 1953, perhaps nothing would have disturbed Medea's century-long slumber. But Callas did happen, and, thanks to her, Medea continues to hover around the edges of the standard repertoire. It is an opera that offers a great deal to theperceptive listener: excerpts inherited from Gluck, symphonic sweep and intensity that anticipate Beethoven and Weber, and hints of theatrical splendor that would later come to fuller fruition, though in vastly different ways, in Berlioz and Meyerbeer. What this boldly conceived 1797 opera lacks is sustained lyrical inspiration—and that accounts for much of the public apathy.

The first recording of Medea (on Mercury, with Maria Callas, Tullio Serafin conducting, (1957) is no longer listed in Schwann. London OSA 1389, an acceptable though weaker version, dates from 1968, with Gwyneth Jones in the title role and Lamberto Gardelli conducting. Gardelli is again in command in this considerably stronger new recording enlisting the services of the dynamic Sylvia Sass, visiting tenor Veriano Luchetti, and front-rank soloists of the Hungarian State Opera, where the Italian maestro is a frequent and always welcome guest. The total effort is very impressive: this is a cohesive, well-coordinated, rich-sounding performance, properly symphonic in conception.

There are times when Sylvia Sass sounds like a Callas reborn: the young Hungarian artist is a Callas disciple who has obviously studied her model well. She discloses intuitive musico-dramatic gifts worthy of Callas as well as vocal shortcomings reminiscent of her. What she does not have is Callas' sharply pointed way with the text, and this tempts my enthusiasm for her otherwise powerful performance.

Her colleagues create a strong ensemble around Medea's great central personality. There is little tonal variety in Veriano Luchetti's singing, but the sound itself is bright, manly, and pleasing. As Creon, the young Hungarian bass Köves Kókond reveals organ-like tones of wide extension and a manner that turns stiffly self-conscious on occasion. Klara Takács turns Neris' bassoon-accompanied aria "Solo un pianto" into a showstopping event, and Marta Kalmar does nearly the same with Gluck's florid flute-accompanied first-act aria.

Gardelli's version offers more music than Serafin's 1957 recording did. Both are based on the Italian edition (with Franz Lachner's recitatives created for an 1855 revival). It is as if Rubinstein were saying, with the calmest of smiles, "You see? This is how it's done." The pianist and the music are well served by RCA's realistic sound and by Harris Goldsmith's thoughtful notes. A very special package. 

R. F.

GABRIELI: Sacred Music (see Collections—Music for St. Mark's)

GRIEG: Piano Music (see Going on Record, page 66)

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Probing
Recording: Good

Robert Silverman can be counted on to select unusually interesting material and to go directly to its heart in his performances. The set of eight preludes that the late Swiss master Frank Martin composed for Dinu Lipatti in 1948 is virtually unknown here (this is its first appearance on records in this country). There are no descriptive titles affixed to the eight pieces, but they do suggest a sort of dramatic sequence rather in the vein of Martin's later Polypystals for violin and orchestra. Indeed, the personal feeling of this music—the intensity that makes itself felt now in terms of extreme delicacy, now in an outburst of violent energy—might suggest that Martin wrote so little for solo piano (virtually nothing else of consequence, as Peter Elliot Stone observes in his illuminating annotation) because he concentrated all his thought in that medium into this one remarkable effort. Silverman's feeling for this material is splendidly communicated here, as it is also in the Prokofiev sonata, another work we might expect to hear far more frequently than we do. Van Cliburn's recording of it is one of the finest things in his discography, but Silverman's performance is just as brilliant, and his view of the work is a little more probing.

R. F.

MASSENET: Cendrillon (see Best of the Month, page 89)

MENDELSOHN: Violin Concerto in E Minor, Op. 64 (see BRUCH)

MOUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

Pictures at an Exhibition, which Lazar Berman included in his recent American recitals, was well served by RCA's realistic sound and by Harris Goldsmith's thoughtful notes. A very special package.
Today's studio technology is putting sounds on record that most home stereos simply can't cope with.

So instead of hearing everything the way it went down at the recording session, you miss the subtle nuances that make the music come to life.

The refined technology of Sanyo PLUS SERIES components lets you hear every detail captured in your recordings — without perceptible noise, distortion, or coloration to spoil the sensation of living, breathing music.

Hear the gloriously true-to-life sound of Sanyo soon at better audio dealers.

SANYO
That's Life

CIRCLE NO 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Béla Bartók's two Suites for Orchestra, Opp. 3 and 4, are products of his middle twenties. Completed in 1905 and 1907, respectively, they are virtually unknown to most concertgoers now, although the Second, which Bartók valued enough to revise in 1920 and again two years before his death, does turn up in the programs of American orchestras now and then. The First was never reissued, for it was in no need of overhaul. The attention it received in Budapest on two widely separated occasions provoked grief and outrage on Bartók's part. When the Budapest Philharmonic performed it in 1915 with some portions omitted, Bartók fired off a protest requesting that the orchestra never play any of his music again, and twenty years later he rejected the Greguss medal because the award was based on this suite, by then thirty years old. Bartók was understandably offended that the accomplishment of his maturity should be ignored in favor of something he had produced at twenty-four (he specified that he would not accept the medal "either during my life or after my death").

The new London recording of the First Suite by Antal Dorati and the Detroit Symphony Orchestra will surely earn a number of awards that will not be rejected: it is one of the finest things Dorati has done with any of the twenty-odd orchestras he has conducted on records and unquestionably the most valuable recording the Detroit Symphony has made since it first went before the microphones under Ossip Gabrilowitsch. More to the point, it is just what is needed to make this heretofore little-known work an international repertoire favorite.

The First Suite is a fascinating work, laid out in the five-movement symmetry of the latter Fifth Quartet and Concerto for Orchestra (the quartet is the closer parallel, with a single scherzo in the center) and with an intricate cyclic pattern in which all the themes are developed from a single motif. All the themes (variants) are enormously ingratiating, the more so as set forth in the highly colored orchestration and infectious folk rhythms. Even on records, the suite has not circulated much. The only prior recording issued in this country was, I believe, a wretched-sounding mono one under Zoltán Khefekete on the Colosseum label. However, a more recent version by the Budapest Philharmonic under János Ferencsik has been available for some time on a Hungarian import, paired with what is apparently the only current recording of the Rhapsody for Piano and Orchestra (SLPX-11480). The Budapest performance is a good one, but it does not begin to suggest the zestiness that informs Dorati's, nor does the Hungarian recording approach the vivid brightness and rich body the London/Decca engineers have achieved.

Also on this new record is a similarly persuasive presentation of the more familiar Two Pictures (Deux Images), Op. 10. This performance shows the same sort of commitment and vigor as that of the suite, and together they provide, as it were, "two images" of a conductor and orchestra thoroughly enjoying themselves in their all-out response to what Bartók has so attractively set out for them— and us. What is in order now, of course, is a follow-up recording of the Second Suite (since Mercury has shown no indication of reissuing Dorati's oldish but excellent Minneapolis version, which last circulated on SR-90533), perhaps with the Two Portraits and/or Hungarian Village Scenes as filler. But whether or not such a disc materializes, this one of the First Suite and the Two Pictures is the sort of gem that no one—Bartók aficionado or not—should think of missing.

—Richard Freed


is a work that suits him well. His feeling for it is apparent from first bar to last, and he performs it with an enthusiasm tempered by respect. Nevertheless, I must say that I sense more personal involvement in Sviatoslav Richter's classic 1955 performance (Odyssey @ Y 32223) and also in the more recent version by John Browning (Delos DEL-35430), which is almost as handsomely recorded as Berman's. What makes Berman's disc especially appealing, though, is the inclusion of ten of the twenty-four preludes of Shostakovich's Op. 34. Except for two or three that have turned up now and then in violin transcriptions, I don't think any of these intriguing pieces has been available on records since the retirement of Menahem Pressler's old MGM mono recording of the entire sequence. I wish Berman had done them all instead of giving us yet another Pictures; his affection for them is so apparent, and so infectious, that almost any one of the ten offered here makes the disc pretty close to irresistible. They constitute a stronger filler than those on the Richter and Browning discs, and the recording is superior, which may swing a few decisions in favor of the Berman package. I can't imagine that anyone who buys it for such reasons will be really disappointed in Berman's Pictures.

R.F.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

W. MOZART: Don Giovanni. Sherrill Milnes (barytone), Don Giovanni; John McCauley (bass), Il Commendatore; Anna Tomowa-Sintow (soprano), Donna Anna; Teresa Zylis-Gara (soprano), Donna Elvira; Peter Schreier (tenor), Don Ottavio; Walter Berry (bass), Leporello; Dale Euesing (baritone), Masetto; Edith Mathis (soprano), Zerlina. Vienna State (Continued on page 98)
Home environments can "upset" a turntable by feeding back both speaker and footfall vibrations. Acoustic isolation of a turntable involves the complex variables of turntable weight, room/floor conditions and audio system placement. The Discwasher DiscFoot has been specifically designed to successfully isolate most turntables in the home environment.

The "Material" Solution
The major components of the Discwasher DiscFoot System are new, "totally engineered" chemical complexes that behave radically different than other plastic, rubber or spring systems. These proprietary compounds are durable and precise in behavior, although difficult and expensive to synthesize. Laboratory and real-world tests justify the use of these unusual materials in the DiscFoot System.

The Telling Test
The oscilloscope photo shows the output of two identical audio systems on the same shelf with their styli contacting the platters. The shelf is being struck by a rubber mallet. The top trace shows a turntable with absorptive "replacement" feet. The lower trace shows a DiscFoot System operating in conjunction with the existing turntable feet. Note the dramatic (tenfold) improvement in shock and feedback isolation.

The DiscFoot System contains four isolation feet, four platform caps, four furniture protecting sheets and four special damping pads (to adapt DiscFoot units to certain turntables.) Additional single DiscFoot units are available for turntables weighing over 22 lbs. The system costs $22.

Discwasher DiscFoot can be found at audio dealers interested in preserving your music.
Lincoln Perry's
PHANTASMAGORIA MUSICA
The Studio of Forgotten Instruments

The scene recordings no doubt capture a certain spontaneity studio productions can rarely match, but at the price of erratic audio perspective. It is simply not possible to maintain ideal balances when the characters move about the stage, often out of good microphone range. This is frequently detrimental here, particularly in certain ensembles of Act II. I should add, however, that audience intrusions are virtually nonexistent and applause is heard only at the conclusion of each act.

My second reservation concerns the treatment of the recitatives, an essential element if one wants to hear what Mozart doubtless intended: a clear enunciation of Da Ponte's clever and sophisticated text. For the most part, it is done either lifelessly or hurriedly here. Milnes and Mathis are the most conscientious in this respect; the others are indifferent, and Schreier is painful to hear. In sum: there are pleasures in this Don Giovanni, but the search for the elusive ideal must continue.

G.J.

W. MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 14, in E-flat Major (K. 449); Piano Concerto No. 23, in A Major (K. 488). Ivan Moravec (piano); Czech Chamber Orchestra, Josef Vlach cond. QUINTESSENCE PMC-7107 $3.98.

Performance: Good Recording: K. 488 fares better

This rerelease, which appears to be the only domestically available pairing of K. 449 and K. 488—and at a bargain price—features one of the best Mozart pianists in the business. In both concertos Ivan Moravec's solo work displays elegance, heart, and rhythmic vitality—unless one wishes to take issue with the very slow tempo he chooses for the K. 449 adagio and his somewhat leisurely treatment of the opening movement of K. 449. Unlike most currently available recorded performances, though, this one of the E-flat Concerto omits Mozart's optional oboe and horn parts, thus depriving the musical fabric of coloristic contrast. Combined with a biggish recording hall and somewhat low-level sound, this makes for less than an unalloyed success. In this respect; the others are indifferent, and Schreier is painful to hear. In sum: there are pleasures in this Don Giovanni, but the search for the elusive ideal must continue.

D.H.

W. MOZART: Rondo in A Minor, K. 511 (see FRANCK)

P. PROKOFIEV: Piano Sonata No. 6, Op. 82 (see MARTIN)


Performance: Good to superb Recording: Very fine

The "Special Merit" here applies to Slatkin's readings of the First and Third Symphonies. (Continued on page 100)
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SINGLE NO. 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD
In November 1976, the Byrd-Hoffman Foundation and the Metropolitan Opera Association cooperated in presenting a unique kind of Event for the opera house: two performances of Einstein on the Beach by Philip Glass and Robert Wilson. Though it is officially called "an opera in four acts," the term "opera" hardly does Einstein justice. It is a surrealist, multimedia montage of stage pictures and images: Albert Einstein with his fiddle, trains, a trial, a building, a spaceship, a couple waiting for a bus. There are no singing characters at all, only actors who read some barely audible fragments of (intentionally) hair-raising naturalness. (A sample: "You know I love you dar-ling," he replied. "I love you more than tongue can tell. You are the light of my life, my sun, moon and stars... Without you I have no reason for being.") All the singing there is is choral, with texts that are either numerical counts or do-re-mis.

Robert Wilson is the co-creator of this work (he receives, I understand, a billing with composer Philip Glass even on the record jacket), but it is not easy to describe exactly what his contribution was. Contrary to a popular misimpression, he was not the choreographer (Andrew deGroat and Lucinda Childs created the dance/movement in Einstein), nor did he write the texts, which are by several hands. Wilson is specifically credited with the design and direction of the work; he is essentially a visual artist who uses living actors/dancers as his materials.

There is certainly no question at all about what Glass contributed. A great deal of the mystery and magic of Einstein on the Beach is in his score, which is finally available on record from Deutshraum and海运 as well. It is for the composer's own ensemble of saxes, flutes, bass clarinet, voice, and electronic keyboards, plus violin (played by the ubiquitous Paul Zukofsky) and both large and small choruses. The music is long, sectional, static, ecstatic, highly aesthetic, and definitely magical.

The incantatory, ritualistic, and magical qualities of Einstein are, in fact, the key to the score, and these qualities are superbly realized in the finely tuned and evocative recorded performance. I have often expressed doubts about minimal and pulse music's being static, ecstatic, highly aesthetic, and definitely magical. The incantatory, ritualistic, and magical qualities of Einstein are, in fact, the key to the score, and these qualities are superbly realized in the finely tuned and evocative recorded performance. I have often expressed doubts about minimal and pulse music's being static, ecstatic, highly aesthetic, and definitely magical.

But though the recording is a technological marvel, the discs themselves sometimes aren't; watch out for defective copies. If a passage starts repeating you may have a great deal of difficulty determining whether it's the music or your stylus that's stuck. Einstein on the Beach is wrong-headed and all too much—and yet listening to it is an exhilarating, magical experience.

—Eric Salzman
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“Einstein on the Beach”

In November 1976, the Byrd-Hoffman Foundation and the Metropolitan Opera Association cooperated in presenting a unique kind of Event for the opera house: two performances of Einstein on the Beach by Philip Glass and Robert Wilson. Though it is officially called "an opera in four acts," the term "opera" hardly does Einstein justice. It is a surrealist, multimedia montage of stage pictures and images: Albert Einstein with his fiddle, trains, a trial, a building, a spaceship, a couple waiting for a bus. There are no singing characters at all, only actors who read some barely audible fragments of (intentionally) hair-raising naturalness. (A sample: "You know I love you darling," he replied. "I love you more than tongue can tell. You are the light of my life, my sun, moon and stars... Without you I have no reason for being.") All the singing there is is choral, with texts that are either numerical counts or do-re-mis.

Robert Wilson is the co-creator of this work (he receives, I understand, a billing with composer Philip Glass even on the record jacket), but it is not easy to describe exactly what his contribution was. Contrary to a popular misimpression, he was not the choreographer (Andrew deGroat and Lucinda Childs created the dance/movement in Einstein), nor did he write the texts, which are by several hands. Wilson is specifically credited with the design and direction of the work; he is essentially a visual artist who uses living actors/dancers as his materials.

There is certainly no question at all about what Glass contributed. A great deal of the mystery and magic of Einstein on the Beach is in his score, which is finally available on records from the enterprising and off-beat Tomato label. It takes up four discs, and even at that there has apparently been some slight condensation of the original. A one-disc digest is floating around, but ignore it; believe it or not, half the fun of this music is that it seems to go on forever, in all its repetitious glory. And I do mean repetitious. The style—by now sufficiently well-known and influential that it almost seems "pop"—is basic, attractive musical minimalism: a few simple chord progressions ingeniously laid out on basic pulses and shifting rhythmic patterns. The scoring is for the composer's own ensemble of saxes, flutes, bass clarinet, voice, and electronic keyboards, plus violin (played by the ubiquitous Paul Zukofsky) and both large and small choruses. The music is long, sectional, static, ecstatic, highly aesthetic, and definitely magical.

The incantatory, ritualistic, and magical qualities of Einstein are, in fact, the key to the score, and these qualities are superbly realized in the finely tuned and evocative recorded performance. I have often expressed doubts about minimal and pulse music's being static, ecstatic, highly aesthetic, and definitely magical.

But though the recording is a technological marvel, the discs themselves sometimes aren't; watch out for defective copies. If a passage starts repeating you may have a great deal of difficulty determining whether it's the music or your stylus that's stuck. Einstein on the Beach is wrong-headed and all too much—and yet listening to it is an exhilarating, magical experience.

—Eric Salzman
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Robert Wilson is the co-creator of this work (he receives, I understand, a billing with composer Philip Glass even on the record jacket), but it is not easy to describe exactly what his contribution was. Contrary to a popular misimpression, he was not the choreographer (Andrew deGroat and Lucinda Childs created the dance/movement in Einstein), nor did he write the texts, which are by several hands. Wilson is specifically credited with the design and direction of the work; he is essentially a visual artist who uses living actors/dancers as his materials.

There is certainly no question at all about what Glass contributed. A great deal of the mystery and magic of Einstein on the Beach is in his score, which is finally available on records from the enterprising and off-beat Tomato label. It takes up four discs, and even at that there has apparently been some slight condensation of the original. A one-disc digest is floating around, but ignore it; believe it or not, half the fun of this music is that it seems to go on forever, in all its repetitious glory. And I do mean repetitious. The style—by now sufficiently well-known and influential that it almost seems "pop"—is basic, attractive musical minimalism: a few simple chord progressions ingeniously laid out on basic pulses and shifting rhythmic patterns. The scoring is for the composer's own ensemble of saxes, flutes, bass clarinet, voice, and electronic keyboards, plus violin (played by the ubiquitous Paul Zukofsky) and both large and small choruses. The music is long, sectional, static, ecstatic, highly aesthetic, and definitely magical.

The incantatory, ritualistic, and magical qualities of Einstein are, in fact, the key to the score, and these qualities are superbly realized in the finely tuned and evocative recorded performance. I have often expressed doubts about minimal and pulse music's being static, ecstatic, highly aesthetic, and definitely magical.
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Robert Wilson is the co-creator of this work (he receives, I understand, a billing with composer Philip Glass even on the record jacket), but it is not easy to describe exactly what his contribution was. Contrary to a popular misimpression, he was not the choreographer (Andrew deGroat and Lucinda Childs created the dance/movement in Einstein), nor did he write the texts, which are by several hands. Wilson is specifically credited with the design and direction of the work; he is essentially a visual artist who uses living actors/dancers as his materials.

There is certainly no question at all about what Glass contributed. A great deal of the mystery and magic of Einstein on the Beach is in his score, which is finally available on records from the enterprising and off-beat Tomato label. It takes up four discs, and even at that there has apparently been some slight condensation of the original. A one-disc digest is floating around, but ignore it; believe it or not, half the fun of this music is that it seems to go on forever, in all its repetitious glory. And I do mean repetitious. The style—by now sufficiently well-known and influential that it almost seems "pop"—is basic, attractive musical minimalism: a few simple chord progressions ingeniously laid out on basic pulses and shifting rhythmic patterns. The scoring is for the composer's own ensemble of saxes, flutes, bass clarinet, voice, and electronic keyboards, plus violin (played by the ubiquitous Paul Zukofsky) and both large and small choruses. The music is long, sectional, static, ecstatic, highly aesthetic, and definitely magical.

The incantatory, ritualistic, and magical qualities of Einstein are, in fact, the key to the score, and these qualities are superbly realized in the finely tuned and evocative recorded performance. I have often expressed doubts about minimal and pulse music's being static, ecstatic, highly aesthetic, and definitely magical.
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The world's most powerful 35 watt receiver.

Wave Form Comparison of Conventional Bipolar Power Transistor vs. Power Doubling Class G Amplification.

Clipped and distorted sine wave form at rated output power

Bipolar transistor

Hitachi's Class G

Maximum linearity and no clipping distortion above rated output power

Graphic Illustration: Simulated oscilloscope data from Hitachi Toyokawa Laboratory

Power Doubling Class G

The beauty of the SR-604 stereo receiver:

In normal operation, it delivers 35 watts per channel, both channels driven at 8 ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion. But when it's confronted with a demanding musical peak, it switches over to power doubling Class G amplification, becoming a super power auxiliary amplifier delivering a massive 70 watts per channel.

The result? Clean, unclipped musical peaks and outstanding dynamic range. You'll also like what it does to the tuner section, in critical areas like sensitivity, selectivity and signal-to-noise ratio performance.

The amazing SR-604 — super-power, low distortion, all the good things you're looking for in stereo.

HITACHI
The New Leader in Audio Technology

Hitachi Sales Corp of America 401 West Artesia Blvd. Compton, Calif. 90220

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD
The always tricky and exacting second move—his past recordings, Giulini here achieves a Schubert Unfinished impresses me as one of Carlo $7067 \$8.98, © CS5 7067 $8.98. (D. 759, "Unfinished"). Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Zubin Mehta cond. LONDON CS 7067 \$8.98. 

**Performance:** Disappointing 
**Recording:** Good

Carlo Maria Giulini’s realization of the Schubert Unfinished impresses me as one of the half-dozen best ever. As in the finest of his past recordings, Giulini here achieves a flawless balance between the Dionysian and Apollonian aspects of the music, and in no other work of the major symphonic repertoire is such a balance so essential. Tempos, sonority, internal balances, phrasing, subtle emphases of detail, and all the rest fall beautifully into place, and the reading as a whole is informed with a lambent passion comparable to that achieved by Bruno Walter in his prime. Not the least of the many marvellous things in this reading is the elegant understatement of the celebrated first-movement cello theme. The always tricky and exacting second movement succeeds gloriously here, especially because of the justness of the chosen tempos and the precise weighting of the tutti episodes. A great achievement!

Giulini’s treatment of the Tragic Symphony strikes me as somewhat controversial, since he seems to consider the music weightier than it really is (the title notwithstanding). The slow movement, though, is lovingly detailed, and the forceful handling of the boldly original minuet is wholly in keeping with its character, but I would have liked a more febrile quality in the finale.

The performance of the Tragic Symphony by Zubin Mehta with the Israel Philharmonic is more to my taste than Giulini’s in matters of basic tempo, but Mehta’s reading as a whole could stand somewhat more tonal body, and certainly the minuet should have been done with lots more rhythmic bite. Only the finale of this performance seems fully convincing.

Mehta’s version of the Unfinished is disappointing, mainly because of a slack first movement. The second movement is better, with an emphasis on the con moto aspect, but neither the interpretation nor the orchestral sound is in a class with what Giulini and the Chicagoans offer. 

**SCHUMANN: Genoveva.** Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (baritone), Count Siegfried; Edda Moser (soprano), Genoveva; Peter Schreier (tenor), Golo; Gisela Schröter (mezzosoprano), Margaretha; Siegfried Lorenz (baritone), Hindulfus; Siegfried Vogel (bass), Draht; others. Berlin Radio Chorus; Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra, Kurt Masur cond. EMU ODEON IC 157-02914/6 Q three discs \$26.94.

**Performance:** Good 
**Recording:** Good

By critical consensus, Robert Schumann’s only opera, Genoveva, was a failure. He did not really have a natural gift for operatic writing, and, after having convinced himself that in the familiar medieval legend of the long-suffering Genoveva he had found a “perfect” subject, he did not take kindly to dissenting opinions (including those of Wagner, who made some sensible suggestions about dramatic construction). The libretto, by Schumann himself, was based on two successful German plays by Ludwig Tieck (1779) and Friedrich Hebbel (1841). While far from perfect and suffering in a few lines from naïveté, it is not below the average of its period. The opera’s failure must be ascribed to Schumann’s inability to infuse the story with the dramatic elements of vigor and contrast. And yet Genoveva is not entirely without merit. It is a skillful achievement in through-composed style; the brief recitatives are smoothly linked with arias and ensembles to form a flowing continuity. The elaborate overture (which survives in the concert halls) and the orchestral writing throughout are characteristic of Schumann’s harmonic sophistication. Furthermore, while the vocal writing lacks diversity—both angelic and villainous characters tend to sing the same kind of music—it is uniformly beautiful. The work is well served by this attractive new recording. The principal parts, angelic Genoveva and villainous Golo, seem to call for more sizable voices than those of Edda Moser and Peter Schreier, but both artists perform neatly and expertly. Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau lends stature to what is not really a major part, and all the other roles are in capable hands.

Although Kurt Masur is a very good conductor and the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra is a first-rate ensemble, they cannot perform miracles: orchestrally, too, Schumann created very little difference between lyrical and supposedly terrifying scenes. Technically, the recording is not above average and even tame in exploiting aural possibilities, but the EMV records are impeccable.

**SÉVERAC: Baigneuses au Soleil; Cerdàïa.** Pierre Huybregts (piano). ORION ORS 78327 \$7.98.

**Performance:** Mostly good 
**Recording:** Undistinguished

**Iolanta** was Tchaikovsky’s last opera (1892), a lyrical one-acter with a subject that would also have made a lovely ballet. King René, Yuri Mazurok (baritone), Robert; Vladimir Atlantov (tenor), Vaudemont; Tamara Sorokina (soprano), Iolanta; Vladimir Valaitis (baritone), Ibn-Hakia; Alexander Arkhipov (tenor), Almerik; Yevgeny Grigoriev (bass), King Rene; Dmitriy Yevgeny Nesterenko, the celebrated Bolshoi star, brings resplendent vocalism to their important roles, and Vladimir Valaitis, the celebrated Bolshoi star, brings resplendent vocalism to their important roles, and Vladimir Valaitis, (Continued on page 104)
Even with Toyota's lowest priced Celica, you can get clean efficiency without sacrificing real performance.

**No Fat.** The Celica ST is pure muscle, beautifully coordinated by its standard 5-speed overdrive gear box. As Road & Track test figures show: the Celica accelerates from 0-60 in 10.4 seconds flat. And can stop in a clean 270 feet from a speed of 80 mph.

Not only won't you get this kind of clean performing precision out of many other sports coupes—you won't even get it out of the much more expensive Porsche 924!

**No Waste.** Like every Toyota, the Celica doesn't waste an ounce of gas. Its engine burns and energizes every drop of fuel you put into it—efficiently and cleanly.

**Great Shape.** And look at the way the Celica has been designed. Purposeful, not wasteful.

Outside, the lines are so clean, their aerodynamic shape allows you to reach and keep your speed with a minimum of drag.

While inside, the clean design is apparent in everything you can see and touch—from thoughtful instrumentation to reclining front bucket seats.

**Staying in Shape.** Based on an owner's study with 10 competitive models, the Toyota Celica came out ahead. It had fewer mechanical problems—which is likely to save you money. So will the fact you can get all this efficiency and performance out of Toyota's lowest priced Celica. The Toyota Celica ST—Make haste!
Mozart lavished vocal writing of extraordinary beauty. Brilliance is an opera. He had trouble, as a consequence, with some of his singers in 1780, and I cannot say that now, nearly two centuries later, singers find the task any easier. Deutsche Grammophon’s cast is certainly fortunate in its two excellent sopranos. Julia Varady is a splendid Elettra (her music foretells that of Donna Elvira in many ways). She sings her bravura arias with fiery temperament and incisiveness and shows great sensitivity in the “Placido è il mar” section with the chorus (No. 15). Her sharply pointed delivery contrasts well with the softer tones of Edith Mathis (as the Trojan princess Ilia), whose singing is virtually faultless if a shade wanting, for my taste, in tonal body.

With the male contingent an old problem comes to the fore. Many singers of the German school cannot sing Italian properly, and there are some prime offenders here. Mercifully, Eberhard Büchner’s part is small, but every one of his priestly pronouncements is a trial. In more important roles, Peter Schreier and Hermann Winkler not only sing with abrasive accents but also mispronounce several Italian words. In addition, Büchner must add that his firm, cultivated, and well-focused tenor rings out solidly, and listeners who are less familiar with this sort of singing will find the tenor’s sound produced than Schreier’s, yet he obtains more effective results. I never doubt that he knows what he is singing about, whereas I am not always sure about his two colleagues.

I find this set marginally superior to the Philips version (Colin Davis conducting), but both have individual distinctions to commend them. Idomeneo is, of course, a must for Mozarteans.

—George Jellinek

**MOZART: Idomeneo, Re di Creta (K. 366).**

Wiesław Ochman (tenor), Idomeneo; Peter Schreier (tenor), Idamante; Edith Mathis (soprano), Ilia; Julia Varady (soprano), Elettra; Hermann Winkler (tenor), Arbace; Eberhard Büchner (tenor), High Priest; Siegfried Vogel (bass), Voice of the Oracle; others. Leipzig Radio Chorus; Dresden State Orchestra, Karl Böhm cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2740 195 four discs $35.92, 3731 043 $35.92.


Performance: Stunning

Recording: Superb

Meriel and Peter Dickinson are a sister and brother who have traveled all over their native Ohio for a Vivaldi Seasons, it is certain to turn off all but the most enthusiastic and affluent audiophile collector.

_D.H._

**Idomeneo: A Must for Mozarteans**

Idomeneo, a fascinating work dating from 1780, represents Mozart in a transitional stage. The old conventions of the opera seria are there, but so are the signs of the dramatic genius ready to break out of the Gluck-Pichetti mold with musical characterization of unprecedented vigor, expressiveness of great power, and a noticeable striving for continuity. Here is but one example: in the second act, Idomeneo is about to send his son Idamante away from Crete in the hope of saving his life. There is an andante trio between father, son, and the princess Elettra. But the angered god Neptune unleashes a storm, and the trio, instead of reaching its peaceful cadence, melds into rousing storm music.

Don Giovanni was only a few years away, but Idomeneo retains enough of the old conventions to explain why it cannot nowadays hold a place in the repertoire alongside Mozart’s acknowledged masterpieces. On the other hand, it has become a perfect “festival opera” in recent years, presented now in Glyndebourne, now in Salzburg, with some impressive recordings, including a new one from Deutsche Grammophon. Musically, of course, Idomeneo is an opera of inexhaustible riches. It is also impractically long, necessitating various “performing versions” of varying degrees of soundness and authenticity. Space does not permit delving into Idomeneo’s involved performance history, but let me state only that the present recording is remarkably complete. It omits two arias from Act III and elsewhere opts for certain alternative numbers that Mozart himself seems to have preferred to those in the original edition. The lengthy recitatives have been sensibly abbreviated as well.

Karl Böhm, long a partisan of this open, conducts it here with an admirable vigor belying his years. This is a strongly dramatic statement, if not always the ultimate in precision. Much of the drama occurs in the accompanied recitatives, and Böhm appropriately projects these passages with great urgency and power. His tempo choices are generally effective, and both the chorus and orchestra are first-class. Only the secco recitatives are rendered in an unimaginative manner, causing the momentum to sag noticeably.

**VIVALDI: The Four Seasons, Op. 8.** Shigeru Toyama (violin); Vivaldi Ensemble Tokyo, Masaaki Hayakawa cond. RCA JAPAN RRCE-501/2 two 45-rpm discs $31.90 (from Audio-Technica, 33 Shiwasse Avenue, Fairfield, Ohio 44313).

Performance: Vigorous

Recording: State-of-the-art

This is, frankly, Vivaldi for audiophiles, and not for those who insist on the Baroque refinements of Trevor Pincock’s English Concert or the light, transparent textures of I Musici. Though the Vivaldi Ensemble Tokyo numbers a mere baker’s dozen players, its sound fairly leaps out of the speakers with brilliance and presence. Fortunately, there is enough room ambiance in the recording to add the necessary tonal warmth. It was interesting to compare this with a Japanese Denon digital disc of similar repertoire done in Tokyo by the Sofia Chamber Orchestra (also numbering thirteen players), and I will say that I found this recording slightly more comfortable on the ears. As to performance, I find the Tokyo ensemble longer on vigor than subtlety. The storm music in Summer is pretty terrific, and there is a lovely atmospheric sound in the slumber section of Autumn, but the peasant dance is just too heavy-handed for my taste. The conditions of direct-to-disc recording being what they are, some extraneous noises crop up here and there, such as occasional shifting of chairs between movements and a passing airplane. The price of this set will determine its proper market; at four times the going rate for a Vivaldi Seasons, it is certain to turn off all but the most enthusiastic and affluent audiophile collector.

_D.H._

**RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT**


Performance: Stunning

Recording: Superb

Meriel and Peter Dickinson are a sister and brother who have traveled all over their native Ohio for a Vivaldi Seasons, it is certain to turn off all but the most enthusiastic and affluent audiophile collector.

(Continued on page 106)
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tive England and much of Europe offering concerts of American music. The program they have put together for this record is exceptionally fascinating and stunningly performed. It’s a little disconcerting to hear Miss Dickinson start off by tackling I Got Rhythm in her rather ladylike Mayfair manner, but by the time she gets to A Foggy Day and They All Laughed at the end of the record it is difficult not to be persuaded that this must be how Ira and George really wanted these songs to sound. There is no end of miniature adventures in between: three sturdy verses by Robert Frost in sinewy settings composed by Carter in 1942, plus Carter’s 1945 treatment of a stanza from Hart Crane’s Voyages; Aaron Copland’s early (1927) score for E. E. Cummings’ Poet’s Song and two brief, brooding, recent works for piano; and Virgil Thomson’s utterly apt settings of two poems by Marianne Moore and his 1929 Portrait of F.B. (Frances Blood) from the pages of Gertrude Stein. Most striking of all are five songs John Cage wrote in Seattle in 1938, perhaps the most delicate compositions he has ever put on paper, to poems by Cummings, including that irresistible word picture In just spring. Miss Dickinson sings everything with admirable clarity, but just in case any words should elude the listener a complete text is supplied. P.K.


Performance: Sensitive
Recording: Vibrant


Performance: Grandiose
Recording: A bit muffled

Although the instrumentation and repertoire on these two discs is similar, the approach of the two ensembles is completely different. Edward Tarr, on Nonesuch, is deeply concerned with authentic performance practice, and he and his fellow trumpeter, Marc Ullrich, play Baroque natural trumpets. The sound is sweeter than that of the modern trumpet and capable of a remarkable range of expression. A military fanfare style is here contrasted with a legato cantabile style, lending the performances a fascinating musical variety. George Kent, the organist who accompanies Tarr, plays beautifully smooth continuo realizations and favors the light and clear registrations typical of a Baroque chamber organ. Even when they are joined by the second trumpet and a cello, the sound remains that of chamber music, and all the performers play with the finesse and subtlety associated with that genre.

Fred Sautter, on the Crystal disc, plays a modern trumpet. The sound is brilliant, and Sautter’s crisp sense of rhythm never lets one forget the military aspects of the instrument. Organist Roger Sherman, also gifted with a vital sense of rhythm, uses his instrument to its fullest capacity and is an equal partner in the music-making. Their performances are urgent and grand, seemingly designed to thrill a thronged cathedral on a festive occasion. Both approaches to this music are valid, and if one is to choose between them it must be on grounds of personal taste. S.L.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT
MUSIC FOR ST. MARK’S. Gabrieli: Omnes Gentes, Plaudite Manibus; O Magnum Mysterium; Bucinatio in Neomenia Tuba; O Domine Jesu Christe; Angelus ad Pastores Ait; Cantion Septimi Toni a 8; Hodie Completi Sunt; Hodie Christus Natus Est. Scheidt: In Dulci Jubilo. Schütz: Psalm 150. King’s College Choir, Cambridge; Cambridge University Musical Society; Bach Choir; Wilbraham Brass Soloists, David Willcocks cond. SERAPHIM S-60325 $3.98.

Performance: Alleluia!
Recording: Resplendent

Some of the most sumptuous sounds ever produced have been made by the multiple choirs and brass at St. Mark’s, Venice. And certainly Giovanni Gabrieli was the master manipulator of those sounds. Turning his back on the seamless fabric of Flemish polyphony, Gabrieli created a dazzling mosaic by pitting massed choruses and instrumental groups against each other in festive antiphony. Setting the Latin texts syllabically in bold rhythms, the Venetian master rushed to the alleluiai and caught their universal jubilation.

David Willcocks has assembled three excellent English choral groups, a brass ensemble, and two organists and set them to work in King’s College Chapel with brilliant results. The music is written for vast spaces and long reverberations. King’s College Chapel provides the perfect ambiance, and the engineers have spared no effort in preserving each echo. Such acoustic conditions could, of course, result in turgid muddiness, but Willcocks knows how to maintain rhythmic vitality and clarity when needed and how to contrast it with the colossal sonorities of the combined forces. The result is a record which, to my mind, is one of the finest presentations of the splendors of St. Mark’s currently available. S.L.

(Continued on page 109)
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Is it live, or is it Memorex?
Since World War II, the former “Land Without Music” has largely diminished the cultural time lag that used to keep British musical styles at least twenty to thirty years behind those on the other side of the English Channel. Now there is hardly an idea or an aesthetic or a technical preoccupation in Darmstadt or Donaueschingen or Paris or Royan that does not have its adherents in Britain.

But that, as you may be either delighted or disappointed to learn, is not the matter of concern in the six records of British music, newly released in the U.S., under review here. The composition dates of the music on these discs range from 1906 to 1974, but none of it could be considered in any way avant-garde, whether in its own time or today. Three of the seven composers represented—Frank Bridge, Gerald Finzi, and Edmund Rubbra—fit more or less comfortably within the pastoral tradition in English music. That tradition began in the late nineteenth century (when the folk-song movement helped launch Britain’s musical renaissance by adding the pastoral vein to the historical and tragical resources characteristic of British music in the days when such as Sterndale Bennett counted as the “great” native composers), and it has remained alive and influential since then.

The other four—Sir William Walton, Alan Rawsthorne, Sir Lennox Berkeley, and David Morgan—have a much more urban (not to say historical) feel to their music. If I dispose of them here with relative brevity, it is not because I am arguing for country virtue and against city sophistication, but because the three discs their works occupy seem to me of decidedly limited interest for purely musical reasons. Walton (born 1902) is in any case well enough known already to American listeners. Twenty-five of his works (compared to more than sixty by William Josephs) than the skillful but fairly faceless Rawsthorne (1905-1971) offered here.

Sir Lennox Berkeley (born 1903, and much overexposed lately in England)—to cruelly revealing effect—in honor of his seventy-fifth birthday is not just urban but conspicuously urban, as his admirers never tire of pointing out. If you enjoy the sort of music that most prominently exhibits Gallic sophistication and charm—like, say, Walter Piston’s minor works (pardon the tautology) or those of Jean Francaix—Berkeley could be to your taste.

He is, incidentally, like those American and French counterparts, a product of Nadia Boulanger’s. The new record of his Second Symphony and (so far only) piano concerto—derived, like the other HNH releases considered here, from the English Lyrita label—presents decent performances in good sound. Personally, I am left cold by this accomplished but essentially pointless music, as well as repelled by the paradoxically bloodless vulgarity that tarnishes its wearisome “good taste.”

David Morgan is a much younger man (he was born in 1933), but he is scarcely less firmly wedded to tonality and traditional forms than any of the others. Invention seems to me to sparkle only fitfully in his violin concerto and Contrasts for orchestra, the first two of his works to be recorded, and they do not always avoid banality. Still, the performances here sound brilliant, and the music is most expertly scored.

Thinking of Berkeley as a sort of English Piston, I tried to find a similar parallel for Edmund Rubbra. Born in 1901, he shares Sessions’ interest in integrating and superimposing sharply differentiated tempos, as well as mirroring Harris in his passion for traditional tunes. But he shares Sessions’ interest in integrating and superimposing sharply differentiated tempos, as well as mirroring Harris in his passion for polyphony and his pantheistic mysticism. The links are elusive. But in my bones I feel Rubbra to be a composer of comparable stature, and the Second Symphony offered here is perhaps one of the strongest among the ten he has so far written—certainly stronger than the Seventh, which, in a performance directed by Sir Adrian Boult on Musical Heritage Society MHS 1397, is the only other work of his currently available in the U.S. RCA ought to consider releasing its British branch’s recent recording of his eloquent, finely crafted, single-movement Tenth Symphony (for chamber orchestra), and Angel should resuscitate the splendid old Barbrolli version of the gracioneously tuneful Fifth on Seraphim. Meanwhile, the new HNH disc has an excellent acount of the Second by Vernon Handley, a youngish English conductor to watch.

Another of these recent releases, this one by the English Lyrita label, is devoted to the music of Sir Adrian Boult and his contemporaries—Frank Bridge (1879-1941), the other by Gerald Finzi (1901-1956). The relatively short pieces on both records attempt nothing of the scope of Rubbra’s symphony, but all of them are attractive and some are moving. Bridge suffers too often from the obscuring shadow of Benjamin Britten, whose teacher he was. As Rosropovich’s nine-year-old London disc of his ripest romantic cello sonata (CS 6649) has already shown, Bridge had a distinctly individual compositional voice, and it is amusing to hear—in the first of the Two Old English Songs on the HNH disc—a clear foreshadowing of his celebrated pupil’s way of messing about with traditional tunes.

As much as Bridge prefigures Britten, so Finzi postfigures Vaughan Williams. Nevertheless, once again there is something vividly personal and touching about this collection of pieces, most of them for string orchestra, that makes me wonder why there is no complete recording of Finzi’s masterly little Shake speare song cycle, Let Us Garlands Bring, available in either Britain or the U.S. But a word of congratulation to Lyrita for the work that small label has done in recording such music—and to HNH for picking up on it so perceptively.

—Bernard Jacobson
RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT


Performance: Admirable
Recording: Perfect

The title of this album is derived from a monument conceived by Evrard Titon du Tillet but never executed. Dedicated to Louis XIV, the French Parnassus was to be erected in a Paris square in honor of French literature and music, and the composers represented in this anthology were mentioned by Titon du Tillet in a detailed published account of his intentions. The repertoire is fascinating, if very special, ranging from Marais' almost rock-and-roll ostinato La Sonnerie de Sainte-Geneviève du Mont de Paris to the heart-rending Tombeau de Monsieur de Lully—almost all austerity French.

The Musica Antiqua of Cologne (Koln) consists of five talented, dedicated young men who are first-class players of two Baroque violins, two violas da gamba (or one viola da gamba and one violone), and a harpsichord. The flat, piercing quality of the violin and the growl of the viola da gamba may take many listeners by surprise, but one adjusts quickly to the sound and can only admire the group's perfect intonation, clear articulation, and precise ensemble. The intricacies of French ornamentation and rhythmic alterations seem second nature to them. What with knowing the Couperin only in an arrangement and being assaulted with vulgarized versions of La Sonnerie, it is particularly gratifying to hear authentic performances of them. S.L.


Performance: Understated
Recording: Clear

As Frederick Sternfeld points out in the fine essay accompanying this album, not all of these songs have texts by Shakespeare, but all of them are associated with specific Shakespeare plays. They are all typical Elizabethan lute songs or instrumentals, dwell on exquisite melancholy, and depend on an understanding of the text as well as of the music to put their points across.

Many countertenors have voices that resemble that of a female alto. Not so James Bowman. His voice has a unique, thoroughly masculine sound just verging on the harsh. His interpretations are understated, and the listener will benefit from following the texts (included) while listening to the performance. James Tyler's lute accompaniments are fine, and in them and in his solos he shows himself to be an excellent performer. S.L.
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CIRCLE NO. 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD
You Too Can Be the Proud Recipient of a High School Equivalency Diploma! Just kidding, of course. Actually, Casablanca's recording artists the VELAGE PEOPLE, on board the J.S.S. Reasoner, were receiving certificates of thanks from the Navy while making a promo film for their hit single 'In the Navy' (from 'Go West,' Casablanca NBLP 7544). And in case you were wondering, the Navy has no plans to relax its dress code.

By Steve Simels

The off-lot cafeteria for the extras in the chariot race scene of Baa Baa? No, it's the first mass gold-record presentation in record-industry history. Place: the Burbank home offices of Warner Brothers Records. Recipient: NICOLETTE LARSON ("Nicolette," Warner Bros. BSK 3243). Nicolette's right there in the upper middle with the pigtails and, of course, the plaque.
It's Ten O'Clock: Do you know where Earn Manilow's Pet Beagle Is? We haven't a clue, but that's Barry, backstage after Dionne Warwick's recent SRO concert at Carnegie Hall, congratulating his newest protégé (Barry produced her first album in three years, "Dionne," Arista 4230). Manilow is quoted as saying, "Dionne, you were wonderful" (the kind of deathless ad lib that has won him the title of the Arthur Murray of the One-Liner). And she was.

The ones who look like they know what they're doing are members of Long Island's Last Angry Bar Band, the legendary Good Rats, at a recent benefit concert in New York City. The ones that don't include Kerla DaVita (of the Meat Loaf organization) and members of the WNEW-FM Kazoo Band, an act as yet, for some unfathomable reason, unrecorded. The Rats, of course, can still be heard on "Birth Comes to Us All," Passport PB 5630.

Is James Garner auditioning Lauren Bacall for the part of his wife in those Polaroid commercials? Interesting idea, but all we know is that the star of "The Rockford Files and the 'You do know how to whistle" girl were part of the appreciative audience at a recent Willie Nelson concert in Lakeland, Florida. Jim and Willie, whose latest is "Willie and Leon: One for the Road," Columbia KC2 36064) are mutual fans, as it turns out; Willie's even written some songs for Garner's series. Wow if Garner is a closet (or shower) baritone, maybe Willie could work him in as a background singer.

Meanwhile, somewhere in darkest Missouri, we find Graham Parker ('Squeezing Out Sparks," Arista AE 4223) and Cheap Trick's Rick Neilsen ('Cheap Trick at Budokan," Epic FE 35795) horsing around after a double-bill concert we wish we'd caught. Here's living proof, if any was needed, that Randy Newman was wrong.

Another odd couple: Philadelphia Phillies star Pete Rose and Charlie Daniels (of the Charlie Daniels Band) smile for the birdie just before the Phillies' season opener against the Cardinals (Charlie was on hand, of course, to sing the SSB). Rose might not have been smiling, however, if he knew that Charlie (his latest is "Million Mile Reflections," Epic JE 35751) had just done a few songs in the Cardinals' dressing room to psyche up the team, and that the Cards would (in consequence?) score a 2-2 win.
PATTI AUSTIN: Live at the Bottom Line (see Best of the Month, page 88)

BURT BACHARACH: Woman (see Best of the Month, page 87)

HERMAN BROOD AND HIS WILD ROMANCE. Herman Brood (vocals, piano); Freddie Cavalli (bass); "Ani" Meerman (drums); Danny Lademacher (guitar); vocal accompaniment. Saturdaynight; Doin' It; Champagne (& Wine); Doreen; Hit; R & Roll Junkie; Get Lost; Prisoners; and six others. ARIOLA AMERICA SW-50059 $7.98, ® E8W-50059 $7.98, © 8W-50059 $7.98.

Performance: Very good

Recording: Good

Brood and his combo play "white soul" rock with flash and dash, creating a full sound with only four pieces, and you sure can't complain about the number of songs here. Hearing all fourteen straight through is kind of like overdoing it, but two or three at a time are very tasty, especially the Otis Redding tune Champagne (& Wine). Recommended. J.V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

CARILLO: Street of Dreams. Frank Carillo (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. What's Your Name; Under the Gun; It; Saturdaynight; Doin' It; Jitterbug; Behind Your Eyes; Reprise; Champagne (& Wine); Doreen; Hit; R & Roll Junkie; Get Lost; Prisoners; and four others. ATLANTIC ET8-507 $7.98, © 8SW-507 $7.98.

Performance: Excellent

Recording: Good

Carillo has a solid feel for sweet melody, so involved with heavy layers of instrumental overlays from the band, the basic sound was pure bubblegum. The songs, several of them (deservedly) hits, were defiantly sung arrangements. His best vocal work is on a calypso/boogie-woogie winner called Rosa Lee, but the whole listenable album is an important achievement by a multi-talented artist. E.B.

The CARS: Candy-O. The Cars (vocals and instrumental). Let's Go; Since I Held You; It's All I Can Do; Double Life; Shoo Be Doo; Candy-O; Night Spots; and four others. ELEKTRA SE-507 $7.98, ® ET8-507 $7.98, © TC5-507 $7.98.

Performance: Major disappointment

Recording: Excellent

One of the reasons the Cars' debut album was such a breath of fresh air was that, despite the obvious Bowie/Ferry mannerisms from lead singer Ric Ocasek and the steely sci-fi Roxy Music instrumental overlays from the band, the basic sound was pure bubblegum. The songs, several of them (deservedly) hits, were shamelessly catchy pop that, for all the futuristic pretensions, were still in a direct line of descent from the Ohio Express and Yummy, Yummy—and that's not meant as criticism. Lightweight music that doesn't insult your intelligence is a considerable achievement.

"Candy-O," unfortunately, is a lot less fun. The songs are mostly dirges, the characteristic tick-tock rhythms that seemed so heady, kinetic kick to it that I find irresistible—but most of this stuff is tedious. S.S.

The Charlie Daniels Band: Million Mile Reflections. The Charlie Daniels Band (vocals and instrumentals). Passing Lane; Blue Star; Jitterbug; Behind Your Eyes; Reflections; and four others. Epic JE 35751 $7.98, ® JEA 35751 $7.98, © JET 35751 $7.98.

Performance: Good

Recording: Good

This seems put together with an awareness of the record format's equivalent of the proscenium arch, purposely one remove from real life. It is dedicated to the late Ronnie Van Zant, a composer who died along with two other members of Lynyrd Skynyrd in a 1977 plane crash, which may have something to do with why the album has that feel to it. Daniels and Band (the whole band is usually given songwriting credit) tell you third-person stories and make observations that don't quite involve you, the second person. Over the years, Daniels has learned a little about subtlety (he used to just blast away), so you'll find a variety of "interesting" sounds here. But the attitude of the thing—that the band is here, you are there, and a record is a record—...
The basis of the Judy Garland legend can best be perceived by watching her films. She never achieved the status of a rock star, and was more of a commercial pap. But it is still commercial pap. However, Garland was aimed at the thirteen- to eighteen-year-old market—in other words, people going through the period that begins with the realization that life is complicated and ends with the attainment of legal drinking age (subject to local variance). If you’re over eighteen, though, albums as mediocre as this one may very well drive you to drink.

PETER FRAMPTON: Where I Should Be. Peter Frampton (vocals, guitar); instrumental accompaniment. I Can’t Stand It No More; Got My Feet Back on the Ground; Where I Should Be; Everything I Need; May I Baby; and five others. A&M SP 3710 $8.98, ©CS 3710 $8.98.

Performance: Commercial twaddle
Recording: Okay

The success of “Frampton Comes Alive,” I think, marked a point at which Peter Frampton and what Joel Vance called his I-love-you-baby songs, got adopted as a sort of phantom member of the Osmonds or a third (in-between) Cassidy brother. That is, he was the first one of these phenomena who wasn’t on television all the time but was treated by teen magazines like 16 and Tiger Beat and their readers as if he were. As far as music goes, well, he plays pretty good guitar. His lyrics stress youth most of all, and his vocals are technically good enough, but they could stand as a symbol of rock in the late Seventies in that they put on a pretense of secondhand style rather than creating a style of their own, and in that they fake what little emotion the endless string of I-love-you-baby songs calls for. The new album is a little less lush and orchestrated than I’m in You, perhaps which is something to be grateful for; seeing that we all do have to live near radios, and, like most Frampton albums, it is a little more tuneful than the bulk of commercial pap. But it is still commercial pap.

JUDY GARLAND: The Beginning. Judy Garland (vocals); various orchestras. Friendship; Poor You; Changing My Tune; Bin’D My Time; Aren’t You Kind of Glad; and six others. DRG SL 5187 $7.98.

Performance: For collectors
Recording: Tubby

The basis of the Judy Garland legend can best be perceived by watching her films. She never really mastered the art of singing solely for the microphone, and the only recording that captures her one-of-a-kind magic is her two-disc “Live at Carnegie Hall” album. In that, her swept-off-their-feet audience provided the extra jolt of contact she needed to be the larger-than-life superstar on records that she so easily and automatically was on film. Much of the material here hasn’t been released before, and all of it is drawn from the Forties, when she was under contract to Decca. This explains the odd pairing of her and Dick Haymes in three songs from The Shocking Miss Pilgrim, a film in which Haymes co-starred with Betty Grable. Since Haymes was also an exclusive Decca artist, and ya hadda keep ‘em busy in the studio, Garland and Haymes were thrown together to see what would happen. Nothing did. If ever there was a solo performer, it was Garland. Her old MGM pal Mickey Rooney turns up briefly here in two songs from their Girl Crazy musical, and, as usual, they do their imitation of two rollicking, clean-cut teenagers, an act that sounded more than a bit phony even then. “The Beginning” is an album for those who want everything Garland ever recorded.

The Who Are Alright

As you probably know by now, The Kids Are Alright, Jeff Stein’s documentary on the Who (completed just before Keith Moon’s death), was made from the point of view of a committed, missionary Who freak, and in that context it succeeds beyond even my own fondest expectations. I think it would be impossible for anyone of any age with even a passing interest in rock-and-roll to come away from it without having reached the conclusion that the Who did it all first and best, and that they were the greatest rock-and-roll band that ever was or will be.

As a portrait of the band, the movie is just about perfect. It’s visually breathtaking, poignant, funny (the Happy Jack promo sequence, with the band cavorting as Dickensian spivs, and the bit where Entwistle goes kneel-shooting with his gold records are themselves worth the price of admission), and ultimately inspirational. The Who have changed a lot of lives, and the film makes it pretty clear why.

The soundtrack album works wonderfully, too, functioning as a sort of combination Greatest Hits, live album, and authorized bootleg. There’s a lot of rare stuff (mostly from TV appearances, including a stunning Anyway, Anyhow, Anywhere from the height of their Mod period) as well as some brand-new concert recordings staged specifically for the project. The band draws blood with passion and commitment; Baba O’Reilly and, in particular, Won’t Get Fooled Again have a majesty about them that is sure to raise goose bumps on at least two continents.

In short, this set is not simply a souvenir, but rather a superb overview of the work of a band that will still be making great music when pretend like the Jam are back at the English equivalent of the car wash. As Townshend himself says in the movie’s final scene, “Any of you little bugs want this guitar, you’re going to have to come up and take it from me.” Not likely. —Steve Simels

THE KIDS ARE ALRIGHT (The Who). Original-soundtrack recording. The Who (vocals and instrumental). My Generation; I Can’t Explain; Happy Jack; I Can See for Miles; Magic Bus; Long Live Rock; Anyway, Anyhow, Anywhere; Young Man Blues; My Wife; Baba O’Reilly; A Quick One; Tommy. Can You Hear Me; Medley—Sparks/Pinball Wizardry/See Me, Feel Me; Medley—Join Together/Roadrunner/My Generation Blues; Won’t Get Fooled Again. MCA MCA2-11005 two discs $12.98, ©MCAT2-11003 $12.98, ©MCAC2-11005 $12.98.
How does one describe the indescribable? One doesn’t, obviously. Probably not even the indescribable lady herself, now living quietly in retirement at Henley-on-Thames in her eighty-sixth year, could explain precisely what it was that made her an international star for over fifty years. Beatrice Lillie’s unique comedic gift has, indeed, defied definition for most of this century. Not that many haven’t tried, from the normally curt, clear, and concise Noel Coward (he rather lamely declared her to be “the funniest woman of our civilisation”) to the militantly proletarian, wickedly incisive Kenneth Tynan (who burbled like an awe-struck mud lark: “[She can] convert a theatre into a throne room. Even at her most common she has the aristocratic touch.”).

Of Mr. Coward’s praise, “Queen Bea” (as she’s referred to in the title of DRG’s new diamond-precious reissue of some of her greatest performances) would probably reply in her fluzziest lady-of-the-manor tone, “Oh, come on, Noel—you can do better than that!” For Citizen Tynan, the ineffable Lady Peel’s response to that “aristocratic touch” would likely be a whopping “Bejaysus, me beads!” She was always, of course, past mistress of the unexpected rejoinder. Who, having heard it, can forget her poignant query during her performance of There Are Fairies at the Bottom of Our Garden: “And did you know that they could sit upon a mewenbeam . . . ?” After a three-beat pause and no reply, she haughtily persists, “Well . . . did jez?”

I will not even attempt to describe Beatrice Lillie’s comic genius—a relief to us all, I’m sure. What I will attempt is to give you some sense of the effect of that comic genius upon its audience. First, I think, one has to be there (which is of course the primary reason why you must have this album, if for no other reason than to leave it to your grandchildren); second, one must be ready to cope and sympathize with a certain imperturbable, ramshackle grandeur that persistently speaks its peregrinating mind.

Take, for instance, her famed Wind Round My Heart (“Oohh, the pain of that wind round my heart”), in which you quickly begin to get the idea that her anguished edginess may have a lot more to do with present digestion than with a past lover. It is a very good example of her does-she-mean-what-I-think-she-means trick of ambiguity. She does. Always. But part of the trick has to be that you, the audience, seem always to be forcing your own dirty mind on her high-toned art. Again and again her lofty and impatient severity serves notice that she has transcended mere double-entendre. And for the wink of complicity that lesser talents have been known to drop on their audiences to be sure their clumsy point has been made, it would be as out of place in a Lillie performance as it would be in a Presidential address announcing the signing of the SALT treaty.

In a way, Beatrice Lillie originated the “send-up” as we know it in modern entertainment—taking material that is in itself perhaps not meant to be funny and, by a subtle change of perspective, making it hilarious. For instance, her careening medley here, Rhythm, is meant as a comment on the idiotic lengths to which “arranger-coaches” used to go to display the talents of girl singers in their “opening number.” It is funny enough just as that, but it reaches utter and total hilarity with Miss Lillie’s earnestly askew, slightly bewildered, but dauntless performances of Kiss Me Again, Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep, Take My Heart, I Got Rhythm, Sonny Boy, Rose of Washington Square, Blue Skies, and On Your Toes—all in one ghostly lump and finishing up with (because there’s really no place left to go but) The Star Spangled Banner. During this marathon she invents no new “funny” lyrics or bits of business; she merely sings right along in her “cultivated” soprano. Nonetheless, she left me with tears of laughter rolling down my cheeks. Why? Why, indeed. That is the indescribable mystery of Beatrice Lillie. No one, except perhaps Lily Tomlin, has ever been able to tread the fine line between tasteless (and quickly boring) “camp” and genuinely effortless parody as gracefully, elegantly, and hilariously as Beatrice Gladys Lillie, the oddly, wonderfully gifted offspring of a lace-curtain Irish family of Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

She grew up at a time when half the world was pink if you looked at a map or a globe (pink was the color used to indicate the British Empire). It was only natural that when Beatrice, her sister Muriel (who was later to write the immortal Maud for her—“Maud, you’re rotten to the core . . .”), and her mother, who comprised a highly “refined” group called “The Lillie Trio,” felt themselves “ready,” they hightailed it off to the only real capital: London. Once there, things didn’t go quite according to plan, and Beatrice’s talents were deployed singing rather lachrymose ballads in a series of revues. About this time, however, she began to fall in love with the louche, lascivious likes of such new young talents as Noel Coward and Gertrude Lawrence. She first attracted notice as a comedienne when she (quite naturally it seems) began to send up a piece she had been assigned called Bird of Love Divine. She appeared in a dress that had chrysanthemums sprouting from its bodice and upon which, one night, she decided to prop the sheet music. By 1924 she was an acknowledged star on both sides of the Atlantic, and her reign continued until the late Sixties.

The tracks included in “Queen Bea” are drawn from the 1955 “An Evening with Beatrice Lillie,” the 1958 “Auntie Bea,” and a 1961 session with the young Leslie Bricusse as her accompanist. All of them are . . . well, indescribable. No one can really claim to have a record collection if he doesn’t have these discs. Wouldn’t you say, Lady Peel?

—Peter Reilly

BEATRICE L. LILLIE: Queen Bea, Beatrice Lillie (vocals); Eadie and Rack, Leslie Bricusse (pianos). Rhythm; Kiss Me Again; Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep; Take My Heart; I Got Rhythm; Sonny Boy; Blue Skies; On Your Toes; Rose of Washington Square; Star Spangled Banner; Nanette; Zither Song; Spinning Song; The Irish Song; Singapore; Weary of It All; Piccolo Marjana; Maud; There Are Fairies at the Bottom of Our Garden; I Apologize; Three Little Fishies; Hold Tight, Hold Tight; I Want to Go Back to Michigan; Where the Black-eyed Susans Grow; Lazy; Susanna’s Squeaking Shoes; Wind Round My Heart; After You Get What You Want You Don’t Want It; Paree; June in January; Love Walked In; He Was a Gentleman; The Fan; Not Wanted on Voyage; Typically English; Mr. Perfect; Sing a Song of Susanna; Spacemen; The Ballad of Bethnal Green; I Always Say Hello (To a Flower); What’s New at the Zoo?; The Party’s Over. DRG ARCHIVE DARC-2-1101 two discs $14.98.

STEREO REVIEW
DENON, the originator of PCM recording, has applied this technical excellence to dozens of classical performances around the world plus a series of jazz sessions in both New York and Tokyo.

Find out what the critics are raving about. Visit your nearest Discwasher dealer or write for more information.

Discwasher, Inc., 1407 N. Providence Rd., Columbia, MO 65201

CIRCLE NO. 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD
**FRANNIE GOLDE: Frannie.** Frannie Golde (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Everybody's Heart Gets Broken; Rock Me Up a Mountain; Wish Upon a Star; Just One Look; Nothin' Without You; and five others. PORTRAIT JR 36048 $7.98, © IRA 36048 $7.98, © JRT 36048 $7.98.

Performance: Very down-with-it
Recording: Good

Frannie Golde, who is probably a perfectly together young songwriter-performer otherwise, seems to feel that she must adopt a breathlessly down-with-it delivery to give adequate expression not only to her own songs (six of which are included here) but to everything that she sings. The result, in such things as Everybody’s Heart Gets Broken (or Ev’bodeh’s Hah! Gits Brohkin in her version), is another of those window-fogging recitals that have been rolling off the record presses lately with numbing regularity. It’s really kind of dumb, especially for Ms. Golde, some of whose songs—What Am I Gonna Do and Isn’t It Something, for instance—have real merit. Her groups and heavy breathing effectively kill Here I Go (Falling in Love Again) with theirphony sexuality. I should think that it would be clear by now that Donna Summer has the patent on her particular brand of showmanship and that most of her imitators sound like that calculating starlet Miss Piggy, who may fool Kermit the Frog but not anybody else.

**LARRY GRAHAM & GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION: Star Walk.** Larry Graham and Graham Central Station (vocals and instruments). (Your’re a) Foxy Lady; Star Walk; The Entertainer; Scream; and two others. WARNER BROS. BSK 3322 $7.98, © M$ 3322 $7.98, © M 3322 $7.98.

Performance: Sly-ly energetic
Recording: Good

I must admire the flamboyantly frenzied Larry Graham and his equally animated cohorts of Graham Central Station for continuing to project the sort of raw, rambunctious energy that pervaded so much of popular music back in the late Sixties and early Seventies. Those years were marked by such an emphasis on sheer power that excessive amplification frequently substituted for quality, but offhand or lackadaisical presentations were swiftly rejected. Failure to generate real excitement signaled doom. Graham seems to be carrying on this tradition, having learned well from his mentor, Sly of the Family Stone, whom he served as bassist. Though Sly has lapsed into a prolonged silence, Larry Graham still comes on with all the sass and verve that rocketed one of rock-soul’s truly inspired groups to eminence.

This album reverberates from beginning to end with the same heavy, octave-riding licks characteristic of Graham’s work since his Sly days, and the singing has a rough, tantalizing edge of nastiness to it. Graham breaks no new ground and the selections are not among his most memorable, yet this is a solid performance that recalls more exciting days.

**LANI HALL: Double or Nothing.** Lani Hall (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Shot in the Dark; Magic Garden; Meni Devol; To the Morning; and six others. A&M SP-4760 $7.98, © 8'7-4760 $7.98, © CS-4760 $7.98.

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

Lani Hall is a very good singer; she has proved it on several solo albums since her departure from Brazil ’66. Just why she cannot ignite a mass audience remains something of a mystery. Certainly nothing is spared in the production of her albums. She and her husband Herb Alpert have produced most of the tracks here to sumptuous effect, and her lush, warmly colored voice is as splendid-sounding as ever. What goes wrong is probably best illustrated by her performance of To the Morning. It’s a lovely song, and she sings it impeccably. But somehow it comes across as stuffy, over-rehearsed, and lifeless, and my guess is that somewhere there is a perfectionist at work. Either she or her husband (presumably both) have been poring over this material, combing it for much more than it was meant to be worth. Fail-safe conditions are fine if you’ve already achieved stardom through a distinctive style, but when you’ve yet to find a market you can’t afford to strain-jacket yourself with rigidly high standards. Gorgeous sound, as can be expected from anything Herb Alpert has a hand in.

(Continued on page 120)
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CIRCLE NO. 43 ON READER SERVICE CARD
It is probably normal for a stalker of superstardom to know a decadent era when she sees one—and to try to exploit it as well. Superstars, after all, tend to be adaptive creatures. And that’s what stalker Dolly Parton has been doing since she crossed over from country to pop—adapting. Her new album, “Great Balls of Fire,” seems openly to take aim at the Me Decade’s sugar/junk fixation, and what it shoots are not great balls of fire but little balls of bonbons, something between Pom Poms and Junior Mints.

The music, whose “passion” is just about skin deep, sounds like it ought to be on television. But that’s about all the passion they want there, TV being the ultimate in two-dimensional media, where it is SOP to “improve” a musical number by spending more money on it, where, every Saturday morning, a whole new generation of sweet teeth get a lot of nothing to chew on. Television exposure is especially highly esteemed in country music. If you add to that Dolly’s harschable background, which is bound to affect one’s attitude about the value of superstardom in the first place, you can understand why she’d do such a slick and shallow album at what the Seventies still persist in calling “this point in time.”

Kindness and understanding are needed now, as always, and mere moralizing is not enough to get us out of a period of decadence. But it’s too bad Dolly didn’t notice there’s also a health craze sweeping the nation these days. She could have served up something more substantial (and not necessarily country-fried chicken either, although I think many of her new pop fans would find her version of Mule Skinner Blues, from her arch country days, as electrifying as I did) and still have advanced toward her goal. As it is, even if the times change in a hurry, this album still isn’t bad enough to haunt her. A long view some time in the future will more likely see it as a place where she marked time and played written much of anything heavier than Love Is Like a Butterfly since she got this pop-stardom craving. So for this one she wrote only four tunes, and the only one of hers on the whole second side, Sandy’s Song, plays off the melody of Greensleeves. The best of the others, Down, is severely undercut by the blase lushness of the instrumental accompaniment; the worst, the monotonous and timeless Star of the Show, seems designed for dancing only and must have been put at the beginning of the album for a reason. The other is Do You Think That Time Stands Still, invoking the grandiose chorus motif Dolly has liked, probably, since childhood days in church.

Country stations, incidentally, might play that one and the title song—if they look the other way at the time, as many probably will. All of these, and most of the others, would go pretty well with such ballyhooed lightweights of the day as Olivia Newton-John. They’re tuneful, but then so is Barry Manilow. They’re a little warmer than Barry Manilow, but then so is D2R2. And so on.

How the album was made, once those materials were assembled, follows what must be some variation of Parkinson’s Law to the effect that if you’ve got stuff you’ll use it—and if you have a big enough budget, you’ll get stuff. It’s not that the sound is bloat ed, at least not most of the time, but that it’s calculated (a larger than usual number of L.A. studio licks) and basically impersonal. Occasionally it works all right as something stylized, as in Help, where the non-ironic drive of Dolly’s vocal is complemented by David Grisman’s jazzy mandolin and Herb Pedersen’s laid-back banjo. But generally the production by Dean Parks and Gregg Perry will remind you of that other Perry, Richard. Given the songs they chose to do, the rest of their decisions at least make sense; the songs want to skate and Parks and Perry let them.

But there is one element of grace in all this: the vocals. Not always, however; Parton winks and grins her way through the title song, which demonstrates rather harshly that she has nowhere near the credibility with a rock song that her pals and admirers Linda Ronstadt and Emmylou Harris have. But usually the song gets better than it and the setting deserve. It actually seems that she’s using less thrub-remover on her vibrato than she did in her other two pop albums, that she’s stopped controlling and managing everything and just let this one thing slip out on its own. Could be a sign, as we Dolly Parton watchers say. If she’d let more of her real self, whoever that is, into her work, we’d doubt have an album connected with feeling and ideas deep enough to be satisfying for a while. And she might even find that she’s superstar enough to call the tune on the times rather than vice versa.

—Noel Coppage

DOLLY PARTON: Great Balls of Fire. Dolly Parton (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Star of the Show; Down; You’re the Only One; Help; I Do You Think That Time Stands Still; Sweet Summer Lovin’; Great Balls of Fire; Almost in Love; It’s Not My Affair Anymore; Sandy’s Song. RCA AHL1-3361 $7.98, 0 AHS1-3361 $7.98, 0 AHK1-3361 $7.98.
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CIRCLE NO. 72 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HEADPHONES THAT PUT THE MOST EXPENSIVE SPEAKER SYSTEMS TO SHAME.

When you listen to Sony headphones, you'll share an intimacy with the music you've probably never experienced before; you'll hear subtleties you've missed with most speakers.
Admittedly, this may sound rather extraordinary.
But then, so do our headphones.

SONY
We've never put our name on anything that wasn't the best.

CIRCLE NO. 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EMMYLOU HARRIS: Blue Kentucky Girl (see Best of the Month, page 89)

THE KNACK: Get the Knack. The Knack (vocals and instrumentals). Let Me Out; Your Number or Your Name; Oh Tara; (She's So) Selfish; Maybe Tonight; My Sharona; and six others. CAPITOL SO-11948 $7.98.

Performance: By the book—almost
Recording: Deliberately old-fashioned

Theoretically, the Knack's debut album should have me turning handsprings: short, concise pop tunes cut from Sixties English cloth (hooks, teen romance, background harmonies, jangly guitars), all recorded as pristinely—that is, live in the studio with minimal overdubbing—as the material requires. What's more, I've seen these guys in person and they're utterly charming. So how come this record not only bores me to tears, but actually offends me in places?

Well, it's not because they're revivalists. Recycling valuable elements of the past, even if it's not a particularly distant past, doesn't bother me as long as it's done with some panache. But the Knack gets on my nerves, and at least part of the reason is that these guys refuse to play the game by the rules: they're much too knowing to come off as innocently as the genre requires. Oh sure, the Sixties groups that invented this kind of melodrama were knowing too (when the Beatles sang about wanting to hold your hand it's quite clear, in retrospect, that they had other areas of the body in mind), but at least they faked it convincingly. The Knack doesn't have the knack. Can you imagine, say, the Beach Boys crooning (as the Knack does in Good Girls Don't) a phrase like "sit on my face"?

Worse, the Knack also lacks the angelic singing and addictive tunes that are crucial in pulling off this kind of song. Their songs make all the right structural moves, to be sure, but they have no melodies to speak of, and their vocals are absolutely characterless. They may ooh and aah like Lennon and McCartney, but the sad fact is that they have as little personality as Donny and Marie. This, I think, is where the live show proved deceptive: on stage, they were so energetic that it obscured any serious evaluation of what they were actually doing.

To tell the truth, I feel a bit like a traitor coming down so hard on this band, because anybody playing rock-and-roll for kids, and then trying to get that rock-and-roll on the radio, deserves encouragement in the face of the disco steamroller. And in that sense the Knack may turn out to be worth something after all; they may encourage other people to try the same sort of thing.

S.S.

THE MARSHALL TUCKER BAND: Running Like the Wind. The Marshall Tucker Band (vocals and instrumentals). Running Like the Wind; Last of the Singing Cowboys; Answer to Love; Unto These Hills; and three others. WARNER BROS. BSK 3317 $7.98, © M 3317 $7.98.

Performance: Full of hot air
Recording: Very good

The Marshall Tucker Band is one of the best-equipped and certainly one of the most stylish "pure" rock bands we have left. But when it doesn't have a tune, it can sound awfully cold and detached, and here it hardly ever has a (Continued on page 123)
tune. It seldom has much to say lyrically, either, so in general this comes off as rather silly waste of a considerable performing talent. George McCorkle’s melodramatic words about the Last of the Singing Cowboys are given a melody that is not only beautility cold but spectacularly insipid, and in most of the other songs you don’t have that pointless contrast with the words to toy with intellectually. It’s a dud, boys.

N.C.

FRANKIE MILLER: A Perfect Fit.

Frankie Miller (vocals, guitar, harmonica); Fran Byrne (drums); Tex Comer (bass); other musicians. A Woman to Love; This Love; Pu-pua Don’t Know; Darlin’. Good to See You; and five others. CHRYSLIS CH 1220 $7.98, © 8CH-1220 $7.98, © CCH-1220 $7.98.

Performance: Sharp
Recording: Good

If we were talking about art—or if anyone thought we were—the way to talk about this album would be to cite it as an example of the reductivism that has come to rock of late. Maybe in response to a yen to seem deceptively simple, “A Perfect Fit” is based on the booom-ooma fundamentals of the good-time beats (there were about three variations) of early-to-middle-Fifties rock-and-roll and its forebears. As a vocalist, Frankie Miller goes Robert Gordon one (actually several) better by having a dirty, spit-on-the-vocal-cords voice that appears to have some admiration in it for Ray Charles, Lloyd Price, and other pre-Buddy Holly role models. Vocally and otherwise, Miller is a synthesis of things that, relative to the history of rock, are old. And, like some of his peers, he does his reductivist thing focusing a little more on technique than on musical abandon, so it all does seem a little slick. Only a few of his peers get the beat just right, though, and Miller does manage that. The thing has Fifties sensibilities, Seventies technology, and what we used to call bubble-gum lyrics, but it rocks.

N.C.

MARTIN MULL: Near Perfect/Perfect.

Martin Mull (vocals); instrumental and vocal accompaniment. Don’t Put Off ’Til Tomorrow; Pig in a Blanket; This Takes the Cake; The Fruit Song; Bernie Don’t Disco; and five others. ELEKTRA 6E-200 $7.98.

Performance: Sell-out
Recording: Good

Martin Mull became known as a comic actor by way of TV’s Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman and its successors, Fernwood 2-Night and America 2-Night, but he began as a musical humbird of accidental talents. His early albums on Capricorn contain some delightful, witty, off-the-wall tracks. In person Mull used to work with a stage setting of ordinary household furniture, and his impersonation of a decidedly middle-class bluesman was wonderfully berserk. Strumming a ukulele and using a baby bottle for a “slide” effect, he sang a “blues” about an upper-class suburbanite: “Well, I woke up this morning, I saw the car was gone/I got so mad I threw my drink across the lawn.”

The songs Mull wrote for “Sex and Violins” on ABC showed him becoming snide and vulgar, two distressing characteristics unworthy of his talent. But that was no more successful in reaching a mass audience than his earlier albums were. Now, apparently (continued on page 126)
Blue jeans are a North American invention, an old tradition and a new lifestyle symbol. Right? Today they are so avidly sought after throughout the rest of the world that they are (or could be) our most popular export. Why is it, then, that in America itself the old rough-wear variety has recently taken second place to "designer" and/or "French" jeans? A new perspective, that's why.

The kind of repertoire that Nana Mouskouri does to a fare-thee-well on her Cachet release, "Roses & Sunshine," is also a North American invention: sweet-sounding folk-pop. She draws mostly from traditional sources (though using brilliant new arrangements, mainly by Joan Sakel), but she also includes such latter-day folkkniks as Bob Dylan (Tomorrow Is a Long Time), John Denver (Sweet Surrender), and Miss Dolly Parton herself (Nickels and Dimes). And how is it that she does this material better than any other female singer since the heyday of Joan Baez? Also because of a new perspective.

Just as the designers, French or otherwise, have recut our basic jeans with full admiration for what made them unique in the first place (comfort, durability, and an ageless, sexless, classless symbol of the casual life) and turned them into something a little newer, a lot less assexual (you've seen Aunt Myrt's new disco jeans, ain'tcha?), and with much more individuality, so has Nana Mouskouri brought her sophisticated musical gifts to bear on an established, by now taken-for-granted, old-favorite pop style. With absolutely no condescension or cuteie patronization, but with great warmth and liveliness and several clever additions from her own European tradition, Mouskouri has brought off a small-scale triumph.

There have been very, very few foreign artists who have been able to move laterally through any of the American pop idioms and not only transcend nationality but actually contribute something to the idiom itself. Maurice Chevalier singing the American-Hollywood songs written for him was one who did it. Caterina Valente, for about twenty minutes in the early Sixties, was another. And, of course, Marlene Dietrich certainly did it in her songs from Destry Rides Again, particularly See What the Boys in the Back Room Will Have, which changed the western saloon song forever, and probably also in her one-woman-show performances of Blowin' in the Wind and Puff, the Magic Dragon. But after naming those three, the mind goes blank.

Nana Mouskouri's work on "Roses & Sunshine" actually enlarges the listener's perception of material that seemed to have achieved old-shoe status years ago. Her phrasing and intonation on Dylan's Tomorrow Is a Long Time brought me a lot closer to actually liking the song than I've ever come before. Perhaps it's the lack of portentousness, a portentousness that American performers seem to feel is a necessity when intoning the lyrics of The Master, that caught me in Mouskouri's performance, or perhaps it was just the slight, almost imperceptible accent that seemed to heighten the sincerity. She does such a superb job on John Denver's Sweet Surrender that she actually had me humming along to the verse and singing outright on the chorus. When you consider that heretofore I've been very hard to impress in the Denver area, you can perhaps appreciate the great power of persuasion Nana Mouskouri can wield.

But who is Nana Mouskouri, and why am I saying all these nice things about her? Well, Nana Mouskouri is a Greek singer, some-what recut in her late teens. I could say, who has been concertizing around the world now for over a decade. She's one of those performers people who know about such things always make an effort to see whenever they hit town. Her repertoire has always been international, but there's a strong emphasis on Greek songs and she's generally surrounded by a flotilla of musicians playing bouzoukis and whatever other instruments it is that Greek musicians play. On this recording they've all taken a leave of absence to be replaced by a very snappy orchestra conducted by Alain Goraguer, and I can't say that I miss them a bit. No matter what she's singing, Mouskouri is an extraordinarily compelling performer. I've seen her a couple of memorable times: at the very moment she decides there will be silence in the hall or studio, she is able, by turning her great liquid brown eyes upon the audience, to command it. Then she begins. Maria Callas could do the same thing. Mouskouri also has that burning intensity that was a Callas hallmark, and she shares the same ability to obliterate everything around her except the song, its meaning, and her fierce desire to transmit that meaning to you.

But, unlike Callas, it's not all Drama with Mouskouri, as witness her sly, insinuating reading here of Nickels and Dimes or the traditional Down by the Greenwood Side. There is, however, always present, as there was with Callas, a very high degree of intelligence and musicianship. I hope that it isn't tortuous to draw one final analogy between the two women: Mouskouri is able to assume the American folk-pop idiom and in some ways bring it back closer to its roots, just as Callas, American born and raised here until the age of fourteen, was able to authentically assume the great European tradition of opera.

By now I think you've probably gotten the idea that it would be sensible for you to get this album whether or not you already own several yards of recordings of the same mate-

NANA MOUSKOURI: Roses & Sunshine. Nana Mouskouri (vocals); orchestra, Alain Goraguer cond. Roses Love Sunshine; There Is a Time; Down by the Greenwood Side; Tomorow Is a Long Time; Sweet Surrender; Nickels and Dimes; All Over the World; I've Got a Rose; Even Now; I Never Will Marry; Autumn Leaves. CACHET CL3-3000 $7.98. © CL8-3000 $7.98. © CL9-3000 $7.98.
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reaching for the brass ring in "Near Perfect/Perfect," recorded live, Mull has turned his vulgarity loose altogether. Sexual and religious humor may be a matter of personal taste, but it can be done either well or badly. Mull does it badly; casting himself as a second-rate, egocentric rock singer, time after time he goes for the cheap shot. He gets laughs from the audience, but as far as I'm concerned, the album is a flop.

J.V.

WILLIE NELSON AND LEON RUSSELL: One for the Road. Willie Nelson (vocals, guitar); Leon Russell (vocals, piano); instrumental accompaniment. Detour; I Saw the Light; Heartbreak Hotel; Let the Rest of the World Go By; Trouble in Mind; Don't Fence Me In; Danny Boy; Always; Summertime; Am I Blue; Far Away Places; We're into Something Good; Movin'; and ten others. COLUMBIA KC2 36064 two discs $11.98.

The first half, with Leon and Willie's band, has a loose, almost live feel to it, and it has its moments, especially when Russell gets into the groove he was into in his own c-&-w album, "Hank Wilson's Back." Surprisingly, this happens best in Heartbreak Hotel, in which the two start out harmonizing on the verse with Willie doing his thing solo on the chorus, and it comes together pretty well again in Trouble in Mind. The songs in that half of the album are much more charming for me to remember than the likes of Tenderly and Laminar Flow. Names that populate the salon half. The first-half looseness does not always draw the best out of Willie's band, though, which actually plays better in the studio than it usually does live. In part this is because Mickey Raphael, the harp player so prominent in and around two discs $11.98, © K2A 36064 $11.98, © K2T 36064 $11.98.

Performance: Loose to lush
Recording: Good

This double-disc set is more like two individual albums, each disappointing in a different way. Actually, nostalgia is the theme of the whole of it. The record with Leon Russell pines for outdoorsy (Don't Fence Me In), bluesy (Trouble in Mind), rockabilly (Heartbreak Hotel), and westward-looking (Sioux City Sue) days, while the other record—not only without Leon, but also without the sound of Willie Nelson's regular band—is what you might call salon nostalgia. You might also call it "Stardust, Phase II," and you might also call it too schlocky for words.

The New 1979 Basic Repertoire

ROY ORBISON: Laminar Flow. Roy Orbison (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Easy Way Out; Love Is a Cold Wind; Lay It Down; I Care; We're into Something Good; Movin'; and five others. ELEKTRA 6E-198 $7.98, © ET8-198 $7.98, © ETS-198 $7.98.

Performance: Misguided
Recording: Good

Roy Orbison was one of the minor stars of the rock era that ended with the British Invasion, and his bigger hits—Only the Lonely, Crying, Runnin' Scared, Pretty Woman—are staples of "golden oldie" radio programming. His voice had a melodramatic tremolo, and he went for "high" notes (actually middle-register notes well within his range, but they were sprung at the right theatrical moments). He's not had a hit in quite some time, but he is well remembered.

"Laminar Flow" is Orbison's second album after a long silence. He is still in good voice, but his producers—Clayton Ivey and Terry Woodford—apparently couldn't make up their minds whether to present him as a "living legend" or as a pilgrim on the comeback trail. The songs, arrangements, and performances all temporize, as if in hope that Orbison's reputation will carry them. Not once is he allowed (or perhaps he does not allow himself) to indulge in the ham acting that first made him successful; the listener keeps waiting for something to happen and it never does. The whole album is a furtive compromise between Orbison's past and his present. The only thing that comes close to working is Hound Dog Man, which at first I thought was (Continued on page 130)
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than three persons may be singing. You'll hear mostly three-part harmonies when four-part harmonies:

The Statlers, the Four Aces, the Mills Brothers, the Four Lads, the Four Freshmen, the Four Preps, the Four Aces… Today, even though four is a popular number of persons in a rock band, you'll hear mostly three-part harmonies when you hear vocal harmonies, even though more than three persons may be singing.

But in country music the male quartet still survives, in the "pure" or gospel-only form, as an esoteric subgenre (there are radio stations in the hinterlands that program only such music sandwiched between preaching, livestock quotations, and the weather), and as a secular adulation nowadays best represented by two groups, the Statler Brothers and the Oak Ridge Boys.

These two represent, respectively, the old pros and the brash young rookies of this sort of thing. The Statlers (two of whom actually are brothers—named Reid) are the premier harmonizers in the field, but they were not the first to convert from gospel to secular music without being struck dead by God. The Jordaniares, who used to sing only "sacred numbers" in their Grand Ole Opry appearances, made the reverse conversion years ago to back a young and controversial singer named Elvis Presley. That must have been traumatic, for there were still plenty of grandparents alive then who believed all secular music was sinful, and this Presley guy wiggled his hips to boot. The Statlers' change was made several years ago, though, which may help explain why the group has courted a conservative image. Easy-to-get theme albums, the "whole-some" humor and show-biz movie they learned on the gospel tour, incessant homage to America and to nationalism—these have been the principal ingredients of their very successful recipe.

And they are again in their new Mercury album, "The Originals." Just to make sure there's no mystery about the theme, they explain it at some length in the liner notes: some of the songs are "original material" (the Reid brothers write most of that), and some salute original icons such as Gene Autry, country music, and baseball (which also happen to be bits of Americana, to which the Statlers have a Pavlovian response). Just a Little Talk With Jesus "was the original song the group sang" in its gospel days; and—hold on to your hat—The Star-Spangled Banner is included at the end because "we love to wave the flag, and if there's a prettier or more original sight…." And so on. The Statlers make this sort of thing as folksy as an ice cream soda with Fibber McGee, Judge Hardy, and the Great Gildersleeve. You can still feel patronized sometimes, but they do have style.

The newcomers, the Oak Ridge Boys, formed in the Seventies under a different set of attitudes about "gospel" and "secular," strike a less conservative image, are flashier of attitudes about "gospel" and "secular," and if there's a prettier or more original sight…. The Oak Ridge Boys have Arrived." But their voices don't blend the way the Statler Brothers' voices do, they don't have a trademark sound, and they don't have a very distinctive group style.

The sound of the Statlers, probably owing to a lyric more intelligently than the Ameses did, and they sound the same loud or soft, low or high. The Oak Ridge Boys tend to feature solo parts that run longer and, as harmonizers, to have different sounds as the musical situation changes. They sound best on a rising phrase, where the high tenor grows in relative volume and colors the sound in a way vaguely reminiscent of the Four Lads.

One thing the gospel influence does is exaggerate the high and low extremes of human voices. The gospel use of the bass singer is almost pure showmanship, and both these groups have window-rattling bass singers—although Don Reid of the Statlers seems to cut in and out (like the intermittent bass singing of the late A. P. Carter, which was lifted straight out of church). The pop quartets of the early Fifties tended to tone down this sort of thing, except that they too had their quirks, the Four Lads flouting their top end, the Four Aces pigging out on dynamics, etc.

Neither of the albums at hand is a gem, but each is much easier to take than, say, the pious, rattling-dry harmonies of the Speer Family (probably the best known of today's gospel-only groups) or the self-consciousness of a "preservationist" barbershop quartet (they were more fun when they were campy and their tenors sounded like Jerry Colonna). The Statlers' "Originals" tries, as usual, too hard to be cute, and Jerry Kennedy's production is too buttoned-down, but it does demonstrate some stylish quartet singing, especially in the occasional straight-ahead song such as Here We Are Again. The Oak Ridge Boys' entry not only isn't thematically unified but doesn't even necessarily sound like the same group from cut to cut. Nevertheless, the taste shown in the song selection is higher than average, some of the singing is technically excellent, and their versions of Leaving Louisiana in the Broad Daylight and Dancing the Night Away show that the secularized quartet can be thoroughly modern and still make you feel good about its roots.

Anyway, even censorious grandparents ought to know that all music, as Kurt Vonnegut (and Martin Luther) points out, is sacred. . . . except maybe Louise Louie.

—Noel Coppage

THE STATLER BROTHERS: The Originals. The Statler Brothers (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. How to Be a Country Star; When the Yankees Came Home; Here We Are Again; Where He Always Wanted to Be; Mr. Autry; Nothing as Original as You; Counting My Memories; A Little Farther Down the Road; Almost in Love; The Statler Brothers' Greatest Hits. MERCURY SLM-1-5016 $7.98, © 81-5016 $7.98, © 41-5016 $7.98.

THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Have Arrived. The Oak Ridge Boys (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Sail Away; There Must Be Something About Me That She Loves; Sometimes the Rain Won't Let Me Sleep; I Gotta Get Over This; My Radiio Sure Sounds Good to Me; Dream On; Leaving Louisiana in the Broad Daylight; Every Now and Then; Dig a Little Deeper in the Well; Dancing the Night Away. ABC ABY-1135 $7.98, © 8020-1135H $7.98, Kal 5020-1135 $7.98.
WE COULDN'T SAY SCOTCH® NOW HAS THE WORLD'S TRUEST SOUND IF IT WEREN'T THE ABSOLUTE TRUTH.

The same dedication to technological perfection that made Metafine possible is a part of every Scotch recording tape we make. That's why the very best sound your system is capable of delivering comes with Scotch. That's also why Scotch is used in most professional recording studios.

When you see the name Scotch on a recording tape you can expect to hear every bit of the true, pure sound you're after.

Here's the proof...new Scotch® Metafine®. It's the world's first tape to offer the advantage of pure metal particles, not just metal oxide. That's why Metafine delivers higher highs, lower lows—double the output of chromium dioxide tapes. Truly, a breakthrough!

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE. THE TRUTH COMES OUT.
JOHNNY RODRIGUEZ: Rodriguez. Johnny Rodriguez (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Down on the Rio Grande; Don't Be Afraid to Say Goodbye; When the Honeymoon Ends; Driftin' Away; Paid Vacation; Street Walker; and four others. Epic KE 36014 $7.98, © KEA 36014 $7.98, © KET 36014 $7.98.

Performance: Too polite
Recording: Good

As one index of how decadent we've become, there are in this land a number of automated FM country stations. I mention it because they seem to favor the amorphous country—but not too country—acoustic instrumental jangle so prominent in this album. Johnny Rodriguez is moving toward credence; he has fine, distinguished, but understated vocals within his range, and he is starting to write better, but he'd move faster if he'd get away from overly polite melodies and toothless back-up. Several of the lyrics here seem to indicate that Rodriguez wants the album to be more than a puff of pleasanties, but he has undone himself by giving it a sound that won't let it be anything else. Or maybe Billy Sherill, as producer, did that (it wouldn't be the first time), and maybe Rodriguez ought to hook up with someone crazy but passionate, say Jack Clement, and aim a little harder at those stations that still have human beings operating them.

N.C.

SPINNERS: From Here to Eternally. Spinners (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. It's a Natural Affair; Don't Let the Man Get You; Are You Ready for Love; Plain and Simple Love Song; and four others. Atlantic SD 19219 $7.98, © TP 19219 $7.98, © CS 19219 $7.98.

Performance: Rerun
Recording: Satisfactory

Gradually slipping from the top of the soul heap, where they stood in 1974, the Spinners have been producing records that sound disappointingly like clones of each other. Their latest does not depart from the pattern. Everything here is pleasant enough, and there are adequate bursts of spirit, with Thom Bell presiding from his keyboard as usual. But we've heard it all before. Are You Ready for Love sounds like an inferior inversion of their old biggie Mighty Love, minus the driving force of former lead singer Felipe Wind, who seems to have all but disappeared since leaving the group a few years ago. The best moments are in One Man Wonderful Band, a tribute to Stevie Wonder, and Plain and Simple Love Song, a ballad that provides a welcome touch of tenderness. Besides the relative disappointment of the music, some dunnderhead has given the album the most repulsive cover I've seen outside of my nightmares. Adorned with assorted reptilian monsters and other creatures that defy description, it bears no relationship to anything found inside.

P.G.

CANDI STATON: Chance. Candi Staton (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. I Ain't Got Nowhere to Go; When You Wake Up Tomorrow; Rock; Chance; and two others. Warner Bros. BSK 3333 $7.98, © M8 3333 $7.98, © MS 3333 $7.98.

Performance: A mixed bag
Recording: Satisfactory

After her last album, "House of Love," I would have been willing to wager that Candi Staton, one of the more carefully turned-out r-&-b singers of the day, was on the verge of a major upward swing in her career. She seemed to be singing with greater authority and had finally fastened down a repertoire that effectively showcased her vocal assets. Well, Staton has definitely moved since that last record, but in a somewhat unexpected direction. Evidently influenced by the ubiquity of disco, she has devoted two-thirds of her new set to fairly nondescript songs (some of which she helped write) supported by That Beat. The result is mixed, for Staton's strength is her expressive range, and that is held uncomfortably in check by the limitations of this music. What she is singing does not always mesh fully with what is happening in the background. She seems most at home here not with her own songs but with a traditional funk treatment of Ashford and Simp...
and made it more affordable
TOOTS HIBBERT: an earthy, earnest singer reminiscent of Otis Redding

most graceful and lyrical of the post-Clapton English blues players, but it makes me think of Kirk Douglas in Young Man with a Horn—Taylor seems to be searching for a note that isn’t even on the instrument.

So what do we get? An eclectic stew. There’s some nice enough mood jazz, some acoustic and electric blues workouts that are refreshingly subtle, and some attractive pop stuff (Leather Jacket, which he sings engagingly, could almost pass for Alex Chilton). But of course the whole thing refuses to come together; there’s no center. To his credit, Taylor hasn’t capitalized on his tenure with Mick and Keith actually, this album lends credence to the idea that he learned as much from them as they did from him), but, for all the carrying on about new directions, he hasn’t got a clue as to what they might or should be. The result is less an album than a résumé.

S.S.

THIN LIZZY: Black Rose (A Rock Legend)

Thin Lizzy (vocals and instrumentals). Do Anything You Want To; Toughest Street in Town; Raisin Dubh (Black Rose), A Rock Legend; My Sarah; Waiting for an Alibi; and four others. WARNER BROS. BSK 3338 $7.98, © M 3338 $7.98. © M $3338 $7.98.

Performance: Fair

Recording: Good

The big moment on this album is supposed to be the closing cut on the second side. Raisin Dubh (Black Rose), A Rock Legend, which is Thin Lizzy’s version of an old Gaelic poem (translated in the nineteenth century) about the doings of Cuchulain, a warrior and—or so I gather from the confused inner-sleeve annotation—Irish Unionist of long ago. A statue commemorating the death of the hero stands in the General Post Office in Dublin. If I were Cuchulain, I would come down off the pedes
tal and see Thin Lizzy for musical defamation of character. I can just see him, eyes afire and great broadband in hand, hacking away at the studio control board.

The rest of the album is more blather and fuss. The only exception is My Sarah, a love song that almost goes somewhere but needs more work. Even in its halfway state it’s the best thing on the album—so of course it’s buried at the end of side one. Arrgh! J.V.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

TOOTS & THE MAYTALS: Pass the Pipe.

Toots Hibbert (vocals); instrumental and vo
cal accompaniment. Famine; Inside, Outside; Feel Free; Get Up, Stand Up; No Difference Here; and four others. MANGO MLPS 9534 $6.98.

Performance: Very good

Recording: Good

Reggae is distinguishable not only by its rhythm but also by its lyrics, which comment on the mores and foibles of Caribbean—and specifically Jamaican—society. Most of the reggae heard in this country has to do with the problems of the Jamaican poor, as in the shantytowns of Kingston, and the most suc
cessful reggae artists, such as Jimmy Cliff and Bob Marley, are political commentators as much as songwriters and musicians. Reggae is a lot more palatable to me as satire than as a United Nations resolution. Unfortunately, the chic left-wing sentiments of Marley and the Maytals both the most enjoyable and the most con
vincing reggae band. Toots Hibbert is an earthy and earnest singer (some of his vocal syncopations sound like the late Otis Red
ding), and the Maytals play like they’re play
ing for listeners (Marley’s and Cliff’s bands sound as if their arrangements were based on a United Nations resolution). Unfortunately, the chic left-wing sentiments of Marley and Cliff are what sell to certain American audi
ences, leading more musical groups like Toots’ sometimes to be overlooked. Don’t overlook “Pass the Pipe.”

J.V.

WET WILLIE: Which One’s Willie?

Wet Willie (vocals and instrumentals). Ramona; Stop and Take a Look/Don’t Let the Green Grass Fool You; Weekend; Smoke; The Hard Way; and four others. Epic JE 35794 $7.98, © JEA 35794 $7.98, © JET 35794 $7.98.

Performance: Very good

Recording: Good

Wet Willie is an experienced Southern band that’s found a cozy niche between rock and pop; the arrangements and delivery put a shine on the sometimes ho-hum self-con
tained material. The band has several assets, including the lead vocals of Jimmy Hall and the production by Lennie Petze, who gives the band a full sound (except, inexplicably, on Ramona, where the vocal mix is cockeyed). The best of Wet Willie’s own songs, which are mostly written by keyboardist Mike Duke, is This Time, a throwback to the Brill Building hold-me-kiss-me items of the mid-Sixties. The outside material includes Ramona, by Joe Droukas and Peter Solomon, a white-soul “story song,” and You Don’t Know What You Mean to Me by Eddie (Knock on Wood) Floyd. The band has fun with both of them. This isn’t a great album, but it’s a very sturdy one.

J.V.

WINGS: Back to the Egg

Wings (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. Reception; Getting Closer; We’re Open Tonight; Spin It On; Again and Again and Again; Baby’s Request; To You; Rockestra Theme; and six oth
ers. COLUMBIA FC 36057 $7.98, © FCA 36057 $7.98, © FCT 36057 $7.98.

Performance: Soft-boiled

Recording: Lovely

Without the other Beatles, John in particular, to keep him in line, Paul is unbearably cute-
sie-poo. His lyrics are vapid, his wife is a no
talent, and his melodic gift has all but desert
ed him unless you really like songs that sound like Lifesaver commercials. The problem is that the guy also has this annoying habit of oc
casionally throwing into his albums something that really works, something so good that you can’t figure out whether he’s just gotten lucky or he deliberately grinds out the bad stuff for a market he has shrewdly assessed as being desperate for elevator music. For every tri
umph like 1974’s Junior’s Farm, you have to endure dross like the entirety of last year’s “London Town,” which gets pretty wearing and accounts for the glee with which critics take him apart. Meanwhile, every single note the man records sells in the zillions.

Anyway, as might have been expected, his new “Back to the Egg” has one really tran
cendent moment of glory: Getting Closer, a classic rocker with a soaring melody, energy, sass, magnificent dynamics—exactly the kind of effortless power pop that in theory McCartney shouldn’t be able to pull off any more, old fart that he is. The rest, barring Rockestra Theme, the loose, splashily entertaining all
star instrumental track that begins side two (featuring, among others, members of the Who, Led Zeppelin, and Elvis Costello’s At
tractions), is more of the usual emptyheaded whimsical mush. It’s all gussied up with a pro
duction job that is even more opulent than usual, and there’s some singing from the star that, divorced from the material, stacks up as the most technically impressive he’s done since “Abbey Road.” And he did have the sense to leave his recent “disco” single, Goodnight Tonight, off the record, so perhaps I shouldn’t bitch. Hey, nice job, Paul! S.S.

(Continued on page 134)
The Rare Receiver.
It destroys the separate amp and tuner mystique.

Optonica's new Rare Receiver (SA-5905) combines all the technology that makes separates superior. With the convenience, specs and exclusive features you won't find on any other receiver.
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The Rare Receiver gives you unlimited versatility too. You can use it like a separate amp and tuner, just by flicking a switch.

Our exclusive 5-way blowout protection is the most complete fail-safe system we know of. Because your precious equipment needs all the protection it can get.

The Rare Receiver also gives you all the "standard" features you'd expect on ordinary receivers. And some you wouldn't. Like a 41-position detented volume control and midrange tone control.

But to appreciate what makes our Rare Receiver so rare (including our other exclusive features), you've got to see and hear it for yourself.
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CIRCLE NO. 54 ON READER SERVICE CARD
CRUSADERS: Street Life. Crusaders (instruments); vocal accompaniment. My Lady; The Hustler; Carnival of the Night; and four others. MCA MCA-3094 $7.98. © MCA-T-3094 $7.98. © MCA-C-3094 $7.98. Performance: Banal Recording: Good

At the moment I'm unable to put my hands on one of the earliest hits by the Crusaders, recorded back in the early Sixties when they called themselves the Jazz Crusaders. Titled The Young Rabbits, it was an appealingly agitated ditty that echoed the frenetic quality of those post-bop days when some of us were trudging about in sneaked-on and weird garments, caught up in a residual beatnikism regarding the arrival of the hippies. I can remember everything about that record, particularly the lead trombone of Wayne Henderson, now long gone from the group. Back in those days, the Jazz Crusaders played with guys like Joe Pass on guitar and Monk Montgomery on bass (when Victor Gaskin wasn't hanging in with them). They were far from giants, but a certain amount of musical integrity and jazz authenticity underscored their efforts.

It's all different now, though the group still claims three of its earliest members, namely Wilton Felder on bass and saxes, Stix Hooper on drums, and Joe Sample on keyboards (formerly piano). They produce homogenized instrumental-arranging the tedium that threatens (Continued on page 136)

Anita O'Day: Big-band Harvest

CHRIS ALBERTSON and Robert Hurwitz have done a superb job of assembling a Verve reissue of singer Anita O'Day's work with four big bands in 1959-1961. The records are complemented by Albertson's equally superb profile of O'Day, who recently celebrated her fortieth year in the business and, judging by her recent appearance on the Dick Cavett Show, is probably ready for forty more with as little audible wear and tear. The final set with Billy May's orchestra. O'Day takes his own particular favorites here are in the set with Billy May's orchestra. O'Day takes

Music who combine originality, style, guts, and musicianship in every performance. My own particular favorites here are in the set with Billy May's orchestra. O'Day takes
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80. CHOPIN Complete Works For Piano and Orchestra (3 LPs)
Claudio Arrau, Eliash Inbal: London Philharmonic Orchestra

81. LISZT Années de Pelerinage (Years of Pilgrimage) (3 LPs)
Lazar Berman at the piano

82. BRAHMS Four Symphonies (4 LPs)
Claudio Abbado: Vienna Philharmonic, Berlin Philharmonic, Dresden State and London Symphony Orchestras

83. BEETHOVEN The 5 Piano Concertos (4 LPs)
Stephen Bishop, Colin Davis: London Symphony and BBC Symphony Orchestras

84. TCHAIKOVSKY Symphonies 4, 5 and 6 (4 LPs)
Yevgeny Mravinsky: Leningrad Philharmonic
Sleeping Beauty & Swan Lake
Herbert von Karajan: Berlin Philharmonic

85. MOZART Don Giovanni (4 LPs)
Arroyo, Freni, Te Kanawa, Ganzarolli, Wixell. Colin Davis: Chorus and Orchestra of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden

86. BEETHOVEN The Middle Quartets, Op. 59 Nos. 1 and 3, Op. 74 No. 10 and Op. 95 No. 11 (3 LPs)
Quartetto Italiano

FREE BONUS ALBUM
Return coupon within 10 days for valuable free gift—TCHAIKOVSKY'S 1812 Overture. Bernard Haitink: Concertgebouw Orchestra, Amsterdam.
to reduce all popular music to a common denominator so low even the tin-eared will be turned off. The album’s flashy cover says all the worst things we’ve ever suspected about L.A., and the music inside is even more banal. As guest singer, Randy Crawford struggles hard to elevate the title track above its innate tackiness, but he fails, and it’s all further downhill from there. This is music designed to be forgotten, on the same level as a fast-food burger grabbed on the run. Now, where did I put that old Rabbits disc? P.G.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

ART FARMER: To Duke with Love. Art Farmer (flugelhorn); Cedar Walton (piano); Sam Jones (bass); Billy Higgins (drums). In a Sentimental Mood; It Don’t Mean a Thing. The Brown Skin Gal in the Calico Gown; and three others. INNER CITY IC 6014 $7.98.

Performance: Mellow Art Recording Very good

At last someone has put out an album that does Art Farmer justice. “To Duke with Love” is not a new recording—it was made in 1975 for the Japanese East Wind label—but it is heard it recently in a New York club. The simple quartet format shows Farmer’s talent to much better advantage than such CTI releases as “Crawl Space” (CTI 7073) and “Something You Got” (CTI 7080), which flung the former co-leader of the Jazztet into an unbecoming mess of arrangements.

Producers Yosouchi Itoh, Kiyoshi Itoh, and Yukio Morisaki (with executive producer Toshinari Koinuma, that adds up to one producer per musician!) could hardly have gone wrong combining the tasteful, rich, well-seasoned horn of Art Farmer with the formidable Cedar Walton Trio. Farmer is one of the most lyrical trumpeters around, and his almost sinfully luxurious sound on the flugelhorn—the only instrument he plays on this session—gives this Elliotinian material a perfect voice. Walton and Farmer played together in the Jazztet almost twenty years ago, and they are obviously still on a common wavelength, their interplay on Billy Strayhorn’s beautiful Lush Life being but one proof of that. Bassist Sam Jones and drummer Billy Higgins lay down a solid rhythmic foundation throughout. A particularly splendid example of their teamwork is The Brown Skin Gal in the Calico Gown, a rarely heard tune Duke wrote for his 1941 musical Jump for Joy. Here the old gal brings out the best in everybody and even inspires some strictly Elliotinian lines from Walton’s piano. It all just goes to show that you don’t need an army of session men to create memorable music.

THE HEATH BROTHERS: In Motion. Jimmy Heath (soprano and tenor saxophones, flute); Percy Heath (bass, baby bass); Stanley Cowell (piano); Tony Purrone (guitar); Keith Copeland (drums); brass choir. Feelin’ Dealin’; Passion Flower; Project “S”; and three others. COLUMBIA JC 35816 $7.98, 35817 $7.98, 35818 $7.98.

Performance: Moves nicely. Recording: Good

The Heath Brothers, Jimmy and Percy, know good music when they play it, and that is, fortunately for us, something they do a great deal of. “In Motion” is this group’s second Columbia album, and except for one track it is as fine as their first. To get the exception out of the way, I was totally turned off by Feelin’ Dealin’, part of a suite commissioned by Jazzmobile. It sounds as hackneyed as the stuff producer George Butler used to use to dilute the Blue Note label, and this boring track opens side one. The Voice of the Saxophone, which follows, is quite another matter. It is Jimmy Heath’s tribute to Coleman Hawkins, taken from Hawkins’ 1976 “Afro-American Suite of Evolution.” Accompanied only by vibist George Devens and the rhythm section (with brother Percy prominently featured), Jimmy delivers the tribute with all the sensitivity and richness of tone that his beautiful ballad deserves. The tempo brightens up for Project “S”; another tune featuring Jimmy’s tenor, this time with wonderful support from pianist Stanley Cowell, guitarist Tony Purrone, and drummer Keith Copeland, whose lengthy solo kept my attention.

Move to the Groove is a blues walk taken at an easy gait with Percy plucking his baby bass (that’s not as nasty as it sounds) while his regular bass tags along by way of multiple tracking; again, Purrone’s guitar and Cowell’s piano provide highlights. The highlight of the album, however, is Johnny Hodges’ Passion Flower, which has a haunting aura about it to begin with and is made all the more ethereal by Percy’s simultaneous use of bowed and plucked bass as Purrone strums his guitar; eventually, of course, Jimmy’s tenor takes...
over and the flower blooms. The album’s last track, *A Time and a Place (There’s)*, comes close to being as dull as *Feelin’ Dealin’*, but it’s saved by some good solos. There’s a nine-piece brass choir on *Feelin’ Dealin’*. *A Time and a Place, and Project “S”*, but only the last uses a string section. The Heath Brothers do not really need such trimmings.

C.A.

RECORDING OF SPECIAL MERIT

KEITH JARRETT: *Eyes of the Heart*. Keith Jarrett (piano, soprano saxophone, obois, tambourine); Dewey Redman (tenor saxophone, obois, tambourine, maracas); Charlie Haden (bass); Paul Motian (drums, percussion). *Eyes of the Heart (Parts One and Two)*; *Encore*. ECM ECM-T-1150 two discs $9.98, © L8E-1150 $9.98. 0 L8E-1150 $9.98. © L8E-1150 $9.98.

Performance: Superb

Recording: Excellent remote

I have long been among Keith Jarrett’s most ardent admirers, but, much as I have been taken by his solo efforts, I now find myself re-

This two-record, three-side set brings us a 1976 Austrian concert by Jarrett, Dewey Redman, Charlie Haden, and Paul Motian. Except for one album, *The Survivors’ Suite* (ECM-11085), recorded the month before this concert, this quartet has appeared only on the ABC!/Impulse label, where the technical quality has not always come up to the music’s level. Here it all comes together as engineer Martin Wieland captures every nuance.

"Eyes of the Heart" is this quartet’s finest album, an exemplary demonstration of cohesive ness and team spirit that satisfies a variety of tastes and needs. For the slightly conservative ear there are some wildly swinging mo-

YEHUDI MENUHIN & STEPHANE GRAPPELLI: *Tea for Two*. Yehudi Menuhin. Stephane Grappelli (violin); John Etheridge (lead guitar); woodwind ensemble; rhythm section. *Crazy Rhythm: The Man I Love; Tea for Two; Highgate Village; Viva Vividali; and eight others*. ANGEI D S-37533 $7.98.

Performance: Winsome but wilted

Recording: Excellent

This is the third collaboration on Angel by vi-

Fujitsu Ten car stereo: The best sound on wheels.

PASSPORT: *Garden of Eden, Passport (vo-

cals and instruments)*. *Big Bang; Dawn; Light 1; Light 2; Snake; and five others, AT-

LANTIC SD 19233 $7.98, © TP 19233 $7.98, © CS 19233 $7.98.

Performance: Fair

Recording: Good

Except for British singer and guitarist Kevin Mulligan, Passport is West German. They have a semi-intellectual approach to music which expresses itself in a pastiche of bad American fusion jazz—meandering mood pieces with vocals on the usual karma and applepie topics. Pass ‘em by, folks.

J.V.

(Continued overleaf)
CLAUDIA BARRY: Boogie Woogie Dancin' Shoes. Claudia Barry (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. Boogie Woogie Dancin' Shoes; Give It Up; Heavy Makes You Happy; Boogie Tonight; and four others. CHRYSALIS CHR 1232 $7.98, 8CH 1232 $7.98, 12CH 1232 $7.98.

Performance: Restrained
Recording: Very good

Whatever she does on this album—and she does a lot—Claudia Barry comes out sounding disarmingly sweet. Whether she's bouncing her way through the big, up-tempo dance number, Boogie Woogie Dancin' Shoes, getting down with the funky Give It Up, or belting the gospel-based Heavy Makes You Happy, her voice remains soft around the edges, with little of the urgency of the usual disco vocalist. The Munich musicians and engineers who put this album together took Barry's restrained style into account and did the arrangements accordingly. This is good for her, because she is given ample opportunity to be heard—really heard—in a variety of styles, but her limitations do keep the dancing energy low.

Actually, the best cuts here are danceable, but they are not truly disco. Nobody but You has few musical ideas beyond a calypso beat, but it falls right in the best part of the singer's range. And Boogie Tonight shows off her dancing energy low.

Recording: Good

DEE DEE BRIDGEWATER: Bad for Me. Dee Dee Bridgewater (vocals); orchestra. Bad for Me; Streetsinger; Tequila Mockingbird; For the Girls; Back of Your Mind; and four others. ELECTRA 6E-188 $7.98, 7E-188 $7.98, 12TC-188 $7.98.

Performance: Breathless
Recording: Rioutous

Lots of fast turns on this one! George Duke’s production for Dee Dee Bridgewater’s latest is mostly disco at its most frantic and least interesting. All mood and subtlety have been sacrificed for frenzied movement and thunderous action. Poor Bridgewater, forced to shriek through the up-tempo, skids through everything like a Keystone Kop trying to take a corner. Streetsinger and Tequila Mockingbird flash by like local stops seen from an express train, and For the Girls starts in pandemonium and ends in riot. Dee Dee is allowed to calm down in Love Won’t Let Me Be and again proves what a good singer she can be—warm, emotional, and communicative. It’s about the only opportunity she gets here, though. She slows down once more in Is This What Feeling Gets? from The Wiz (in which Bridgewater played the Good Witch on Broadway), but she allows herself to be breathed and deep fried in this one by a Streisand-sound-alike arrangement and performance that don’t do anyone any credit. By that time, however, Dee Dee was probably willing to do a Galli-Curci imitation if it would give her a chance to catch her breath.

R E C O R D I N G O F S P E C I A L M E R I T

FLOATERS: Into the Future. Floaters (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Levitation; Go Down to the Disco; Woman, Love/You Are My Lady; Made Up My Mind; and four others. MCA MCA-3093 $7.98.

Performance: Special
Recording: Good

Just when I become convinced that all popular formulas have been worked so much that no one can possibly produce a fresh sound, some group or individual crops up to change the rules. THE FLOATERS: a masterly blend of funk and disco
my mind. This time it's the Floaters, a vocal quartet whose new album is a masterly blend of standard funk with disco, supported by superior instrumental arrangements that leave plenty of room for stretching out. Right from the opening track, Levitation, a bluesy little number with sparkling horn comments, it was obvious that something special was going on here. By the second, a high-energy stomp with amusing lyrics called Go Down to the Disco, genuine enthusiasm had been aroused, and it did not flag through the remainder of the album.

The secret ingredient in the background is the producer, Eugene McDaniels, who also wrote or collaborated on most of the selections. McDaniels' earlier credits include Compared to What, a top hit for jazz pianist Les McCann, and as well as a vehicle for the young Roberta Flack, plus several other special songs for Roberta, including Reverend Lee. This time around, he does not work so close to his folk and jazz roots but slips easily into the pop-soul mode of the day. The result is an album considerably better than most of what is coming down the pike these days.

PATRICK JUVET: Lady Night. Patrick Juvet (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. Swiss Kiss; The "Gay Paris"/French Pillow Talk; and two others. CASABLANCA NBL5 7148 $7.98. © NBL8 7148 $7.98. © NBL5 7148 $7.98.

Performance: Dancey
Recording: Fine

The "I love America-a-ah" Frenchman is now crooning Viva California (among other things). But he's still settling that multi-tracked falsetto voice comfortably down inside big, fast, romantic disco arrangements. It's difficult to single anything out in an album as seamless as "Lady Night," but I'd give the prize to the medley of The "Gay Paris" and French Pillow Talk. None of Juvet's songs are as strong on lyrics, but these are less silly than most, and the arrangement is considerably heavier and sexier than anything else in the album. The rest sounds too much like the Bee Gees for me, though there's no denying Juvet's power to make infectiously danceable music.

ETHEL MERMER: The Ethel Merman Disco Album. Ethel Merman (vocals); vocal and instrumental accompaniment. There's No Business Like Show Business; Everything's Coming Up Roses; Alexander's Ragtime Band; I Got Rhythm; and three others. A&M SP 4775 $7.98, © AAM 4775 $7.98, © AAM 4775 $7.98.

Performance: High-octane Ethel, but... Recoding: Fine

The word that Ethel Merman was gonna boogie on records leaked out months ago, and I've been awaiting this release with uncommon interest. Well, it's here, but I'm disappointed. It just doesn't work.

A&M has generously provided very nice disco arrangements for this collection of standard Mermaniana—brassy, show-biz arrangements embellished with enough foot-tapping disco touches to make the background actually pretty interesting. The orchestral interlude of Everything's Coming Up Roses, for example, has nothing to do with Julie Styne or Ethel Merman, but it's not...
bad disco. Just as good are the trippy violin introduction to a big-band-bash treatment of I Get a Kick Out of You and the funky opening of Something for the Boys.

The trouble is that Ethel Merman and disco don't mix. Merman's in good voice, and she sings these things straight out and straight on. She has totally lost the serious vocal wobble of two or three years ago, and it's wonderful to hear her belting Some People with this much authority and control. But there is no true marriage between the Merm and the boogie. It just isn't her way to bend with the times. Come to think, it never has been. E.B.

STEPHANIE MILLS: What Cha Gonna Do with My Lovin'. Stephanie Mills (vocals); vocals and instrumental accompaniment. You Can Get Over; Feel the Fire; Deeper Inside Your Love; Starlight, and four others. 20TH CENTURY-FOX T-583 $7.98. © 8-583 7$ 98. © C-583 $7.98.

Performance: Forced
Recording: Routine

Little Stephanie Mills, who made such an enchanting Dorothy in the original Broadway production of The Wiz, is all grown up now—and she's probably a lot sadder and wiser after listening to this mess. For it seems that the powers that be, with another of their broad strokes of creativeness and their tender concern for a young artist's future, have put her into— you guessed it—yet another disco album. Any individuality or charm that Mills may ever have had is effectively stifled here by the routine and uninspired production of James Mtume and Reggie Lucas. A sheer waste of a young talent and a dishheartening shrug-off of any attempt to develop it in a unique direction. P.R.

RAYDIO: Rock On. Raydio (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. More Than One Way to Love a Woman; Honey I'm a Star; What You Wantin' For; You Can't Change That; and four others. ARISTA AB 4212 $7.98.

Performance: Somewhat above average
Recording: Good

Raydio certainly has an appropriate name, for disco is about all one hears these days at most points on the dial. But producer/writer Ray Parker Jr. seems to be injecting interesting textural variations into the stock disco form. This set has some inviting shifts in tempo and mood that lift at least a few moments of it above the ordinary. Hot Stuff and When You're in Need of Love are solid rompers on any count, and the vocals throughout are filled with an infectious get-up-and-go that all but compels physical participation. But the musical substance is lean. Once the shouting and thumping have died down, there is little here to be remembered or relished or even recognized as being distinctive. P.G.

SAINT TROPEZ: Belle de Jour. Saint Tropez (vocals and instrumentals). Fill My Life with Love; One More Minute; Hold On to Love; Most of All; and three others. BUTTERFLY FLY 3100 $7.98. © 8T-3100 7$ 98. © C-3100 $7.98.

Performance: One bright spot
Recording: Excellent

The album cover boasts, rightly, that this LP includes the original disco mix of One More Minute, Saint Tropez's hit single. Unfortunately, it includes nothing else that comes close to that high-energy, lushly orchestrated, totally successful song. There's lots of nice music here in short stretches: the refrain of a ballad called Hold On to Love, the effective dance moments in Fill My Life with Love, and most of Most of All (in French), which features charming syncopation. But in general the big, big string section soars up and away, the seven vocalists sing sweetly in tight harmony, and the beat bounces along to no particular purpose. The title song is a tedious courtship scene done entirely in French, and spoken French at that. Largely a waste of vinyl. E.B.

SPARKS: No. 1 in Heaven. Russell Mael (vocals); Ron Mael, Giorgio Moroder (instrumentals); vocal accompaniment. Tryouts for the Human Race; Academy Award Performance: La Dolce Vita; Beat the Clock and two others. ELEKTRA 6E-186 $7.98.

Performance: Sell-out
Recording: Noisy

Ron and Russell Mael, who record as Sparks, used to live in London, where their humor first caught on. They used pop/rock forms as vehicles for their daffy ideas, and there were many bright moments on their earlier albums for Island Records. Unfortunately, Sparks never reached a mass audience; the Maels' particular kind of talent probably precludes their reaching one. This new album is a com-
promise in search of a market, and I'm afraid that they have compromised away what made Sparks interesting in the first place.

"No I in Heaven" is basically a disco album, produced by disco whiz Giorgio Moroder. The syncopated synthesizers juggle their way through all six disco-length cuts. The vocals are buried in the mix, which means that the lyrics are lost. The whole thing is a certifiably mess. Pity. J. V.

RECOMMENDED DISCO HITS

- KATHI BAKER: Feel the Heat. DECO DC-7034 $7.98.
- ELIJAH JOHN GROUP: Keep a Little Love for Yourself. KEYLOCK DJK 5102DA disco disc $3.98.
- MELBA MOORE: Dancing with Melba. ARISTA BDS 5720 $7.98.  © BDT 5720 $7.98.  © BDC 5720 $7.98.
- HARVEY SCALES: Hot Foot-a-Funque Disco Opera. CASABLANCA NBLP 7164 $7.98.  © NBL8 7164 $7.98.  © NBL5 7164 $7.98.
- TASTE OF HONEY: Another Taste. CAPITOL SOO-11951.
- MICHAEL ZAGER BAND: Life's a Party. COLUMBIA JC 37771 $7.98.  © JCA 37771 $7.98.  © JCT 37771 $7.98.

(List compiled by John Harrison.)

Performance: Feverishly funky
Recording: Satisfactory

Now that disco has been proclaimed the musical phenomenon of the late Seventies, some enterprising promoter might well be inspired to inaugurate a Hall of Fleeting Fame to honor performers who have successfully withstood more than two years before the flashing lights. Leading candidates for such an honor would be the Trammps, a group of Philadelphians who entered the disco marathon in 1975 and still show no signs of flagging. Many were introduced to their irresistibly muscular style through the movie Saturday Night Fever, one of the highlights of which was the scene where John Travolta wove sensual balletic arabesques to the Trammps' incendiary hit Disco Inferno.

The Trammps' music is invariably danceable. The soaring vigor of their vocals is accompanied by equally full-bodied and aggressive instrumentalists, and by building a sonic wave of unceasing energy they impel the listener toward physical involvement, movement, even if it's just absent-minded tapping a foot. This compensates for a lack of true ingenuity and the frequent abrasiveness of lead singer Jimmy Ellis' vocals.

The first side of "The Whole World's Dancing" relies heavily on established formulas and might quicken the feet without affecting the pulse, but the flip side is crammed with delectably rambunctious material, including My Love, It's Never Been Better and the standout, "I Don't Want the Night to End." Sylvie Vartan (vocals); orchestra. Please Stay; Easy Love; Distant Shores; Pure Love; Keep On Rockin'; and five others. RCA AFL1-3015 $7.98.  © AFS1-3015 $7.98.  © AFK1-3015 $7.98.

Performance: Adequate
Recording: Fancy

Sylvie Vartan has been a member of the jeunesses dorées of French pop for so long now that she's beginning to take on an unreal, acrylic spray-varnished look, rather like our own implausible Ann-Magaret. In this disco album arranged by Michel Colombier, Vartan throws herself into the proceedings with the kind of careful, don't-miss-my-hair abandoning that effectively keeps her at the Dresden-doll distance performers of her type prefer. Her performances are perfectly adequate, and the album is okay if you have nothing else to dance to. but you'll have to provide all the excitement because Varian's vocals just don't cut the Dijon. P. R.

RECOMMENDED DISCO HITS

- KATHI BAKER: Feel the Heat. DECO DC-7034 $7.98.
- ELIJAH JOHN GROUP: Keep a Little Love for Yourself. KEYLOCK DJK 5102DA disco disc $3.98.
- MELBA MOORE: Dancing with Melba. ARISTA BDS 5720 $7.98.  © BDT 5720 $7.98.  © BDC 5720 $7.98.
- HARVEY SCALES: Hot Foot-a-Funque Disco Opera. CASABLANCA NBLP 7164 $7.98.  © NBL8 7164 $7.98.  © NBL5 7164 $7.98.
- TASTE OF HONEY: Another Taste. CAPITOL SOO-11951.
- MICHAEL ZAGER BAND: Life's a Party. COLUMBIA JC 37771 $7.98.  © JCA 37771 $7.98.  © JCT 37771 $7.98.

(List compiled by John Harrison.)
Should You Have Subwoofers?

At $145.00 per channel, the answer may be yes.

"Full-range" speaker systems (even the best ones) are made to have falling response in the octave from 40 to 20 Hz. This is the result of a compromise required to achieve reasonable cabinet size and efficiency.

It is a good compromise, because there isn’t much music in that range. And what is there is often lost in the recording process.

Despite this, some people go to extraordinary lengths to achieve bottom-octave reproduction. A pair of subwoofer systems, with an electronic crossover and the extra power amplifier to drive them, can easily cost over $2,000 and will occupy a lot of space.

Most sensible people would agree that flat response in the bottom octave is worth something, but probably not that much. Now there is an alternative choice: The Electronic Subwoofer™ filter and bass equalizer system.

Some full-range speaker systems, including those made by Allison, have woofers with as much cone area and as much linear excursion capability as a subwoofer. With the proper equalization these systems can produce flat power output down to 20 Hz. The Electronic Subwoofer system provides that equalization, and it also provides cutoff filters operating at 18 dB per octave below 20 Hz and above 20 kHz. Its price ($290) and size (14½ by 4½ by 1¼ inches) make it a uniquely practical investment in lowest-octave bass restoration.

Complete descriptions and specifications for Allison® loudspeaker systems and The Electronic Subwoofer system are available on request.
cobowsky and the Colonel, it joined the ranks of unsuccessful major musicals of 1979 after a short run on Broadway last January. Yet Jerry Herman’s music is striking, something like Dolly and Mame grown up. It’s not the sophisticated pop of I’m Getting My Act Together or the grand opetta of Sweeney Todd, but it’s basic Broadway at its best, compete with drum rolls, horns, and all the other regulation razzmatazz. Such beautiful ballads as Mar-...
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SAVE 50% Build your own speaker system. Write McGee Radio Electronics, 1910 McGee Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108.

LOWEST PRICES. ROSE, SAE, DBX, and MORE. Dynamic Sound, Box 168A, Starkville, MS 39759. (611) 323-0756. 1 P.M. - 9 P.M.

ALL NEW FOR '71 AW's buyers guide consisting of thousands of stereo components, their descriptions, specifications retail prices and the competitive dealer costs. We guarantee the edge that can save you hundreds, possibly thousands. An added value, you can order top name components thru us at drastically reduced prices. Send $5.00 today to Audio World Research, Box 29205, Thornton, CO 80229.

ALL HIGH FIDELITY ENTHUSIASTS. Send self addressed, stamped envelope today to: AWR, Box 29205, Thornton, CO 80229.

CERTIFIED AUDIO CONSULTANT Home Study Hi-Fi Course available. Send $5.00 for information. Includes AUDIO TECHNICAL YEARBOOK with 20 sample lessons and application for membership in the society of Audio Visualants. Write: SAC, P.O. Box 552, Dept. SR, Beverly Hills, CA 90213.

HIGH-END AUDIO AT LOW, LOW PRICES! Aiwa, Audio Pulse, Bose, 1bt, Greek, ESS, Luxman, MCi, SAE, Technics Pro and many more! All factory fresh with full warranty. For discount price call 212-254-3125. Or send $2.00 for our catalog and price list to DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. P.O. BOX 841, New York, NY 10003.

ELECTRO-VIOCE real loudspeakers, Tapeo amps, etc. Quick Response Specialists. Sony Company, Dept. D722, Box 58, Indian Head, MD 20640. (301) 753-6452.

GREAT PRICES on car stereo, blank tape, head to find hi-fi, stereo gear. Sunny Hi-Fi, 4601 South Lindberg, St. Louis, MO 63127.

WORLD PREMIERE—Daftuq DG10 Phased Array Loudspeaker was held at Opus One on June 4, 1973. World premiere of the Fundamental Research Low Frequencies Subwoofer was held at Opus One May 3, 1977. Since we introduced these great products, we know them better than anyone else. For literature call Opus One, 400 Smithfield, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. (412) 281-3969.


ADD-ON DOLBY FM/TAPE DECODER Fully assembled, exceptional performance, $99.50 plus $2.00 shipping. KM Associates, 40 Noaham St., Brighton, MA 02135. (617) 677-5600.

PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at good prices with competent service. Madison Sound Speaker Components, 537 Holly Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53711. (608) 645-7307 or 235-1517.

AUDIO AND RECORDER BLOWOUT—Dynamite prices S.A.E., Crown, Tandber, Akai, Nakamichi, etc. Send SASE for list. Wack's, 5722 W. North Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53208.

AUDIO BARGAINS—FREE LIST. Cissouf, bankruptcy specialists. SCC, P.O. Box 4814, Canton, Ohio 44711. (216) 452-6322.

The Thompson Electronic Eliminator can actually remove most or all of the background music virtually untouched! Not an equalizer! See your own speaker system and we'll provide top quality drivers, the Patented SpeakerGuts.

HOW TO DO IT! Article by W.J.J. Hoge. Dept. 5139 Box 12030 Shawnee Mission, Ks. 66212. $1.00 CATALOG/COMPREHENSIVE MAN-

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or all of the background music virtually untouched! Not an equalizer! See your own speaker system and we'll provide top quality drivers, the Patented SpeakerGuts.
ELECTRO-VOICE 30% - discounts on all E-V products including Interface and SonoPro speaker systems, all microphones, raw speakers, PA products. (312) 368-0662.

SCANDINAVIAN SPEAKER KITS by SEAS. Complete kits from $59. Raw drivers, crossover networks, minkit and subwoofer kit. For literature and information send $1, refundable upon purchase, to: The Speaker Works, Dept. SR, Box 303, Canaan, NH 03741.

MORDAUNT-SHORT SPEAKERS at BARGAIN PRICES. Pageant Series 2 in factory sealed cartons. List $49/pair, now only $29/pair. Mainland freight prepaid. NY residents add sales tax. Entertainment Sound Services Inc., 78 North Franklin Street, Hempstead, NY 11550.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, exclusively, all new, lowest prices, new guaranteed. S&S Audio, South Street, Westport, Connecticut.

SHOW ALBUMS, Reduced. Rare, Out-of-Print LP's. 64 pg. list. $1.00. Booklet: Water or Netterli - original cast LP $3.95. Broadway/Wolywood Recordings, Georgetown, Conn. 06877.


OLDIES oldies, 45rpm. Also current hits. Free Catalog. Coral's Record Shop, Box 166HG, Mason, Ohio 45040.


VIENNESE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY - Strauss, Lanner, etc. 45rpm, C-60, $1.29; C-90, $2.39. Way/Hollywood Recordings, Georgetown, Conn. 06877.

OPEN RECORDS. (213) 849-4791 or 846-9192.

OLDIES oldies, 45rpm. Also current hits. Free Catalog. Coral's Record Shop, Box 166HG, Mason, Ohio 45040.

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List $50 cents (refundable). Jami's, P.O. Box 127, Glenview, IL 60025.


Entertainment Sound Services Inc., 78 North Franklin Street, Hempstead, NY 11550.

STEREO RECORD ALBUMS, 25 different, $18.00; 50 different, $30.00; 100 different, $50.00. PREPAID. Bernice Croom, P.O. Box 7063, Eugene, OR 97401.

PHANTM GHOSTS! ONLY $249.95! 1000 records, all 1950-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS. Beats Television!! Tapes, design drawings, technical specs (over 180 different reel & cassette tapes to choose from); $30.00 C-60; $45.00 C-90. Save Money, Get Great Quality! Use check, Mastercard, VISA, American Express, Barclave-Card, Black Card, or personal check. Order shipped 1.3 days Add $2.50 shpg & hdlg per order.或火焰/Tape Cassette Sale!

STICKITONE America's Recording Tape Specialists

MIDS WOOFERS

ENERGY CONCEPTS, Box 53SR, Mt. Prospect, IL 60059

BARGAINS! TAPES blanks, prerecorded. Records. Closeout prices! Catalog $1.00 (refundable). Tower Box 12, Lewes, Del. 19958.


VIENNESE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY - Strauss, Lanner, etc. 45rpm, C-60, $1.29; C-90, $2.39. Way/Hollywood Recordings, Georgetown, Conn. 06877.

OPEN RECORDS. (213) 849-4791 or 846-9192.

OLDIES oldies, 45rpm. Also current hits. Free Catalog. Coral's Record Shop, Box 166HG, Mason, Ohio 45040.

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List $50 cents (refundable). Jami's, P.O. Box 127, Glenview, IL 60025.

OLDIES oldies, 45rpm. Also current hits. Free Catalog. Coral's Record Shop, Box 166HG, Mason, Ohio 45040.

COLLECTORS' Soundtracks. Mint. List $50 cents (refundable). Jami's, P.O. Box 127, Glenview, IL 60025.

OLDIES oldies, 45rpm. Also current hits. Free Catalog. Coral's Record Shop, Box 166HG, Mason, Ohio 45040.
TUBES

INSTRUCTION

WANTED

CASH FOR YOUR Unwanted LP’s and Prerecorded Reel to Reel Tapes. Reder, Box 3235, Hilburn, NY 10931.

HYPNOTISM
FREE Hypnotism, Self-Hypnosis, Learning Catalog! Drawer H420, Rudlosn, New Mexico 88345.

RUBBER STAMPS
RUBBER ADDRESS STAMPS, BUSINESS CARDS, Free Catalog — Fast Service. Jackson’s, Brownsville Road, Mt. Vernon, IL 62864.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!! Lowest Possible Prices! Over 100 Brands!! Kraus-Rep, 996 Orange Ave., West Haven, Conn. 06516.

NEW LUXURY CAR WITHOUT COST! Free Report. Codex- ZZ, Box 6073, Toledo, Ohio 43614, (419) 865-5657.

MILLIONS IN MAIL! Free Secrets. Transworld-17, Box 6226, Toledo, Ohio 43614.

AUDIOPHILES WANTED!! Put your knowledge to use, earn an excellent extra income. No investment necessary. For information and application write: ABOCT SR, 1231 East Main Street, Meriden, Conn. 06450. Call (203) 238-7799.

Hi-Fi ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more than just spare money in your spare time. We need campus representatives to sell name brand stereo equipment at substantial discounts in your area. No investment required. For information and application write: Hi-Fi Sales, 1231 East Main Street, Meriden, Conn. 06450. Call (203) 238-7799.

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP. Hypnotize! Astonishing details, strange catalog free! Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington, 98501.

PERSONALS
MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international correspondence. Illustrated brochure free. Homes-views, Box 10650-Z, D-1000 Berlin 11, G. Germany.

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors, Masters, Ph.D.s... Free revealing details. Counseling, Box 399-RV, Tusin, California 92680.

COLLEGE DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelor’s, Master’s, Doctorates. Free info. Careers, Box 10068, Dept. SRA, Washington, DC 20018.

MAILORDER SUCCESS! Interested? Free exposure. TMP-V, Box 6226, Toledo, Ohio 43614.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! Hypnotize! Astonishing details, strange catalog free! Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington, 98501.

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE PROMOTIONAL ALBUMS, concert tickets, stereos, etc. Information: Barry Publications, 477 82nd Street Brooklyn, NY 11229.

GASOLINE MILEAGE INCREASED DRAMATICALLY! Simplified returning methods. Details? Free! Technening, Box 12191-SR, Norfolk, VA 23502.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
JEPS...$99.30...CARS...$23.30...450,000 Items...Government Surplus...Most Comprehensive Directory. Available tells how, where to bid on your area! $20! MoneyBack Guarantee...”GPO’S Surplus Disposal” Box 99249-EC/43, San Francisco, California 94109.

ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS BARGAINS, Closeouts, Surplus Parts, stereo, industrial, educational. Amazing feats — featuring items unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere. Free catalog. ETCO-014, Box 762, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.

MOVIE FILMS
16mm SOUND Features, Shorts, New, Used for Sale. Free Catalog, National Cinema, 333 W. 57th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10019.

BOOKS & MAGAZINES
WORLD’S LARGEST RECORD COLLECTOR’S PUBLICA-
TIONS; 40,000+ records offered each month. Sample $1.50. Subscription $15.00. “Goldmine”, Box 187Z, Fraser, Mich.48026.

BACK ISSUE MAGAZINES. Free list. Send stamped envelope. Everybody’s Bookshop, Dept. ZD, 317 West 6th, Los Angeles 13, Calif.

KEEP YOUR LP’s CLEAN! For booklet “Professional Methods for Record Care and Use” send $1.50 to: Booklet, P.O. Box 4508, Pasadina, CA 91106.

PUBLISHERS OVERSTOCKS, BARGAINS, 3,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton, 98-65 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810.

PERSONALS
MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international correspondence. Illustrated brochure free. Homes-views, Box 10650-Z, D-1000 Berlin 11, G. Germany.

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors, Masters, Ph.D’s... Free revealing details. Counseling, Box 399-RV, Tusin, California 92680.

COLLEGE DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelor’s, Master’s, Doctorates. Free info. Careers, Box 10068, Dept. SRA, Washington, DC 20018.

MAILORDER SUCCESS! Interested? Free exposure. TMP-V, Box 6226, Toledo, Ohio 43614.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! Hypnotize! Astonishing details, strange catalog free! Autosuggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia, Washington, 98501.

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE PROMOTIONAL ALBUMS, concert tickets, stereos, etc. Information: Barry Publications, 477 82nd Street Brooklyn, NY 11229.

GASOLINE MILEAGE INCREASED DRAMATICALLY! Simplified returning methods. Details? Free! Technening, Box 12191-SR, Norfolk, VA 23502.

FREE HARDWOOD VENEERS & LUMBER CATALOG
60 worldwide world’s finest veneers and lumber at reasonable prices. E-Mail in your requirements for information and see our selected lumber starter offers. SAVE 25% Hungry.

BOB MORGAN WOOD, Dept.
1234 Bardstown Rd., Louisville, Ky, 40204

DISK-CUTTING service for musicians & songwriters. Your roll or cassette demo tape cut on your reference disk. JB, PO Box 6095, Big Bear Lake, CA 92315.

LOOKING TO BUY, SELL, TRADE AUDIO EQUIPMENT? Then you should advertise in STEREO REVIEWS MARKETPLACE WHERE monthly you reach 95,241 responsive audio-philes. To place YOUR ad, contact: Stereo Review, Classified, 1 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.
JBL'S NEW L150: ITS BOTTOM PUTS IT ON TOP.

JBL's new L150 takes you deeper into the low frequencies of music without taking you deeper into your budget.

This short-tower, floor-standing loudspeaker system produces bass with depth, power and transparency that comes incredibly close to a live performance.

A completely new 12" driver was created for the L150. It has an innovative magnetic assembly, the result of years of research at JBL. It uses a stiff, heavy cone that's been coated with an exclusive damping formulation for optimum mass and density.

And it has an unusually large 3" voice coil, which aids the L150's efficiency and its ability to respond to transients (peaks, climaxes and sudden spurts) in music.

There's even more to the L150's bottom—a 12" passive radiator. It looks like a driver but it's not. We use it to replace a large volume of air and contribute to the production of true, deep bass. Bass without boom.

If you're impressed with the L150's lows, you'll be equally impressed with its highs and mids. Its powerful 1" high-frequency dome radiator provides wide dispersion throughout its range. And a 5" midrange transducer handles high volume levels without distorting. The maximum power recommended is 300 watts per channel.

The L150's other attributes include typical JBL accuracy—the kind that recording professionals rely on. Maximum power/flat frequency response. High efficiency. And extraordinary time/phase accuracy.

Before you believe that you can't afford a floor system, listen to an L150. While its bottom is tops, its price isn't.


FIRST WITH THE PROS.
The Sound of Koss will spoil you for anything else.

Once you've experienced the life-like intensity of the Sound of Koss, you'll be spoiled for anything else. Because with Koss stereophones, your favorite recordings take on an incredible new dimension of clarity and realism that's unlike anything you've ever heard before.

KOSS PRO/4 TRIPLE A

The Pro/4 Triple A's extra large voice coil and oversized diaphragm deliver a smooth frequency response over the entire bandwidth of sound. Highs are brilliant, crisp and clean. And the bass pulses with a rich, deep vibrance.

The Triple A's direct-contour Pneumalite earcushions provide a gentle, yet perfect seal that increases bass response to below audibility. And everything about the Triple A, including its dual suspension headband, is human engineered for long wearing comfort.

KOSS ESP/10

The ultimate Sound of Koss is the electrostatic ESP/10. It's specifically designed for those who want the most precise reproduction of stereophonic sound. What you hear with the ESP/10 is near-zero distortion over all ten audible octaves. And what you experience is the most accurate excursion into sound that has ever been achieved.

The Koss ESP/10 is indeed the electrostatic stereophone that has it all: a patented energizer that features an automatic overload protector, semi-peak reading VU meters, and an outlet for an additional set of stereophones. Each a final touch of perfection for the ultimate Sound of Koss.

KOSS CM 530

Write us c/o Virginia Lamm, for our free full-color catalog on the Sound of Koss. And when you visit your audio dealer for a live demonstration of Koss stereophones, take an extra moment to hear the perfect pair. The computer maximized Koss CM 530 bookshelf speakers. Whether you place them horizontally or vertically on your bookshelf, the Koss CM 530's deliver perfect mirror image sound. And whether it's loudspeakers or stereophones, once you've experienced the Sound of Koss you'll be spoiled for anything else.

© 1979 Koss Corp.